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General introduction

Introduction
Dissociative identity disorder
Dissociative identity disorder (DID), formerly known as multiple personality
disorder, is a psychiatric disorder included in the DSM-IV (American Psychiatric
Association, 1994). It is characterized by the presence of two or more distinct
identities or personality states each with its own relatively enduring pattern of
perceiving, relating to and thinking about the environment and self, with at least
two of the identities or personality states recurrently taking control of the person’s
behavior. Another characteristic of this disorder is an inability to recall important
personal information that is too extensive to be explained by ordinary forgetfulness,
which is called dissociative amnesia (DA). These symptoms are not due to the
physiological effects of a substance (e.g. blackouts or chaotic behavior during
alcohol intoxication), a general medical condition (e.g. complex partial seizures) or
imaginative play in children. In addition to these features, depersonalization,
derealization, and sensori-motor dissociative symptoms are other characteristics
features of this disorder.

The etiology of DID
Despite the inclusion of DID in the DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association,
1994), there is still no clear consensus regarding its diagnosis or treatment. There
has been a considerable debate concerning the existence of DID as a mental
disorder and some mental health professionals are still skeptical as to whether DID
is a genuine psychiatric disorder (for reviews see Reinders, 2008, and Boysen and
Vanbergen, 2013). The controversies surrounding this disorder, its etiology and
disputed diagnosis can persist as long as limited neuroscientific evidence is
available. Two etiological models for DID are: i) the trauma-related model and ii)
the non-trauma-related model.
The trauma-related model
The trauma-related model (Reinders et al., 2012), also known as the posttraumatic
model (Gleaves, 1996) or trauma model (TM) (Dalenberg et al., 2012), states that
11
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DID is causally related to a combination of factors that include disorganized
attachment, lack of affect-regulation by caregivers, chronic emotional neglect,
emotional, physical, and/or sexual abuse during early childhood (Boon and Draijer,
1993a, Chu and Dill, 1990, Nijenhuis and Den Boer, 2009, Van der Hart et al.,
2006, Van der Hart et al., 2005). Based on these views, dissociation is a selfprotecting mechanism that is used by the maltreated child to cope with
overwhelming and inescapable abuse and neglect. This view is supported by the
results of clinical research showing that 89%-97% of individuals with DID report
exposure to either physical or sexual childhood abuse (Boon and Draijer, 1993c,
Putnam, 1985, Ross, 1997). Proponents of this view propose that disorganized
attachment between the child and caregivers leads to a disruption in the child’s
ability to integrate experiences (Freyd, 1996, International Society for the Study of
Trauma and Dissociation, 2011). It has been proposed that eventually such
circumstances can cause neurobiological changes that facilitate the development
of distinct identity states each with differing consciousness of their experiences
(Nijenhuis et al., 2002).
The non-trauma-related model
The non-trauma-related model (for a review see Reinders et al., 2012) includes
views stating that DID is not related to antecedent trauma. This includes the
iatrogenic, sociocognitive (Spanos, 1996) and fantasy model (FM) (Dalenberg et
al., 2012). Proponents of these models believe that genuine cases of DID do not
exist and assert that the symptoms of DID are either consciously or subconsciously
enacted by the individual due to inappropriate psychotherapeutic techniques or due
to socio-cultural influences (Giesbrecht et al., 2007, Lilienfeld et al., 1999,
Merckelbach et al., 2002, Piper and Merskey, 2004). The iatrogenic model
emphasizes the role of psychotherapeutic treatment in eliciting the symptoms
associated with a diagnosis of DID. In this view, a close relationship between the
therapist and patient can lead to a (sub-)conscious simulation of different identity
states by the patient in order to please and satisfy the therapist. Proponents of the
iatrogenic view also believe that false memories of child abuse may be fabricated
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in suggestible individuals (Kampman, 1976, Spanos, 1996, Spanos et al., 1986).
High suggestibility and fantasy proneness can be facilitating factors in the
effectiveness of the construction of distinct identity states (Merskey, 1992). This
view is supported by reports that many patients do not explicitly manifest alternate
personality states until after the initiation of their therapy (Piper and Merskey,
2004).
Based on the sociocognitive model (Spanos, 1996), socio-cultural factors such
as widespread publicity of DID cases and frequent portrayal of this disorder in the
media, films and novels can contribute to fabricating DID (Lilienfeld et al., 1999). In
support of this concept is the finding that an increase in the representation of DID
in Western media sources is correlated with the number of DID diagnoses
(Merskey, 1992). Pope et al. (2006) tracked the scientific interest (based on the
number of publication per year) in DA and DID from 1984 to 2003 and reported a
sharp peak in the mid 1990’s followed by a sharp decline by 2002 and 2003. This is
while the publication rates for well-established diagnoses such as anorexia
nervosa, alcohol abuse and schizophrenia remained constant or showed a steady
rise during the same period of time. Based on these observations, Pope et al.
(2006) claimed a decline of scientific interest in DA and DID diagnoses. However,
this review was criticized by the proponents of the trauma-related model as
suffering from several methodological deficits. For example, it missed several
important papers providing evidence in favor of a trauma-related origin of DID
(Dalenberg et al., 2007). Furthermore, a recent literature review article by Boysen
and Vanbergen (2013) investigated the rate of publications on DID during the
period of 2000 to 2010. This study reported a steady rate of the number of
publications per year, although this was low when compared to other psychiatric
disorders.
The role of fantasy proneness has recently been investigated in two
independent papers: A recent literature review by Dalenberg et al. (2012) assessed
the relationship between pathological dissociation, trauma and fantasy proneness.
Dalenberg et al. (2012) aimed to investigate, based on existing literature, two
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models for DID: the Trauma Model (TM) and the Fantasy Model (FM). They
reported that the trauma-dissociation relationship appears reliably in both clinical
and community samples and that it has a similar effect size in objective and selfreport studies. Also, the trauma-dissociation relationship was found to be stable
over the course of short periods in clinical populations unless treatment was
offered. Furthermore, dissociation and childhood trauma were found to be
correlated even when fantasy proneness was controlled, and dissociation is not
reliably associated with suggestibility, which was expected based on the FM model.
Dalenberg et al. (2012) also found that dissociation is related to objective
fragmentation and is higher in dissociative disordered patients than in controls and
that dissociation is positively related to a history of trauma memory recovery.
Evidence from neurobiological studies was found to support the role of dissociation
as a regulatory response to extreme psychological trauma. Relying on evidence
from published literature, Dalenberg et al. (2012) found strong supports in favor of
the TM. However, direct empirical evidence that proves that neurobiological
abnormality in DID is related to childhood trauma is still lacking.
The second paper by Reinders et al. (2012) reported a neuroimaging study to
test whether dissociative identity state-dependent psychobiological features in DID
can be enacted by high or low level of fantasy prone individuals. Findings of this
study revealed differences in psychobiological and neural activation patterns
between DID patients and both high and low fantasy prone DID simulating groups.
These findings indicate that DID is not due to suggestion, role-play or fantasy
proneness and argue against the non-trauma-related views.

Diagnosing DID
Individuals with DID are highly poly-symptomatic and the majority of them have comorbid mental disorders (Boon and Draijer, 1993b, Ellason et al., 1996, Galbraith
and Neubauer, 2000, Rodewald et al., 2011). These factors along with the
skepticism or lack of knowledge by mental health professionals are the main
reasons that DID is often missed and a more familiar psychiatric disorder is
diagnosed such as affective disorders, personality disorders, anxiety disorders
14
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and/or schizophrenia (Ross et al., 1989). An individual with DID usually receives a
long and frequently ineffective and unsuccessful treatment for these other
disorders before receiving an accurate diagnosis and appropriate treatment
(Arbour, 1998, Ross et al., 1989).
The following case study provides an illustration of the journey of a DID patient
who participated in the studies presented in this thesis:
Mrs. IB was 55 years old when she participated in our study. Her first
contact with mental healthcare was at the age of 27 because she was
having symptoms of exhaustion, was anxious all the time, and was
losing weight. At that time, she received a diagnosis of anorexia nervosa
and received psychological therapy accordingly. IB felt that not only her
therapy was unsuccessful, but that it was counterproductive. She
remembered that the symptoms were present since she was in primary
school and she felt sick all the time and needed to stay home. However,
medical examinations did not show any sign of physical disease. After
this initial diagnosis, over the years, IB has received many other
diagnoses from different therapists such as adjustment disorder with
depressive mood, personality disorder not-otherwise-specified (NOS),
identity problems, problems due to negative sexual experiences, and
borderline personality disorder. Finally, she came to realize that after
being in therapy for all these diagnoses her symptoms persisted or even
worsened.
She reported experiencing intense headaches that she described them
“as if there is something in my head like a stone”. She also experienced
episodes of derealization; as if her head and body were something
separate.

Furthermore,

she

complained

about

memory

gaps

(dissociative amnesia) several times a week and did not remember what
she has been doing. It happened to her that she forgot everything about
herself and her past (Dissociative Fugue). Additionally, sometimes she
had the feeling that she was watching herself from a distance
15
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(depersonalization). She has done several suicidal attempts, once
consciously, but as she describes she was stopped by someone,
something, like an angel. She is religious and believes that religion can
support her.
IB read a book written by a DID patient and found a lot of similarities
between her own symptoms and the ones reported in that book. She
later read about our neuroimaging study in an internet advertisement and
contacted us by phone to enquire about the objective of our study. At that
time she was receiving therapy for negative sexual experiences but did
not find it successful. She discussed the possibility of participating in this
study with her therapist and her therapist agreed. After her initial phone
call, our team member referred her to the DID expert Dr Ellert R.S.
Nijenhuis for clinical assessment and diagnosis. Dr Nijenhuis conducted
a SCID-D interview and established a DID diagnosis for her. Dr Nijenhuis
also reported the new diagnosis to her therapist at the time. However, as
her therapist was not experienced and trained enough regarding the
course of treatment for this disorder, IB contacted several other
therapists and eventually started appropriate treatment for DID. She
reports that she feels good that finally her symptoms are recognized and
acknowledged.
IB reported severe emotional neglect and abuse during her lifetime,
starting in childhood. Her mom always told her what she did was wrong
and threatened to hang her herself. She always felt like she should not
exist. The sexual abuse could happen, because she never learned to
stand up for herself and felt she had not developed a self-protecting
mechanism. She could withdraw herself from her body during sexual
abuse, but not from the emotional abuse; she says ‘the emotional abuse
happened in my head and I could not run from it; that is what made me
all messed up’. She learned to be alone and felt always (and still does)
very lonely with no one to care for her. ‘And after all that happened, if
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mental health care does not believe you and is unable or unwilling to
provide the help needed, you’re all alone once again’, IB said.
At the time of participation in the studies for this thesis she reported
having at least three dissociative identities besides her most prominent
identity state: a 12-year old girl who is very depressed and prefers to die
as she thinks she is “nobody”. An 8-year-old girl who cries a lot but has
no feelings. A 9-year old girl who cannot stay long and constantly
switches to the other alters. She believes many more dissociative
identities exist although she does not think of them as different people
and thinks of them as a part of herself.

Prevalence of DID
The international society for the study of trauma and dissociation (ISSTD) has
reported that the prevalence of DID is between 1% and 3% in the general
population, and between 1% and 5% in inpatient groups in Europe and North
America (International Society for the Study of Trauma and Dissociation, 2011,
Nijenhuis and Van der Hart, 2008). The proponents of the non-trauma-related
views considered the geographically dependent prevalence of DID in North
American and Western countries as evidence that this disorder is culture-bounded
and not a universal response to early trauma, and hence DID is caused by
iatrogenic and socio-cultural factors (Merskey, 1995). However, researchers have
reported the appearance of DID in other countries and cultures (Coons et al., 1991)
such as in Japan (Fujii et al., 1998, Okugawa et al., 2005), China (Xiao et al.,
2006), the Philippines (Gingrich, 2009), India (Adityanjee et al., 1989), Turkey
(Rhoades and Sar, 2006), South Africa (Savitz et al., 2004), Puerto Rico (MartinezTaboas, 1991) and Australia (Irwin, 1994). For example, 2.3% of Chinese
outpatients were diagnosed with full or partial forms of DID, although being from a
community that has little public or cultural awareness of DID and is not familiar with
any representation of the disorder in movies, novels or popular folklore. In China
dissociative disorders are very rarely diagnosed by mental health professionals
(Xiao et al., 2006). Furthermore, reports of similar symptom profiles in DID patients
17
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in the North America (Ross et al., 1990), The Netherlands (Boon and Draijer,
1993c), Turkey (Akyuz et al., 1999, Sar et al., 1996) and Puerto Rico (MartinezTaboas, 1991) suggest cross-cultural consistency of this disorder.
Of note, epidemiological studies in Turkey have reported an association
between the severity of traumatization and pathological dissociation in the general
population (Sar et al., 2007). Interestingly, this association remained significant
after correction for possible iatrogenic factors, by removing individuals who
received previous psychiatric treatments from the sample (Personal communication
between Dr V. Sar and Dr A.A.T.S. Reinders).

Posttraumatic stress disorder
Based on the trauma-related model DID develops in the context of severe trauma,
therefore this model considers that DID and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
are etiologically and phenomenologically related disorders (Bremner, 1999).
According to the DMS-IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association, 1994), PTSD is
characterized by: exposure to a traumatic event, followed by persistent reexperiencing of the traumatic event (flashbacks), persistent avoidance of stimuli
associated with the event, symptoms of increased hyper-arousal not present
before. Furthermore, the symptoms should last more than one month and cause
significant impairment to an individual’s life activities.
Recently, a subdivision among PTSD patients has been identified: a nondissociative subtype and a dissociative subtype (Lanius et al., 2010, Lanius et al.,
2012, Stein et al., 2013). The non-dissociative subtype has similar symptoms as
listed above. The PTSD patients in this subtype respond to trauma cues with
elevated level of autonomic activity (i.e. increased heart rate and blood pressure)
resembling the “fight or flight” response in animals. In contrast, the dissociative
subtype responds to trauma cues with a decreased or unchanged autonomic
activity (Lanius et al., 2010). The latter response matches with “freezing” behavior
of animals in response to threatening conditions when “fight or flight” is not possible
(LeDoux, 1987, Nijenhuis et al., 1998). It should be noted that some PTSD patients
may exhibit both types of responses to the reminders of traumatic events, either
18
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simultaneously or at different time points (Lanius et al., 2010). However, it has
been shown that prolonged traumatic experiences, for example chronic childhood
abuse or combat trauma, are often associated with dissociative responses to
trauma cues (Bremner et al., 1992, van der Kolk et al., 1996); whereas more acute
traumatic experiences are associated with hyper-aroused and intrusive responses
to trauma reminders (Lanius et al., 2010).
It has been reported that 60% of men and 51% of women experience at least
one traumatic event in their lifetimes among whom 8% and 20%, respectively,
develop PTSD (Davidson, 2000). The type of trauma most commonly associated
with PTSD is combat exposure for men, and rape and sexual molestation among
women (Kessler et al., 1995). While most individuals are able to cope with
stressors and maintain or regain homeostasis, a minority of individuals fails to
recover and develops PTSD. Evidence from twin and genetic studies indicates that
vulnerability to PTSD is to some extent hereditary (Sarapas et al., 2011, True et al.,
1993). Further research suggests that in addition to genetic influences,
environmental factors such as early childhood experiences as well as interaction of
genetic and environmental factors could increase vulnerability to develop PTSD in
adulthood (Koenen et al., 2007, Koenen et al., 2009, Stein et al., 2002).

Effects of stress on the brain
Stress is an inevitable part of daily life. The brain responds to stress by producing
behavioral and physiological responses through stimulating the secretion and
release of several hormones and neurotransmitters. Research from preclinical
studies suggests that the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis is a major
neuro-endocrine component in the regulation of the stress response in mammals.
Upon exposure to stress, neurons in the hypothalamic paraventricular nucleus
(PVN) secret corticotropin releasing factor (CRF) into the hypothalamohypophyseal portal circulation, in which CRF is transported to the anterior pituitary
where it stimulates the production and release of adrenocorticotropin (ACTH).
ACTH, in turn, stimulates the production and release of glucocorticoids (GCs) from
the adrenal cortex. Several brain pathways modulate HPA axis activity. The
19
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hippocampus and the prefrontal cortex inhibit the HPA axis whereas the amygdala
stimulates the activity of PVN neurons (Tsigos and Chrousos, 2002).
It has been well documented that although stress hormones are protective and
beneficial for survival in the short run, they may damage the brain when secretion
is excessive or unnecessarily prolonged (McEwen, 2002). The hippocampus, in
particular, is a major target for stress hormones due to the abundant presence of
receptors for GCs. Early-life chronic exposure to stress or GCs could result in the
suppression of neurogenesis, a reduction in dendritic branching or neuronal
atrophy or neural loss in this brain structure (McEwen, 1999, Sapolsky, 1993).
Childhood maltreatment, which includes emotional and physical neglect and
(sexual) abuse, is considered to be a severe life stressor. Teicher et al. (2003)
suggested that early adversity could produce a cascade of physiological and
neuro-hormonal responses, leading to long-lasting alterations in the patterns of
brain development. Specific effects of maltreatment may depend on the age at the
time of the maltreatment, and severity, frequency and duration of the maltreatment
and the identity of the abuser (e.g., caregiver or other adult) (Andersen et al.,
2008). However, since brain maturation continues throughout the lifespan, the
effects of stress are not specific to childhood and can still influence the brain during
the adulthood.

Neuroimaging
The advent of neuroimaging techniques made it possible to explore several
aspects of brain function and structure in vivo (Hurley and Taber, 2008). In
particular, these techniques have greatly advanced our understanding of neural
processes underlying several neurological diseases and psychiatric disorders
(Rauch and Renshaw, 1995).
Functional neuroimaging
Functional neuroimaging techniques including functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI), positron emission tomography (PET) and single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT) are used to investigate the metabolic activity in
20
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brain during a specific task compared to a baseline condition. Thus far, only a
limited number of functional neuroimaging studies have investigated the neural
correlates of DID. These studies have either assessed the neural activity during an
identity state switch (Savoy et al., 2012, Tsai et al., 1999) or they have compared
the activity across various identity states in DID (Hughes et al., 1990, Reinders et
al., 2003, Reinders et al., 2006, Saxe et al., 1992, Sheehan et al., 2006) or
between DID and controls (Elzinga et al., 2007, Reinders et al., 2012, Sar et al.,
2001, Sar et al., 2007). Findings from the majority of these studies have indicated
the involvement of the frontal, parietal and temporal cortices and the hippocampus
and

striatum

(including

pallidum

and

nucleus

accumbens)

in

the

neuropsychopathology of DID.
Numerous functional neuroimaging studies have studied the neural mechanism
underlying PTSD. Although the findings of these studies, research designs,
methodologies, and techniques vary to a great extent, the majority of these studies
have consistently reported involvement of the limbic system in the pathophysiology
of PTSD (for reviews see Francati et al., 2007 and Patel et al., 2012). It has been
shown that different PTSD subtypes show unique and distinctive patterns of neural
activity in response to trauma cues. The non-dissociative subtype shows
decreased activation of the frontal areas involved in emotion regulation, along with
failure of inhibition of the limbic areas related to fear extinction, i.e. the amygdala.
In contrast, the dissociative PTSD subtype shows hyper-activation of cortical brain
areas involved in emotion regulation, including the anterior cingulate and the
medial prefrontal cortex (Lanius et al., 2010), which leads to a greater inhibition of
the limbic emotional networks including the amygdala, insula, and thalamic regions
(Hopper et al., 2007, Lanius et al., 2010, Lanius et al., 2012).
Structural neuroimaging
Structural neuroimaging techniques include anatomical MRI and diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) which can provide morphological information about white matter
(WM) and gray matter (GM) of the brain.
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Gray matter imaging in DID and PTSD
Anatomical MRI, or structural MRI (sMRI), allows us to look at the brain with a
spatial resolution to the millimeter scale. Using this technique, volumetric
measurements of the brain tissue classes, i.e. WM, GM and cerebrospinal fluid
(CSF), can be obtained. Pathological conditions related to childhood and adult
trauma have detrimental effects on the gray and white matter of the brain (Bremner
et al., 1997, Carrion et al., 2001). Using sMRI, possible neuroanatomical
abnormalities in DID and PTSD patients can be studied.
So far, there have been only four multi-subject studies (Ehling et al., 2008, Irle
et al., 2009, Vermetten et al., 2006, Weniger et al., 2008) and one single-subject
study (Tsai et al., 1999) investigating neuroanatomical abnormalities in DID
patients, using region of interest (ROI)-based approaches. Comparing DID patients
with comorbid PTSD to healthy controls, some of these studies reported smaller
volume of the hippocampus (Ehling et al., 2008, Irle et al., 2009, Tsai et al., 1999,
Vermetten et al., 2006), amygdala (Ehling et al., 2008, Irle et al., 2009, Vermetten
et al., 2006), and parahippocampal cortex (Ehling et al., 2008) in DID patients.
These findings can be indicative of a trauma-related nature of DID, as hippocampal
volume loss has been linked to elevated levels of GC secretion during stress
(McEwen, 1999, Sapolsky, 1993). However, the bilateral hippocampal volume
reduction in the study of Vermetten et al. (2006) has been criticized by proponents
of non-trauma-related models as being age-dependent rather than genuine
findings (Smeets et al., 2006, Spiegel, 2006). In addition, one of the volumetric
studies in DID (Weniger et al., 2008) reported preserved hippocampal and
amygdalar volumes in a sample of combined DID and dissociative amnesia
patients without comorbid PTSD compared to healthy controls. Studies by Tsai et
al. (1999), Vermetten et al. (2006) and Ehling et al. (2008) compared volumetric
measurements in individuals with DID to those of healthy controls to investigate the
differences in regional volumes, but none of these studies compared the volumetric
measurements in DID to a trauma-related disorder such as PTSD to test for
similarities in neuropsychopathology of these disorders, which would be expected
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on the basis of the trauma-related model. Furthermore, the volumetric studies by
Weniger et al. (2008) and Irle et al. (2009), comparing hippocampal and amygdalar
volumes between DID, PTSD and healthy controls, are clearly underpowered as
they included only four and two actual DID patients, respectively.
Several sMRI studies have investigated volumetric changes of brain structures
in PTSD patients or individuals with a history of childhood trauma without PTSD, as
compared to traumatized controls or to healthy controls. The most consistent
finding among these studies is a smaller volume of the hippocampus in PTSD
patients and childhood-maltreated individuals (Karl et al., 2006, Kuhn and Gallinat,
2013). Furthermore, in traumatized individuals a reduction of gray matter volume
has been reported for whole-brain cortical gray matter (Carrion et al., 2001, De
Bellis et al., 1999, De Bellis et al., 2002, Woodward et al., 2009), the anterior
cingulate (Chen et al., 2006, Corbo et al., 2005, Kasai et al., 2008, Kitayama et al.,
2006, Woodward et al., 2006, Yamasue et al., 2003), insula (Chen et al., 2006,
Corbo et al., 2005, Kasai et al., 2008), frontal (Eckart et al., 2011, Geuze et al.,
2008, Liu et al., 2012, Woodward et al., 2009) and temporal (De Bellis et al., 2002,
Geuze et al., 2008, Woodward et al., 2009) cortices. Regarding the amygdala,
volumetric findings in traumatized individuals have been inconsistent and some
studies have reported smaller amygdalar volume in PTSD patients (Rogers et al.,
2009, Weniger et al., 2008), others have observed preserved amygdalar volume in
PTSD (Gurvits et al., 1996, Kuo et al., 2012) and adult victims of childhood
maltreatment (Cohen et al., 2006). Interestingly, there is also a report of larger
amygdalar volume in combat veterans with PTSD as compared to non-PTSD
veterans (Kuo et al., 2012).
White matter imaging in DID and PTSD
Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) provides information about the magnitude and
direction of water diffusion within the white matter of the brain (Basser and
Pierpaoli, 1996). The white matter of the brain consists mostly of myelinated axons
that transmit signals from one region of the cerebrum to another and between the
cerebrum and lower brain regions. Almost 70% of the white matter of the brain is
23
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water. Water diffusion in the white matter of the brain is dependent on the physical
environment and is restricted by the myelin sheaths and axonal membranes,
facilitating diffusion of water along fiber tracts but not across them, a situation
known as anisotropic diffusion. It has been reported that pathological conditions
such as multiple sclerosis (Senda et al., 2012) and Alzheimer’s disease (StepanBuksakowska et al., 2012) or psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia (Lee et
al., 2013) and major depressive disorder (Cole et al., 2012) change the anisotropic
diffusion by either a destruction or reduplication of membranous elements or by a
change in cellularity. Therefore, examining the anisotropy parameters in white
matter tracts can provide information about the quality and integrity of brain
anatomical connectivity in pathological conditions.
To the best of our knowledge, no DTI study has yet examined the quality of
brain anatomical connectivity in DID patients. Regarding PTSD patients and
individuals with a history of childhood trauma, only a few DTI studies have
investigated the anatomical connectivity in these groups. Although the results of
these DTI studies have been heterogeneous, the majority of these studies have
indicated a lower WM integrity in traumatized individuals (see Daniels et al. (2013)
for a review). In these studies lower WM integrity has been reported in several
white matter tracts including in the corpus callosum, superior longitudinal
fasciculus, cingulum, internal capsule and fornix (Choi et al., 2009, Eluvathingal et
al., 2006, Fani et al., 2012, Huang et al., 2012, Jackowski et al., 2008, Kim et al.,
2005, Schuff et al., 2011). These findings indicate that trauma is associated with
abnormalities of the integrity of brain connectivity in several major white matter
tracts in traumatized individuals.

Conception of the thesis
As reviewed above, neuroimaging studies in DID are very limited and insufficient
knowledge concerning the neurobiological correlates of DID is one of the major
factors explaining the controversy regarding the etiology of DID. Therefore, in order
to resolve the controversies between the proponents of the trauma-related and
non-trauma-related models further research is needed to elucidate the neural
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substrates of this disorder. The aim of this thesis is to provide more neuroscientific
knowledge about DID and to study its relation to antecedent trauma using
structural brain imaging techniques.
Considering that stress in general, and childhood stress in particular, has been
associated with regional brain gray and white matter abnormalities, investigating
neuroanatomical changes in DID as compared to healthy controls may provide
neuroimaging evidence in favor of either models as to whether DID is a genuine
neurobiological disorder. Findings which indicate that DID, compared to healthy
controls, is associated with brain morphological abnormalities can support the
trauma-related model, whereas findings presenting no morphological difference
between DID patients and healthy controls may provide evidence in favor of the
non-trauma-related model.
Furthermore, volumetric studies in PTSD and other traumatized individuals
have indicated the involvement of a wide range of brain regions in the
psychopathology of trauma, whereas thus far morphological studies in DID have
only focused on a limited number of a priori hypothesized brain regions. With the
etiology discussion of DID in mind, it would be of interest to investigate (dis)similarities in the neuroanatomy between individuals with DID and individuals with
a trauma-related disorder, e.g. PTSD. It is hypothesized that if the trauma-related
model is correct morphological similarities should be present between DID and for
example PTSD. On the other hand, if the claim of proponents of the non-traumarelated views holds DID should have little or no morphological similarities with
trauma-related disorders.
It has been shown that the majority of DID patients (80-98%) have co-morbid
PTSD (Rodewald et al., 2011). All the DID patients recruited in the studies
presented in this thesis (chapters 4, 5 and 6) had either current co-morbid PTSD or
had PTSD in remission. Therefore, dissimilarities in neuroanatomical abnormalities
between DID patients with co-morbid PTSD and PTSD patients without DID may
manifest disorder-specific abnormalities. Nevertheless, future studies in patients
with DID but without a co-morbid PTSS are of great interest as well.
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In sum, the studies in this thesis aim to investigate the neuroanatomy of the DID
patients and to compare it to that of gender-, age-, education-matched PTSD
patients and healthy controls. To this end, both gray and white matter structural
neuroimaging techniques are applied in the same sample of DID patients (n=17)
and PTSD patients (n=16) and HC (n=32) in the studies presented in this thesis.
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Dissociative identity disorder (DID) is a relatively rarely diagnosed disorder, and
hence finding a homogeneous group of DID patients who are in a phase of the
therapy enabling them to participate in a brain imaging study provides a great
challenge. Decreasing the travel time to the imaging facilities could possibly
increase the subjects’ willingness to participate and hence increase participation
rate. Therefore, neuroimaging data for this thesis was acquired from two different
centers in the Netherlands (University medical center Groningen (UMCG) and
Amsterdam Medical Center (AMC)). However, one important confound of
combining images from different scanners is that the quality of MR images (such as
the contrast between different brain tissues) can be dependent on scanner
characteristics, MRI protocol, data-reconstruction, differences in scanner upgrades
and scanner software. Considering that both manual and automatic methods of
image segmentation are dependent on the quality of brain scans, it is therefore
important to prepare a condition in which MR images from the two scan centers
have minimum quality differences. Therefore, to optimize the comparability of the
scans from both centers, a calibration study was performed. Chapter 3 describes
the methodological steps of this calibration study, which was performed prior to
acquiring neuroimaging data from the DID and PTSD patients and healthy controls.
This step provided us with an optimized sMRI protocol that was found to be highly
reproducible across the two centers and over time.
Chapter 4 describes a whole-brain gray matter volumetric study. The aim of the
study in this chapter was to compare subcortical gray matter volume, cortical
thickness, cortical surface-area and cortical volume between the DID and PTSD
patients and healthy controls
Chapter 5 focuses on the abnormalities of the volume and shape of the
hippocampus in DID and PTSD patients and whether it is linked to childhood
trauma. Stress has been shown to have selective effects on different subfields of
the hippocampus. Therefore in this chapter a novel technique based on the manual
tracing of the hippocampal boundaries and modeling of the hippocampal surface
was used to investigate volume and shape differences between DID patients,
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PTSD patients and healthy controls. Furthermore, associations of childhood trauma
with hippocampal volume and shape were investigated to obtain further evidence
that not only DID is a trauma-related but also it is linked to childhood maltreatment.
Chapter 6 presents a study that focuses on structural connectivity of the brain.
In this study DTI data were analyzed to compare the abnormalities of the white
matter integrity in the DID and PTSD patients relative to healthy controls.
Finally in Chapter 7 the main findings of the presented studies are summarized
and discussed, and concluding remarks with respect to the etiology of DID and
directions for future research are provided. This chapter will discuss how the
studies presented in this thesis are important for unraveling the neurobiological
mechanisms involved in DID.
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Abstract
Background: Multi-center magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies present an
opportunity to advance research by pooling data. However, brain measurements
derived from MR-images are susceptible to differences in MR-sequence
parameters. It is therefore necessary to determine whether there is an interaction
between the sequence parameters and the effect of interest, and to minimize any
such interaction by careful choice of acquisition parameters. As an exemplar of the
issues involved in multi-center studies, we present data from a study in which we
aimed to optimize a set of volumetric MRI-protocols to define a protocol giving data
that are consistent and reproducible across two centers and over time.
Methods: Optimization was achieved based on data quality and quantitative
measures, in our case using FreeSurfer and Voxel Based Morphometry
approaches. Our approach consisted of a series of five comparisons. Firstly, a
single-center dataset was collected, using a range of candidate pulse-sequences
and parameters chosen on the basis of previous literature. Based on initial results,
a number of minor changes were implemented to optimize the pulse-sequences,
and a second single-center dataset was collected. FreeSurfer data quality
measures were compared between datasets in order to determine the best
performing sequence(s), which were taken forward to the next stage of testing. We
subsequently acquired short-term and long-term two-center reproducibility data,
and quantitative measures were again assessed to determine the protocol with the
highest reproducibility across centers. Effects of a scanner software and hardware
upgrade on the reproducibility of the protocols at one of the centers were also
evaluated.
Results: Assessing the quality measures from the first two datasets allowed us to
define artifact-free protocols, all with high image quality as assessed by FreeSurfer.
Comparing the quantitative test and retest measures, we found high within-center
reproducibility for all protocols, but lower between-center reproducibility for some
protocols than others. The upgrade showed no important effects.
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Conclusions: We were able to determine (for the scanners used in this study) an
optimized protocol,

which gave the highest

within-

and between-center

reproducibility of those assessed, and give details of this protocol here. More
generally, we discuss some of the issues raised by multi-center studies and
describe a methodical approach to take towards optimization and standardization,
and recommend performing this kind of procedure to other investigators.

Introduction
Assessment of brain tissue morphometry is becoming an important biomarker for
diagnosis and treatment of a variety of neurological diseases (Als et al., 2004,
Bremner et al., 2003, Hermann et al., 2002, Hogg et al., 2003). High resolution
structural magnetic resonance imaging (sMRI) facilitates quantitative insight into
the normal human brain and to changes that occur due to pathology, e.g. in
neuropsychiatric or neurological diseases. Changes in cortical thickness are
manifested in normal aging (Sowell et al., 2003) and with the progression of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s disease (Lerch et al., 2005, Thompson
et al., 2003), multiple sclerosis (Charil et al., 2007, Sailer et al., 2003) and
schizophrenia (Narr et al., 2005, Rimol et al., 2010), while alterations in subcortical
brain volumes have been reported in normal aging (Jack et al., 2005, Mueller et al.,
2007), Alzheimer's disease (Kantarci and Jack, 2004), Huntington's disease
(Douaud et al., 2006, Peinemann et al., 2005), and schizophrenia (Makris et al.,
2006, Rimol et al., 2010).
Recently, multi-center MRI studies have increased in popularity. They provide
the opportunity to increase subject numbers by pooling data from different centers,
which is particularly important for maximizing recruitment rates and for studying
rare diseases (Ecker et al., 2012, Schnack et al., 2010, Teipel et al., 2010, van
Haren et al., 2003).
Although manually measuring the brain's volume (using manual tracing
techniques) by experienced and trained tracers is often considered as a ‘gold
standard’ (Hsu et al., 2002, Song et al., 2004), in large multi-center studies this
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approach becomes problematic because of the time required; automatic brain
measurements are therefore often preferred. There are two types of measurements
that can be made by automatic brain analysis tools: quantitative measures, which
provide outputs such as brain volumetric and morphometric measures, intended for
further analysis, and data quality measures, which give information about the
quality of the images, intended to help assess the success of the data analysis
approach. One important confound of combining images from different scanners
and analyzing them with automatic tools is that the volumetric and surface-based
brain measurements derived from MR images can be dependent on the scanner
manufacturer (Ewers et al., 2006, Filippi et al., 1997, Han et al., 2006, Jovicich et
al., 2009, Kruggel et al., 2010), field strength (Filippi et al., 1997, Han et al., 2006,
Jovicich et al., 2009, Kruggel et al., 2010), MRI protocol (Jovicich et al., 2009,
Kempton et al., 2011, Kruggel et al., 2010, Wonderlick et al., 2009), scanner drift
over time (Takao et al., 2011) and data analysis tool employed (Dewey et al., 2010,
Jovicich et al., 2009, Morey et al., 2010), as well as the impact of a scanner
upgrade (Han et al., 2006, Jovicich et al., 2009). Slight differences in these factors
can have a considerable impact on the reliability and reproducibility of the results
(Schnack et al., 2010). It is therefore important to determine whether there is an
interaction between the acquisition protocol involved and the effect of interest, and
to minimize any such interaction by careful choice of acquisition and analysis
methods.
Thus, the main aim of the present paper is to report a methodical approach to
the choice of MRI protocol for multi-center studies, illustrating the approach using
the results from a recent two center study. For our study, we optimized standard
vendor derived brain structural MR protocols (with candidate sequences and
parameters chosen on the basis of previous reports in the literature) based on their
performance with respect to two commonly employed data analysis methodologies.
We assessed suitability for the FreeSurfer surface- and volume-based image
analysis tool and investigated the reproducibility within and between centers of
quantitative measures extracted from FreeSurfer, along with measures from the
SPM5 version of Voxel Based Morphometry (Ashburner and Friston, 2000,
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Ashburner and Friston, 2005, Good et al., 2001).
In this study we collected datasets from two centers equipped with MR
scanners with the same field strength and from the same manufacturer. By
assessing summary measures of data quality provided by the FreeSurfer program
from within-subject within-center datasets, we first aimed to determine the
protocols with the highest data quality. Then, by assessing quantitative measures
from both FreeSurfer and VBM, we aimed to assess the reproducibility of the MR
images 1) within-center, 2) between-center and 3) after scanner upgrade. We
report the protocol with the highest reproducibility, which is now in use in a study of
Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID) (http://www.neuroimaging-did.com).

Methods
Data acquisition and subjects
In this two-center study, subjects were imaged at two different centers in the
Netherlands (Groningen and Amsterdam) which were both equipped with Philips 3
T Intera MR scanners (Philips Medical Systems, Best, NL), referred to here as
Center 1 and Center 2. Both centers used the manufacturer's standard 8-channel
head coil and software version 2.6.3. We acquired and analyzed five datasets in
order to evaluate the quality of images and the reproducibility of different MRI
protocols within and between centers. All participants were healthy volunteers with
no history of major psychiatric or neurological disease, and provided written
informed consent for a study approved by the local ethics committee (Medisch
Ethische Toetsingscommissie (METc) of the University Medical Center Groningen
(UMCG) and Academisch Medisch Centrum (AMC)). For the time period of this
study, Periodic Image Quality Tests (PIQT) data, which were collected by the
manufacturer as a part of a standard Quality Assurance (QA) protocol, were
obtained from both centers and the signal to noise ratio, artifact level and uniformity
measurements were investigated.
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Comparing T1-weighted volume protocols
As a first step we recommend comparing a range of candidate T1-weighted volume
protocols. In our case a single 27-year old healthy female was scanned using six
candidate MRI protocols recommended by the vendor and MR physicists at the two
centers. While FreeSurfer provided specific protocol recommendations for Siemens
scanners, it is difficult to directly translate these to other manufacturer's platforms.
We therefore investigated an MPRAGE (Magnetization Prepared RApid Gradient
Echo) pulse sequence with similar parameters, along with a number of other pulse
sequences and parameters capable of giving whole brain high resolution scans
with isotropic or near isotropic voxels, in acceptable imaging times. The protocols
included FFE (Fast Field Echo), equivalent to Fast Low Angle SHot (FLASH) on
Siemens scanners, and 3D TFE (Turbo Field Echo), equivalent to MPRAGE on
Siemens scanners, with 5 different voxel sizes (1.0, 1.05, 1.1, 1.2 and 2.0 mm), two
phase encoding directions (right-left and anterior-posterior) and a variety of TR and
TE settings (Table 3.1). This dataset was assessed using quality measures from
FreeSurfer's cortical reconstruction process. As these measures are likely to be
affected by small changes in the subject position between, or motion during, scans,
a thorough visual inspection was made of all data, such that any datasets showing
visible bulk motion or artifact likely to be subject-motion related could be excluded
from further processing.

Improving T1-weighted volume protocols
The next step is to improve the quality of the images based on the results of the
first stage comparison. The details of this stage may vary significantly depending
on the results of the first stage. In our case, visual inspection of the images from
the first comparison revealed a number of artifacts, in particular a pulsation artifact
apparently arising from the carotids. Inconsistencies in phase and amplitude can
lead to this kind of artifact, in which ghost images of the vessels or vessel walls are
seen along the phase encoding direction. Pulsation artifact can be reduced by
adding flow compensation which applies an additional gradient to eliminate phase
differences for both stationary and moving spins at the echo time and/or by
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changing the orientation of phase encoding. In this study seven variants of the
most promising protocols used in the first step were tested (on the same 27-year
old healthy female subject) in order to determine protocols which minimized these
artifacts while retaining high quality as assessed by FreeSurfer's cortical
reconstruction process. Parameter changes included changing the phase encoding
direction, adding flow compensation or adding saturation bands using the
manufacturer's default settings (Table 3.1). As previously, a thorough visual
inspection was made of all data, such that any datasets showing visible bulk
motion or artifact likely to be subject-motion related could be excluded from further
processing.

Short-term two-center reproducibility
Good short-term multi-center reproducibility is a key minimum requirement for any
longitudinal study. In our case the 27 year old healthy female subject was
rescanned with two additional young healthy females (26 ± 1.73 years) at both
centers with a one day interval, using the three best performing protocols in order
to assess the reproducibility of the candidate protocols across centers. This
dataset, which was acquired two weeks before a scanner upgrade at Center 1, was
also used as part of a scanner upgrade assessment (see below).

Long-term two-center reproducibility
In order to assess the long-term reproducibility of the protocols, the same three
participants (27.83 ± 2.31 years) were re-scanned at both centers using the same
three protocols 1.5 years later. Long-term reproducibility is also a key to
longitudinal studies, which normally take place over timescales of months to years.
Scanner servicing, replacement of components and long-term scanner drift can all
potentially impact on long-term reproducibility.
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Initial
comparing
T1weighted
protocols

Optimizing
T1weighted
protocols

Protocol
name

Protocol TR
TE
Flip
No.
Scan in-plane
Phase
type
(ms) (ms) angle Slices time resolution encoding
(sec)
(mm2)
direction

Slice
Slice FC* SB*
thickness gap
(mm)
(mm)

A

FLASH

25

4.6

30

160

408

1.0x1.0

Right-left

2.0

-1

-

-

B

MPRAGE

9.8

4.6

8

120

279

1.16x1.1

Right-left

1.2

0

-

-

C

MPRAGE

7.6

3.5

8

160

614

1.0x1.0

Anteriorposterior

1.0

0

-

-

D

MPRAGE

7.6

3.5

8

160

614

1.0x1.0

Anteriorposterior

1.05

0

-

-

E

MPRAGE

9.8

4.6

8

120

279

1.16x1.1

Right-left

1.2

0

-

-

F

MPRAGE

7.1

3.3

8

145

557

1.0x1.0

Anteriorposterior

1.1

0

-

-

F

MPRAGE

7.1

3.3

8

145

557

1.0x1.0

Anteriorposterior

1.1

0

-

-

F1

MPRAGE

7.1

3.3

8

145

557

1.0x1.0

Anteriorposterior

1.1

0

-



F2

MPRAGE

7.1

3.3

8

145

557

1.0x1.0

Right-left

1.1

0

-

-

F3

MPRAGE

7.1

3.3

8

145

557

1.0x1.0

Right-left

1.1

0

-



C1

MPRAGE

9.5

5.3

8

160

614

1.0x1.0

Anteriorposterior

1.0

0

 -

C2

MPRAGE

7.6

3.5

8

160

614

1.0x1.0

Anteriorposterior

1.0

0

-

C3

MPRAGE

10

5.6

8

160

614

1.0x1.0

Right-left

1.0

0

 -

* FC: Flow Compensation, manufacturer's default settings
* SB: Saturation band, manufacturer's default settings
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Table 3.1. Pulse sequence parameters used in the study.
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Assessment of scanner upgrade
To investigate the effect of scanner upgrade the three participants were re-scanned
one week after a scanner upgrade at Center 1, when the number of channels was
changed from 8 to 32 and the scanner operating software was upgraded from 2.6.3
to 3.2.10, again using the same three candidate MR protocols. (Note that although
this upgrade provided a 32 channel capability, for the current study the same 8channel head coil was used before and after the upgrade). Generally it is best to
avoid scanner upgrades part way through longitudinal studies, of course, though
this will often not be possible due to other operational requirements.

Data analysis
The FreeSurfer processing pipeline includes both surface-based (Dale et al.,
1999) and volume-based (Fischl et al., 2002, Fischl et al., 2004) streams. In brief,
after preprocessing including motion correction, affine registration to Talairach
space, bias field correction, intensity normalization and skull stripping, each voxel
is classified as either white matter (WM) or non-WM based on intensity values and
neighbor constraints. Hemispheres are separated from each other and an initial
WM surface tessellation is generated for each hemisphere and smoothed on the
basis of intensity gradients between WM and grey matter (GM) voxels. The white
surface is then “nudged” to follow the intensity gradients between the gray matter
and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF); this defines the pial surface, and cortical thickness is
measured as the average of the shortest distance from the WM surface to the pial
surface and from the pial surface to the WM surface (Fischl and Dale, 2000). For
subcortical segmentation, FreeSurfer combines information about voxel intensity
relative to a probability distribution for tissue classes with information about the
spatial comparisons to neighboring voxel labels and spatial comparisons to a
probabilistic training atlas; structures are determined by assigning each voxel to
one of approximately 40 possible labels.
Structural images were also processed using VBM, implemented with Statistical
Parametric Mapping software (SPM5) running under Matlab 7.0 (MathWorks,
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Natick, MA). First, structural images were segmented to determine GM and WM,
and normalized to an asymmetric T1-weighted template in Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) stereotactic space, in a recursive manner (Ashburner and Friston,
2005). Then images were corrected for volume changes induced by spatial
normalization (modulation) (Good et al., 2001). This “modulation” step involves
multiplying the spatially normalized gray matter by its relative volume before and
after spatial normalization. The resulting gray matter images were finally smoothed
with an 8 mm isotropic Gaussian kernel (the default setting for VBM).
We performed two types of measurements:
i. Data quality measures: To determine the MR protocols with the highest
performance, we extracted and analyzed summary measures of data
quality (described below) from the FreeSurfer analysis of the first two
stages and used these as proxies for general image quality.
ii. Quantitative volume and cortical thickness measures: In order to
determine which protocols had the best reproducibility within and between
centers, and also after scanner upgrade, we extracted quantitative
measures (also described below) from FreeSurfer and VBM analyzed data
from the short-term multi-center reproducibility, long-term multi-center
reproducibility and scanner upgrade comparisons.

Data quality measures
Artifacts can have an important negative impact both on the visually assessed
quality of images, as well as on the performance of automated analysis techniques.
Such artifacts include blurring and ghosting artifacts caused by motion or flow
which can also influence the scan quality in subtle ways that can often only be
assessed qualitatively. In this study all images were therefore visually inspected for
artifacts, but in addition we also assessed “summary data quality” measures that,
though not specific, are likely to be affected by many types of commonly occurring
image artifacts. The FreeSurfer summary data quality measures we used are the
“Euler number” and “Contrast to Noise ratio (CNR)” as suggested by Dr Bruce
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Fischl (http://www.mail-archive.com/freesurfer@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/msg11456.ht
ml) and briefly described here. An examplar dataset from FreeSurfer (known as
“Bert”), was also analyzed for comparison purposes. The summary data quality
measures from each protocol were compared to the performance of the other
protocols, and the protocols with the highest total score were selected for further
investigation. In the current study we chose to weight all scores equally, but such a
choice needs to be considered on a case by case basis, and for other studies it
may be appropriate to give different weights to the factors.

Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR)
CNR is the ratio of the difference in signal intensity between regions of different
tissue types and background (noise) signal. The contrast must be sufficient to
obtain robust brain measurements as many automated techniques rely on high
contrast boundaries between brain and CSF, or between different tissues (e.g. GM
and WM). Selecting an appropriate protocol and also increasing field strength can
increase the CNR. CNR information is automatically computed by FreeSurfer (Dale
et al., 1999). For our purposes we assumed that the higher the CNR the higher the
data quality, and the better the assumed performance for FreeSurfer and other
segmentations techniques on such data.

Euler Number
It is very important that cortical reconstruction procedures can create a cortical
surface model which is geometrically and topologically representative of the
cerebral cortex. Lee et al. (2006) note that “since the cerebral cortex has the
topology of a 2-D sheet, a topologically correct surface model should have no holes
and handles and the Euler number should be '2'.” For a surface which contains
holes or handles, the Euler number is 2-2 g, where g is the number of defects. The
Euler number is also automatically computed by the FreeSurfer pipeline (Dale et
al., 1999), and we used this as a metric of cortical surface reconstruction quality:
the higher the Euler number, the higher the data quality for FreeSurfer cortical
reconstruction.
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Quantitative volume and cortical thickness measures
The quantitative volume and cortical thickness measures which were extracted in
this paper are: cortical thickness and subcortical volume measurements from
FreeSurfer, and total gray matter volume, total white matter volume and whole
brain volume (WBV) from VBM-SPM5.

FreeSurfer quantitative measures
In our study, a global mean cortical thickness measurement for each subject was
computed over the whole cortical surface, combining left and right hemispheres,
while regional cortical thickness was assessed by limiting cortical thickness
measures to one of five major cortical regions: frontal, parietal, temporal, occipital
and cingulate.
Volumetric measurements were collected for six subcortical structures which
are of particular interest in neuro-degenerative diseases - thalamus (T), caudate
(C), putamen (PU), pallidum (PA), hippocampus (H) and amygdala (A). For each of
these, the right and left hemisphere volumes were evaluated separately.
Depending on the nature of the multi-center study the most appropriate quantitative
measures to assess will, of course, vary.

VBM-SPM quantitative measures
After the smoothing step in VBM, each voxel represents the local average amount
of gray or white matter. In this study we report only the total WM and total GM
volume results, as the CSF compartment is poorly defined by SPM5 and includes
other tissue in non-negligible quantity (areas of skull bone and dura, scalp
musculature, fat, upper cervical vertebrae, etc.). Whole brain volume (WBV) was
defined in this case as the sum of WM and GM volumes.

Statistical analysis
The reproducibility of each quantitative measure was assessed by calculating the
relative mean difference (as a percentage) as described in equation (1) in which
Qtp1 and Qtp2 indicate the quantitative measure extracted at time-point 1 and time52
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point 2, respectively. Reproducibility and relative mean difference are inversely
related i.e. the lower the relative mean difference the higher the reproducibility and
vice versa.
Relative mean difference (%) = 100*ABS(Qtp1 -Qtp2)/mean(Qtp1,Qtp2)

(1)

Reproducibility of the protocols was then evaluated within-center, betweencenter and after scanner upgrade by calculating the relative mean difference in
each of the following comparisons:
1) Within-center reproducibility: Center 1 test vs. Center 1 retest and
Center 2 test vs. Center 2 retest.
2) Between-center reproducibility: Center 1 test vs. Center 2 test and
Center 1 retest vs. Center 2 retest.
3) Post scanner upgrade reproducibility: Center 1 retest vs. Center 1
upgrade.

Results
Data quality measures
Comparing T1-weighted volume protocols
Visual assessment revealed no datasets that needed to be excluded due to subject
motion. Results of the initial FreeSurfer summary data quality measures of the
comparing T1-weighted volume protocols (Table 3.1) are shown in Table 3.2. In this
table each of the protocols was scored according to its rank relative to the other
protocols.
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Table 3.2. FreeSurfer summary data quality measures of the initial T1-weighted
volume protocols and their ranking relative to the other protocols in parentheses.

Euler
No.
CNR

Bert

A

B

C*

D

E

F*

Right

-40

-396 (1)

-62 (5)

-66 (4)

-78 (3)

-94 (2)

-40 (6)

Left

-58

-510 (1)

-88 (2)

-72 (4)

-62 (5)

-74 (3)

-52 (6)

Grey/
white

2.02

1.50 (1)

2.21 (2)

2.5 (4)

2.59 (5)

2.26 (3)

2.86 (6)

Grey/
CSF

1.09

0.51 (1)

0.69 (2)

0.78 (5)

0.73 (3)

0.75 (4)

0.94 (6)

4

11

17

16

12

24

sum of scores

Protocols with better summary data quality measures are given higher scores.
Criteria:
Euler No : the less negative the better,
Grey/white CNR: the bigger the better,
Grey/CSF CNR : the bigger the better,
Total CNR
: the bigger the better.
* The MRI protocols taken forward to the next step

The results indicate that FLASH protocol (A) showed lower image quality than
both the FreeSurfer example dataset (“Bert”) and all the other protocols, so this
protocol was excluded from further analysis. Of the remaining protocols, the
MPRAGE scans with the highest total score, i.e. protocols C and F were taken
forward to the next stage. However, there were a number of artifacts present in the
images acquired with these protocols, mostly pulsation artifacts as can be seen as
ghost images of the vessels or vessel walls along the phase encoding direction in
Figure 3.1, and as described above, a number of changes were therefore made to
the protocols before the second dataset was collected.

Optimization of T1-weighted volume protocols
Table 3.3 shows the results of the summary data quality measure comparisons for
seven protocols from the optimization step. Again, visual assessment revealed no
datasets that needed to be excluded due to subject motion. All the protocols gave
acceptable results, performing as well as or better than both the protocols in the
initial comparisons (Table 3.2) and the FreeSurfer example dataset “Bert”. Visual
inspection of images by two independent observers (SC and SR) suggested three
artifact-free protocols (F2, F3 and C3), which were selected for further tests.
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Table 3.3. FreeSurfer data quality measures of optimized T1-weighted volume
protocols.

Euler
No.
CNR

Bert

F

F1

F2*

F3*

C1

C2

C3*

Right

-40

-38

-32

-38

-34

-74

-52

-42

Left

-58

-46

-42

-28

-44

-66

-72

-48

Grey/
white

2.02

2.92

2.94

2.82

2.89

2.6

2.71

2.67

Grey/
CSF

1.09

1.004

1.004

0.99

1.024

0.92

0.84

0.99

* All the protocols show acceptable image quality results compare to the previous dataset
and standard FreeSurfer exemplar Bert. However, protocols F2, F3 and C3 were identified
as artifact-free and selected for further tests.

Figure 3.1. Pulsation artifact detected in the acquired images of initial T1-weighted
volume protocols dataset with selected protocols C and F. Inconsistencies in phase
and amplitude can result in this kind of artifact, which can be reduced by adding
flow compensation and/or changing the phase encoding direction.

Quantitative volume and cortical thickness measures
No significant differences were found comparing the signal to noise ratio, artifact
level and uniformity measurements of the PIQT data of the two centers (data not
shown).
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1) Within-center reproducibility
a) Cortical thickness measurements
Figure 3.2(a) illustrates the average relative mean difference of the
cortical thickness measurements from the within-center comparisons.
As can be seen, all the protocols showed high reproducibility in Center
1, with low average relative mean difference (less than 5%) in all cases;
However, the reproducibility (for Center 2) of protocols F2 and F3 was
not as high as protocol C3 for global, frontal and parietal
measurements. Voxel-wise maps of average absolute cortical thickness
differences in Figure 3.3 show that Protocol C3 was highly reproducible
at both centers, while protocols F2 and F3 showed lower reproducibility
in the frontal and parietal regions, especially at Center 2.
b) Subcortical volume measurements
The average relative mean difference of the subcortical volumes shown
in Figure 3.2(b) illustrate that for Center 1 the volumetric results of most
of the structures were highly reproducible for all the protocols (relative
mean difference less than 5%). Exceptions were the hippocampal
volume acquired using protocols F3 and pallidum and amygdala
volumes from all protocols (although the amygdala differences were
lowest using protocol C3). However for Center 2, protocols F2 and F3
showed low reproducibility, especially for the putamen, pallidum,
hippocampus and amygdala. Protocol C3 showed low reproducibility for
pallidum and amygdala (relative mean difference greater than 5%), but
again, amygdala differences were the lowest using protocol C3.
c) VBM total volume measurements
Figure 3.2(c) shows the average relative mean difference of the VBM
measurements (WM, GM, WBV) of the within-center comparisons. GM
and WM measurements acquired using all the protocols were highly
reproducible for Center 1 within-center scans, However, for Center2
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within-center scans, average relative mean difference for GM
measurements acquired using protocol F2 and F3, and WM
measurements acquired using C3 and F2 were larger than 5%.
Average relative mean difference for WBV measurements from both
centers were in the same range for all protocols although protocol C3
was found to have the highest reproducibility for both centers.

2) Between-center reproducibility
a) Cortical thickness measurements
Figure 3.4(a) illustrates the average relative mean difference of
between-center comparisons for the test and retest scans. As can be
seen in this figure, for the baseline (test) scans, protocols F2 and F3
show lower reproducibility, especially in cingulate and parietal regions,
in which they have average relative mean difference higher than 5%.
Vertex-wise maps of average absolute cortical thickness differences
(Figure 3.5) demonstrate that for both centers, while protocol C3
showed low global cortical thickness differences, protocol F2 and F3
showed

high

cortical

thickness

differences

especially

in

the

aforementioned regions. For the between center retest scans however
all the protocols showed high reproducibility (average relative mean
difference less than 5%).
b) Subcortical volume measurements
Average relative mean difference of subcortical volumes for the
between-center studies shown in Figure 3.4(b) illustrate that for the
baseline scans protocols F2 and F3 were not as reproducible as
protocols C3, especially for putamen, pallidum, hippocampus and
amygdala. For the retest scans, however, protocol C3 showed low
reproducibility for thalamus, putamen and amygdala and protocols F2
and F3 showed low reproducibility for putamen, pallidum, hippocampus
and amygdala, protocol F2 showed high average relative mean
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differences in the putamen, and protocol F3 showed low reproducibility
in the pallidum, hippocampus and amygdala.
c) VBM volume measurements
Average relative mean difference of the VBM measurements for
between-center comparisons, shown in Figure 3.4(c), demonstrates that
for both baseline (test) and retest scans, protocol C3 is the highest
reproducible protocol, with the average relative mean difference always
less than 6% whereas protocols F2 and F3 showed higher average
relative mean difference for GM and WBV measurements especially for
the test comparisons.

3) Post scanner upgrade reproducibility
a) Cortical thickness measurements
All the protocols showed low average relative mean difference
measures (less than 5%) and therefore high reproducibility results
comparing cortical thickness measurements from Center 1 data before
and after the upgrade (Figure 3.6(a), within-center, Center 1 results
were also added to this graph for comparison purposes). Voxel-wise
average absolute cortical thickness differences illustrating this are
shown (for the left hemisphere) in Figure 3.7.
b) Subcortical volume measurements
Average relative mean difference results of the subcortical volumes
illustrated in Figure 3.6(b) show that the volumetric results of all the
structures were highly reproducible using all the protocols except for the
pallidum acquired using protocol C3 and putamen, hippocampus and
amygdala acquired using protocols F2 and F3.
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Figure 3.2. Average relative mean difference (%) of (a) cortical thickness, (b)
subcortical volumes and (c) VBM measurements for Center 1 and Center 2 withincenter comparisons. Error bars show the standard deviation of the relative mean
difference.
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Figure 3.3. Within-center average absolute cortical thickness differences
calculated for each vertex on the left cortical surface (right hemisphere is similar).
Comparison between the two centers reveal that while all the protocols are highly
reproducible in Center1, in Center2 only protocol C3 shows high reproducibility
(less red areas) and the other two protocols show high cortical thickness
differences especially in frontal and parietal regions.
c) VBM total volume measurements
All the protocols showed low average relative mean difference (less
than 5%) when the VBM total volume measurements before and after
the scanner upgrade in Center 1 were compared (Figure 3.6(c)). The
standard deviation of the average relative mean difference was also
low.
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Figure 3.4. Average relative mean difference (%) of (a) cortical thickness, (b)
subcortical volumes and (c) VBM measurements for between-center comparisons
of the test and retest scans. Error bars show the standard deviation of the relative
mean difference.
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Figure 3.5. Between-center average absolute cortical thickness differences
calculated for each vertex on the left cortical surface (right hemisphere is
similar). While protocol C3 shows low average absolute global cortical
thickness differences for both test and retest scans, protocol F2 shows high
cortical thickness differences especially in frontal, parietal and cingulate
regions of the test scans and protocol F3 reveals high cortical thickness
differences in cingulate and parietal regions of the test scans.
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Figure 3.6. Average relative mean difference (%) of (a) cortical
thickness, (b) subcortical volumes and (c) VBM measurements
comparing Center1 images before and after the upgrade. Error bars
show the standard deviation of the relative mean difference. The
average relative mean differences of the within Center1 measurements
were also added for the comparison purposes.
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Figure 3.7. Average absolute cortical thickness differences between before and
after scanner upgrade images in Center1 calculated for each vertex on the left
cortical surface (right hemisphere is similar). All the protocols show low average
absolute cortical thickness differences and therefore high reproducibility.

Discussion
Although combining structural MRI scans from different centers provides an
opportunity to increase the statistical power of brain morphometric analyses in
neurological and neuropsychiatric disorders, one important confound is the
potential for scanner and MRI protocol effects to introduce systematic errors, thus
making the interpretation of results difficult. In this study, we describe a methodical
approach to choosing a T1-weighted volume, based on five steps. We
demonstrated our approach for a two-center study, but believe that it can be
generalized to larger multi-center studies. We acquired five datasets at two
different centers (equipped with scanners from the same manufacturer with the
same field strength): two within-subject within-center datasets for an initial
comparison of T1-weighted volumes and subsequent optimization of the best
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performing of these protocols, two between-subject between-center datasets
(short-term and long-term comparisons), and one between-subject, within-center
dataset after a scanner upgrade in one of the centers. By analyzing the summary
data quality and quantitative measures extracted from FreeSurfer and VBM (as
implemented within SPM5) we aimed to determine an optimized MRI protocol
which gave high contrast to noise ratio/image quality (as evidenced by FreeSurfer
measures), had minimal image artifacts and was reproducible across centers and
over time.
For our initial assessment of image quality, after visual inspection for artifacts
we extracted and examined the data quality measures (Euler number and contrast
to noise ratio) and used these to compare the scans within the initial T1-weighted
volume comparison with each other and with the exemplar dataset from
FreeSurfer. These quality measures were suggested by Dr. Fischl (http://www.mailarchive.com/freesurfer@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/msg114 56.html) and, while they are
inherently interrelated (as the quality of the segmentation of the cortical surface
depends in contrast and contrast to noise) it is important that measures are
included that assess the “down stream” effects of image quality on image analysis
as well as simple acquisition-related measures. The results indicated that the
performance of FreeSurfer for reconstructing the surfaces was higher for MPRAGE
sequences than the FLASH sequences. This is consistent with the results of Tardif
et al. (2009) and Deichmann et al. (2000) that showed that because of their higher
CNR images, MPRAGE sequences improve the accuracy of tissue classification.
Therefore MPRAGE sequences are better options for segmentation tools such as
FreeSurfer and VBM. Consequently, the FLASH sequence (protocol A) was
rejected from further analysis, and from the remaining MPRAGE sequences we
selected the two with the highest total summary data quality ranks (protocols C and
F).
The top performing T1-weighted volumes were optimized in order to generate
artifact-free protocols while retaining high image quality as assessed by FreeSurfer.
We did this by applying a combination of changes in the parameter settings of the
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protocols including changing the phase encoding direction and/or adding flow
compensation and/or saturation band. The extracted data quality measures
indicated that image quality remained high enough (compared to “Bert” dataset and
to the initial T1-weighted protocols) for all the 7 protocols in this dataset and we
therefore visually inspected the images in order to select the best three artifact-free
protocols to take forward for further testing. This dataset demonstrated that
relatively minor changes to the protocol could have measurable effects on overall
data quality, and emphasized the necessity for optimization of protocols for the
particular analysis to be performed.
Within-center comparisons of the quantitative measures from the short-term
two-center and long-term two-center datasets with a scan interval of 1.5 year
(Figure 3.2 and 3.3) indicated that for Center 2 cortical thickness comparisons,
protocols F2 (with right-left phase encoding direction) and F3 (with right-left phase
encoding direction and saturation band) showed low reproducibility in the frontal,
cingulate and parietal regions whereas all the regions were highly reproducible
when using protocol C3 (with right-left phase encoding direction and flow
compensation). In Center 1, on the other hand, all the protocols showed a high
reproducibility for within-center cortical thickness comparisons. Within-center
comparisons of a selection of subcortical structure volumes also indicated
differences in the performance of the protocols, with protocol C3 showing higher
reproducibility in most regions for measurements from both centers. VBM total
volume results also showed lower reproducibility for GM measurements acquired
using F2 and F3 than C3 and WM measurements acquired using C3 than F2 and
F3. Whole brain volume measurements found to be more reproducible using C3
than the other protocols for both centers. These findings not only suggest that, for
this study, protocol C3 gave the highest reproducible with respect to quantitative
measures after a 1.5 year scan interval, but also highlights the importance of
evaluating reproducibility at all sites in multi-center studies. While the Center 2 and
Center 1 scanners are nominally identical, performance varied between these
sites. Takao et al. (2011) have reported similar findings showing that even with
scanners of exactly the same model (3 T General Electric scanners in their case)
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scanner drift and inter-scanner variability could cancel out the effects of genuine
longitudinal brain volume changes.
Since the PIQT data of the QA protocol did not show any significant difference
between the two centers, the fact that all the protocols performed better at Center1
than at Center2 might reflect a subtle bias due to the fact that the optimization
steps were performed for Center1 and the protocols then simply transferred to the
other site.
In this study, because of considerations of cost and time we chose to perform
the initial comparison of T1-weighted volumes at one center and to use the best
performing protocols from this center at both centers. However the ideal procedure
for a multicenter study would be to: 1) perform and compare the QA information
from the different centers, 2) acquire the first two steps at all sites and chose the
best performing artifact-free protocols at all centers and then 3) perform the
reproducibility tests. Furthermore, within-center variations were found comparing
test and retest measurements at each of the centers which were highest for some
of the protocols. One of the goals of the present study was thus to highlight the
importance of reproducibility studies such as these, since this kind of within-center
variation is not predictable a-priori. Han et al. (2006) and Jovicich et al. (2009)
reported similar small variations in cortical and subcortical measurements, in their
case comparing the scans from two different sessions with a 2-week scan interval
(short-term scan interval). In the current study we compared the measurements
after a long-term scan interval and showed that although some of the
measurements showed lower reproducibility, it was possible to find a protocol and
set of scan parameters that gave reproducible measures even over this longer
interval.
Between-center comparison of cortical thickness from the short-term two-center
comparison indicated that, with protocols F2 and F3 the reproducibility was lower
for frontal, cingulate and parietal regions. However, with these two protocols, the
differences in these regions were less in the long-term two-center retest
comparisons. The reproducibility of all the regions in both the between-center test
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and in the between-center retest was higher using protocol C3. In the subcortical
comparisons, the reproducibility of several volumes were low for protocols F2 and
F3 in the initial between-center test scans while protocol C3 showed highly
reproducible results. For the between-center retest scans also low reproducibility
was found in several volumes using protocols F2 and F3 and protocol C3 found to
be the most reproducible one. With respect to VBM total volume measurements,
GM and WM measurements of the retest scans acquired using all the protocols
were highly reproducible and for the GM and WM of the test scans and also WBV
of both test and retest scans, protocol C3 found to be the most reproducible
protocol. Again, these findings are important since they indicate that although both
centers were equipped with the scanners of the same field strength and from the
same manufacturer, the reproducibility was not always high and can be improved
by carefully selecting the acquisition protocol.
The reproducibility of the quantitative measures was also examined after a
scanner upgrade at Center 1. The reproducibility of all the protocols was relatively
high for all the quantitative measures, even in problematic regions and structures,
for both the within-center and between-center comparisons. These results are in
line with reports from Han et al. (2006), Stonnington et al. (2008) and Jovicich et al.
(2009) in which the morphometric brain measurements did not significantly vary
after even major scanner upgrades. Our results of between-center comparisons
also indicate that the cortical thickness and VBM measurements difference across
the centers were reduced after scanner upgrade at Center1. We speculate that this
may be because of general servicing and tuning of the scanner during the upgrade
but were not able to specifically assess this.
Ideally in large-scale multi-center and longitudinal studies which involve
scanning very large number of subjects in several different centers, such as the
Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) study (Jack et al., 2005) and
Schizophrenia Twin and Relatives (STAR) study (Schnack et al., 2004), using
several human subjects for calibration procedure is preferred to get more precise
results. In relatively small studies like ours (http://www.neuroimaging-did.com),
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however, which only involves scanning 50 subjects in each of the two centers,
scanning a large number of calibration subjects is not feasible in terms of cost or
time. Therefore, we decided to perform the calibration study using a small number
of volunteers which is a potential limitation of this study. An additional potential
confound is the impact of subject motion on the Euler number and other
assessment measures; in the current study we control this by visual assessment of
scans, but with a larger number of calibration subjects and scans, more
quantitative methods could be applied to assess the effects.
Another important issue to consider is that of longitudinal studies. As was
shown in the current study, within-center long-term reproducibility precision may
vary to some extent depending on the MR protocol and these variations could be
confounding factors. Systematic differences between scans acquired at different
times could be mis-interpreted as real brain volumetric changes. Therefore,
longitudinal studies need to consider performing reproducibility tests with a larger
sample size and on a regular basis, and need to be appropriately powered. They
also need more robust techniques than cross sectional measurements, which is
particularly important when more than one center is involved in a longitudinal study.
The results of such studies may also allow inter-site differences in accuracy to be
assessed and if necessary allowed for by calibrations (Schnack et al., 2004).
To summarize, our results showed that while several of the protocols showed
promise, with high FreeSurfer performance/image quality and being artifact-free,
one of the protocols (C3) gave the highest reproducibility. Determining this a-priori
would have been impossible without acquiring and assessing these datasets. Since
we scanned only three participants in the current study, we chose not to statistically
compare the quantitative measures, but were nevertheless able to draw useful
conclusions from the results.
The approach described here could be applied to protocol optimization across
centers for other multicenter studies. These findings suggest researchers planning
to perform multicenter studies should consider performing assessments such as
these to ensure that by pooling data from different centers they are not
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unnecessarily reducing the power of their study due to variance from unexpected
inter- or intra-site differences.

Conclusions
In conclusion, in this study assessing the summary data quality measures helped
us to find the protocols with the best reconstructed surface and the highest contrast
to noise ratio (important for brain morphometric analysis, especially when using
FreeSurfer). Evaluating the quantitative measures assisted us to specify the
protocol with the highest reproducibility both for within- and between-center
comparisons, which is crucial not only in multi-center but also in longitudinal
studies. We strongly recommend assessing both quantitative and summary quality
measures within and across the centers for multi-center studies, in order to ensure
optimal behavior of FreeSurfer, VBM and other similar methodologies, and to
therefore enhance the trustworthiness of the final results.
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Abstract
Background: The etiology of dissociative identity disorder (DID), previously known
as

multiple personality disorder, remains

a

subject of

debate.

Limited

neuroscientific research allows this debate to continue. While some assume an
iatrogenetic origin, clinical observation and research suggest that DID is a traumarelated disorder and a severe form of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). A
direct whole-brain anatomical comparison between the two groups could test this
last hypothesis. In this study we investigate the neuroanatomical differences
between DID, PTSD and healthy controls (HC).
Method: Brain structural magnetic resonance images were acquired from17 DID
and 16 PTSD patients and 28 HC. All participants were matched for gender, age
and education. Cortical and subcortical gray matter volumetric measures were
extracted and were compared between groups.
Results: In DID and PTSD patients the cortical gray matter volume was found to
be similarly smaller for the whole-brain, frontal, temporal and insular cortices,
compared to HC. The subcortical measures revealed that DID patients had smaller
hippocampal and larger caudate and pallidum volumes relative to HC and had
larger putamen and pallidum volumes relative to PTSD patients. We propose that
this large dorsal striatum volume in DID may be related to the involvement of this
structure in switching between and maintenance of identity states and/or memory.
Conclusions: On the basis of the similarities between DID and PTSD patients,
and their joint differences relative to HC in cortical morphological changes, our
study supports a trauma-related etiology for DID. These findings are of clinical
importance and have potential for translation into patient’s benefit.
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Introduction
Dissociative identity disorder (DID) is a mental disorder that, according to DSM-IV,
is characterized by the presence of two or more different identity states that
recurrently take control of a person's behavior and consciousness. Dissociative
amnesia,

depersonalization,

derealization,

and

sensori-motor

dissociative

symptoms are other characteristic features of this disorder.
Two competing models concerning the etiology of DID have been put forward
(Dalenberg et al., 2012, Reinders et al., 2012). The trauma-related model indicates
that DID is causally related to early childhood traumatization by a combination of
factors such as disorganized-attachment, lack of affect-regulation by caregivers,
and chronic and severe neglect and abuse (Boon and Draijer, 1993, Van der Hart
et al., 2006). In this view DID is thought to be a severe form of posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) (Spiegel, 1984). The non-trauma-related model (Giesbrecht et al.,
2008, Merckelbach and Muris, 2001) is also referred to as the sociocognitive
(Spanos, 1996) or fantasy model (Dalenberg et al., 2012) and assumes that DID is
due to simulation, suggestive psychotherapy and/or sociocultural influences and is
mediated by high fantasy proneness. A recent literature review evaluated the
evidence for the trauma-related and fantasy models and reported that when
fantasy proneness is controlled pathological dissociation still is predictive of a
trauma history (Dalenberg et al., 2012).
Neurobiological studies in DID are scarce (for review see Dalenberg et al.,
2012, Reinders, 2008) and functional brain imaging studies have reported
widespread findings throughout the brain (Elzinga et al., 2007, Sar et al., 2007,
Savoy et al., 2012, Tsai et al., 1999). Reinders et al. (2003, 2006 and 2012)
reported that different prototypical (Van der Hart et al., 2006) dissociative identity
states in DID are associated with different brain activation patterns when
confronted with trauma-related cues, proposing the involvement of mainly the
cortical posterior-association-areas (PAA) and subcortical amygdala and subparts
of dorsal-striatum (i.e. the caudate and putamen) in the psychopathology of DID. In
addition, their most recent neuroimaging study revealed that DID is not linked to
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fantasy proneness (Reinders et al., 2012).
Volumetric neuroimaging studies of DID have focused on region-of-interest
(ROI) analyses rather than whole-brain assessments. It has been reported that,
compared to healthy-controls (HC), DID patients have a smaller parahippocampal
cortex (Ehling et al., 2008), hippocampus (Ehling et al., 2008, Irle et al., 2009, Tsai
et al., 1999, Vermetten et al., 2006) and amygdala (Ehling et al., 2008, Irle et al.,
2009, Vermetten et al., 2006), although one study reported preserved amygdalar
and hippocampal size in a sample of combined dissociative amnesia and DID
patients (Weniger et al., 2008). Volumetric studies in PTSD have reported smaller
gray matter (GM) volume of the hippocampus (Bremner et al., 2003, Kasai et al.,
2008), and the insula (Kasai et al., 2008), frontal (Geuze et al., 2008) and temporal
(Woodward et al., 2009) cortices and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) (Kasai et al.,
2008), whereas findings regarding amygdalar volume have been inconsistent (Kuo
et al., 2012, Weniger et al., 2008).
The current study aims to investigate the hypothesis that DID is related to PTSD
by comparing whole-brain cortical and subcortical GM morphology in DID patients
to age, gender and education matched PTSD patients and HC. Based on previous
studies we hypothesized that DID and PTSD groups would show (i) similarities in
the GM abnormalities in the frontal, temporal and insular cortices, and (ii)
differences in the parietal cortex GM abnormalities. In addition, at a subcortical
level we expected to find smaller (iii) hippocampal and (iv) amygdalar volumes in
both PTSD and DID patients compared to HC.

Methods
Subjects
Sixty-five females participated in this study: seventeen DID patients, sixteen PTSD
patients and thirty-two HC. All subjects were matched for age, education and
Western European ancestry. DID and PTSD patients were recruited via mental
healthcare institutions and internet advertisements. The diagnosis of DID was
assessed by one of the two DID experts (E.N. or N.D.) using the Structural Clinical
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Interview for DSM-IV Dissociative Disorders (SCID-D)(Boon and Draijer, 1993,
Steinberg, 1993) and PTSD comorbidity was determined using the PTSD section of
the SCID-D. All DID patients met the criteria for either comorbid PTSD (82.35%) or
PTSD in-remission (17.65%). PTSD patients were diagnosed by researchers E.V.
and M.G. using the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS) interview (Blake et
al., 1995). Only PTSD patients with inter-personal trauma were included.
Exclusion criteria for DID and PTSD patients were: age outside 18-65,
pregnancy, systemic/neurological illness, claustrophobia, presence of metal
implants and alcohol/drug abuse. HC were recruited through advertisements in
local newspapers. Exclusion criteria for HC were: the presence of dissociativesymptoms, as determined with the Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES)
(Bernstein and Putnam, 1986) and Somatoform Dissociation Questionnaire (SDQ20) (Nijenhuis et al., 1996), a high score on the Traumatic Experience Checklist
(TEC) (Nijenhuis et al., 2002) or mental illness in the past or at present. After
complete description of the study to the subjects, written informed consent was
obtained according to procedures approved by the Medical Ethical Committee
(METc) of the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG) and of the Amsterdam
Medical Center (AMC).

Image acquisition
Participants were scanned on a 3T magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner
(Philips Medical Systems, Best, NL) in one of the participating centers in The
Netherlands (UMCG and AMC). The samples were balanced over the two centers
(ten DID patients, ten PTSD patients and nineteen HC were scanned at UMCG),
and a reproducibility study was conducted that resulted in an optimized structural
MRI protocol with a high reproducibility between the two centers (Chalavi et al.,
2012). The details of this protocol were: MPRAGE-sequence, TR=9.95ms,
TE=5.6ms,

flip-angle=8º,

slice

thickness=1mm

isotropic-voxel,

number

of

slices=160, total scan-time=10m14s.
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Mean(SD)

ANOVA/X

2

Post hoc P-Values

DID
(n=17)

PTSD
(n=16)

HC
(n=28)

Statistic

P-Value

43.82(9.85)

40.75(12.05)

41.75(12.29)

F(2,58)=0.31

0.74

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

Demographics
Age, years
Education, years

14.88(0.99)

14.94(0.85)

15.04(1.20)

F(2,58)=0.11

0.89

Handedness, n (%right)

14(87.50%)

15(93.75%)

27(96.43%)

X2(2)= 1.31

0.52

Antipsychotics:
n(typical,atypical)

past:2(1,1),
a
current:8(2,6)

past: 0
current: 0

past: 0
current: 0

Anti-epileptics: n

past:1
current:3

past: 0
current: 0

past: 0
current: 0

Antidepressant: n

past: 2
current:10

past: 0
current: 2

past: 0
current: 0

frequency

1.91(0.51)

0.85(0.44)

0.26(0.30)

F(2,57)=87.00

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

<0.001*

duration

2.73(0.70)

1.37(0.72)

0.44(0.47)

F(2,57)=74.66

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

<0.001*

134.77(33.46)

64.56(32.70)

20.57(21.31)

F(2,57)=86.56

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

<0.001*

Psychoform (DES)

54.41(16.18)

22.18(13.83)

7.12(11.54)

F(2,58)=64.63

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

<0.001*

Somatoform (SDQ-20)

57.06(17.26)

32.69(13.43)

22.71(4.19)

F(2,58)=45.94

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

<0.001*

Medication history

Clinical measures
Depersonalization (CDS)

total score
Dissociation
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Table 4.1 (cont.). Demographical and clinical characteristics of the participants
Mean(SD)
DID
(n=17)

ANOVA/X

PTSD
(n=16)

HC
(n=28)

12.23(3.15)

7.50(5.82)

2.07(4.13)

emotional abuse

11.06(4.11)

6.81(5.36)

physical abuse

10.76(4.56)

3.69(4.19)

sexual harassment

8.76(5.32)

Statistic

2

Post hoc P-Values

P-Value

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

F(2,58)=28.84

<0.001*

<0.001*

0.002*

<0.001*

0.36(1.34)

F(2,58)=49.51

<0.001*

<0.001*

0.001*

<0.001*

0.96(3.10)

F(2,58)=34.82

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

0.006*

2.56(2.58)

0.50(1.26)

F(2,58)=35.80

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

0.042*

Traumatic Experience Checklist (TEC)
emotional neglect

sexual abuse

9.18(5.14)

2.37(3.07)

0.07(0.38)

F(2,58)=45.54

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

0.025*

total trauma score

17.53(4.08)

11.06(4.01)

2.25(2.43)

F(2,58)=124.21

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

<0.001*

a
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one DID patient used typical antipsychotics in the past but stopped and was using atypical antipsychotics at the time of the
MRI scan. Another DID patient was using atypical antipsychotics in the past but was not using any antipsychotics at the time of
the MRI scan.
* P-value<=0.05
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Two brain scans were collected from each subject whenever possible (fifteen
DID patients and fourteen HC). Where both scans were artifact-free, the first scan
was used, resulting in the ultimate exclusion of four scans from HC. This left
seventeen DID, sixteen PTSD and twenty-eight HC scans for morphological
analyses.

Demographical and clinical assessments
Table 4.1 lists demographical and clinical characteristics of the participants. DID
patients filled in the questionnaires in their most predominant identity state.
Depersonalization and dissociative symptoms were evaluated using the Cambridge
Depersonalization Scale (CDS) (Sierra and Berrios, 2000), DES and SDQ-20.
Reports of potentially traumatizing experiences were assessed using the TEC.
Participants' psychotropic medication was not discontinued in this study (Table 4.1).
All HC were free of present and past psychiatric medication. CDS data from one
HC was missing.

Image analysis
FreeSurfer (v5.0) (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) was used to examine
3

different morphological measurements of GM: cortical volume (mm ), cortical
2

3

surface area (mm ), cortical thickness (mm) and subcortical volume (mm ). All the
images were analyzed using the same version of FreeSurfer to avoid a bias due to
cross version differences (Gronenschild et al., 2012). To summarize, image
processing included: motion correction, skull stripping, Talairach transformation,
segmentation of the subcortical white-matter (WM) and deep GM structures,
intensity normalization, tessellation of the GM/WM boundary and finally, surface
deformation following intensity gradients to optimally place the GM/WM and
GM/cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) borders at the location where the greatest shift in
intensity defines the transition to the other tissue class. Once the cortical models
were completed a refinement procedure was applied to obtain a representation of
the GM/WM boundary. This surface was subsequently deformed outwards to
obtain an explicit representation of the pial surface, which was then divided into
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distinct cortical regions. The parcellation labelled cortical sulci and gyri, and then
cortical surface area and cortical thickness values were calculated in the 34
regions per hemisphere. Cortical surface area was calculated as the sum of the
areas of each tessellation falling within each region. Cortical thickness was
calculated as the average distance between the GM/WM boundary and the
GM/CSF boundary within each region. Cortical thickness and cortical surface area
can provide complementary information (Panizzon et al., 2009). Cortical volume,
which is by definition the product of thickness and surface area, combines the
morphological properties of both cortical surface area and cortical thickness
(Panizzon et al., 2009). Each subcortical voxel was assigned one of about 40
labels by the automatic subcortical segmentation, after which subcortical volumes
for each structure were extracted (Dale et al., 1999, Fischl and Dale, 2000, Fischl
et al., 2004).

Volumetric measurements
FreeSurfer extracts several volumetric measurements from each brain image. In
order to provide robust protection against type-I error and to satisfy the assumption
for multivariate analysis of variance, which states that the number of cases in each
category must be larger than the number of dependent variables, both cortical and
subcortical measurements were reduced in dimensionality by creating superparcels
similar to Woodward et al. (2009). For cortical measurements, left, right and total
(sum of left and right) superparcels were defined for the frontal, parietal, temporal,
occipital and insular cortices and whole-brain cortex (Table 4.2). For subcortical
volumes, left, right and total (sum of left and right) volumes of all the segmented
GM

subcortical

structures,

i.e.

thalamus,

caudate,

putamen,

pallidum,

hippocampus, amygdala, nucleus accumbens and ventral diencephalon, were
extracted. Whole-brain subcortical GM volume was defined as the sum of the
volumes of all the above-mentioned GM subcortical structures.
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Table 4.2. Superparcel formation for cortical measurements
Superparcel

Cortical parcels

name
Frontal

Caudal and rostral middle frontal, lateral and medial orbito frontal, pars
opercularis, pars triangularis and pars orbitalis of the inferior frontal, paracentral,
precentral, superior frontal, frontal pole, caudal and rostral anterior cingulate

Parietal

Superior and inferior parietal, postcentral, precuneus, isthmus and posterior
cingulate, supramarginal.

Temporal

Superior, middle and inferior temporal, temporal pole, transverse temporal, banks
of the superior temporal sulcus, parahippocampal, entorhinal, fusiform

Occipital

Lateral occipital, cuneus, lingual, peri-calcarine

Insula

Insula

Whole-brain

Sum of the five superparcels (Frontal, Parietal, Temporal, occipital, Insula)

Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 18.0. For both cortical and
subcortical morphological measures an F test was conducted for the main effect of
group on the total measurements (Omnibus test). In this test, group and center
were used as categorical predictors, and age and parenchymal volume (total GM +
total WM) as continuous predictors. Subsequently, for each superparcel and
subcortical GM area pairwise t-tests were performed on the total measures for: i)
DID vs. HC, ii) DID vs. PTSD and iii) PTSD vs. HC. As post-hoc analysis, pairwise
t-tests were performed on the left and right volumetric measurements. To protect
against type-I error, multiple comparison correction was applied using BonferroniHolm for both the Omnibus test (to correct for number of measurements) and
pairwise comparisons (to correct for the number of groups).
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Results
Demographics
The three groups did not significantly differ with respect to age, education or
handedness (Table 4.1). Depersonalization and dissociative symptoms were
significantly higher in DID compared to HC and PTSD. PTSD patients also reported
higher depersonalization and dissociative symptoms compared to HC. Potentially
traumatic experiences (as measured using the TEC) were significantly higher in
DID compared to HC and PTSD. The TEC scores were also higher for PTSD
patients compared to HC.

Volumetric measurements
Cortical volume
A significant main effect of group was found in cortical volumes of the whole-brain,
frontal, temporal and insula superparcels (Table 4.3). Pairwise tests revealed that
compared to HC, DID patients had smaller cortical volume of the whole-brain, both
hemispheres, and total left and right frontal and temporal, left parietal, and total and
left insula superparcels. PTSD patients had smaller cortical volume of the wholebrain, both hemispheres, and total, left and right frontal and temporal and total and
left insula superparcels (Figure 4.1). No significant difference was found when
comparing cortical volumes of DID and PTSD.
Cortical surface area
Significant differences between the groups were found in cortical surface area of
the frontal and insula superparcels (Table 4.4). Pairwise tests revealed smaller
cortical surface area of the right frontal and left insula superparcels in DID relative
to HC. Compared to HC, PTSD patients had smaller cortical surface area of the
whole-brain, both hemispheres, left and right frontal and temporal, and left insula
superparcels. No significant differences were found when comparing the cortical
surface areas of DID and PTSD.
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Figure 4.1. Cortical maps displaying the Cohen's d effect sizes of the superparcels
that showed a significant cortical volume difference in the contrasts DID vs. HC
(upper row) or PTSD vs. HC (bottom row). DID= dissociative identity disorder;
PTSD= posttraumatic stress disorder; HC= healthy controls.
Cortical thickness
The omnibus tests and the pairwise tests did not show any significant effect of
group on cortical thickness measurements.
Subcortical volume
Volumes of the hippocampus, putamen and pallidum differed significantly between
the groups (Table 4.5). Pairwise tests showed smaller total, left and right
hippocampal volumes in DID as compared to HC (Figure 4.2). In addition, larger
total and left caudate, and total and right pallidum volumes were found in DID
relative to HC. DID was found to have larger total, left and right putamen and total
and right pallidum volumes as compared to PTSD. PTSD and HC groups did not
differ significantly with regard to subcortical measurements.
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Figure 4.2. Left and right hippocampal volumes in DID, PTSD and HC. The bold
horizontal lines indicate mean values and the dots represent the individual
hippocampal volumes. DID= dissociative identity disorder; PTSD= posttraumatic
stress disorder; HC= healthy controls.
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Superparcel

Whole-brain

Frontal

Total/
side

Omnibus
test

total

0.002**

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

446401(37257)

452332(37169)

468430(28543)

0.003**(-0.67)

0.98(-0.16)

0.003**(-0.49)

left

222674(18165)

225741(18497)

234336(14676)

0.001**(-0.71)

0.91(-0.17)

0.001**(-0.52)

right

223727(19168)

226591(18820)

234094(14003)

0.009**(-0.63)

0.99(-0.15)

0.011**(-0.46)

167141(16312)

169937(17707)

176665(10572)

0.002**(-0.71)

0.79(-0.16)

0.007**(-0.48)

83709(7489)

85356(8528)

88555(5548)

0.001**(-0.74)

0.74(-0.21)

0.005**(-0.45)

total

0.003**

83431(8863)

84581(9253)

88110(5173)

0.006**(-0.67)

0.85(-0.13)

0.012**(-0.49)

121424(8372)

124058(8490)

126517(9795

0.084(-0.56)

0.62(-0.31)

0.24(-0.27)

left

60021(3960)

61775(4731)

63019(5287)

0.041*(-0.65)

0.43(-0.40)

0.24(-0.25)

right

61403(4545)

62283(3926)

63497(4702)

0.20(-0.45)

0.88(-0.21)

0.28(-0.28)

100784(9853)

101619(8226)

105858(7498)

0.031*(-0.58)

0.65(-0.09)

0.010**(-0.54)

left

50669(5019)

50664(4021)

53209(3967)

0.038*(-0.57)

0.36(0.00)

0.003**(-0.64)

right

50114(4873)

50955(4315)

52648(3719)

0.039*(-0.59)

0.95(-0.18)

0.050*(-0.42)

43885(4534)

43524(4401)

45340(4850)

0.51(-0.31)

0.50(0.08)

0.17(-0.39)

left

21900(2596)

21569(2068)

22552(2541)

0.69(-0.25)

0.36(0.14)

0.16(-0.43)

right

21985(2062)

21955(2449)

22788(2513)

0.41(-0.35)

0.72(0.01)

0.24(-0.34)

13165(1000)

13192(1068)

14047(1042)

0.010**(-0.86)

0.45(-0.03)

0.001**(-0.81)

left

6373(579)

6376(523)

6999(446)

<0.001**(-1.22)

0.66(-0.01)

<0.001**(-1.29)

right

6792(526)

6816(661)

7048(704)

0.51(-0.42)

0.41(-0.04)

0.12(-0.34)

right

Temporal

Occipital

Insula

Group comparisons: P-Value (Effect size^)

DID

left

Parietal

Mean(SD)

total

total

total

total

0.19

0.016**

0.39

0.002**

DID= dissociative identity disorder; PTSD= posttraumatic stress disorder; HC= healthy controls.
^
** Corrected for multiple comparison; * Uncorrected for multiple comparisons (P-value<=0.05); Cohen's d effect size
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Table 4.3. Statistical results for cortical volume (mm )

2

Table 4.4. Statistical results for cortical surface area (mm )
Superparcel

Whole-brain

Total/
side

Omnibus
test

total

0.091

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

162433(12472)

162318(11870)

166157(11612)

0.15(-0.31)

0.49(0.01)

0.042*(-0.33)

81060(6187)

81138(5922)

82813(5722)

0.16(-0.79)

0.52(-0.30)

0.050*(-0.48)

81372(6320)

81180(5965)

83344(5917)

0.14(-0.05)

0.47(-0.04)

0.035*(-0.01)

59526(5360)

59487(5105)

61592(4019)

0.048*(-0.44)

0.46(0.01)

0.010**(-0.46)

left

29732(2649)

29820(2443)

29794(2736)

0.072(-0.39)

0.57(-0.03)

0.025*(-0.37)

right

29794(2736)

30939(2039)

29666(2678)

0.034*(-0.48)

0.38(0.05)

0.005**(-0.54)

46110(3080)

46595(3098)

46828(3688)

0.31(-0.21)

0.89(-0.16)

0.44(-0.07)

left

22705(1426)

23085(1622)

23132(1855)

0.21(-0.26)

0.78(-0.25)

0.41(-0.03)

right

23404(1690)

23509(1542)

23695(1893)

0.45(-0.16)

0.99(-0.07)

0.50(-0.11)

Temporal

31819(2786)

31570(2608)

32474(2418)

0.28(-0.25)

0.23(0.09)

0.024*(-0.36)

left

16160(1399)

15999(1409)

16409(1268)

0.47(-0.19)

0.22(0.11)

0.046*(-0.31)

right

15658(1419)

15570(1237)

16065(1199)

0.16(-0.31)

0.28(0.07)

0.015**(-0.41)

Occipital

20536(1962)

20258(1914)

20669(2489)

0.74(-0.06)

0.50(0.14)

0.30(-0.19)

left

10300(1075)

10111(948)

10314(1270)

0.91(-0.01)

0.44(0.19)

0.34(-0.18)

right

10235(940)

10147(999)

10354(1278)

0.60(-0.11)

0.59(0.09)

0.29(-0.18)

Insula

4442(272)

4406(257)

4593(366)

0.12(-0.47)

0.32(0.13)

0.013**(-0.60)

left

2162(173)

2120(104)

2304(185)

0.005**(-0.79)

0.39(-0.30)

0.001**(-0.48)

right

2279(131)

2286(214)

2288(230)

0.99(-0.05)

0.38(-0.04)

0.32(-0.01)

total

total

total

total

total

0.019*

0.54

0.072

0.55

0.035*
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DID= dissociative identity disorder; PTSD= posttraumatic stress disorder; HC= healthy controls.
^
** Corrected for multiple comparison; * Uncorrected for multiple comparisons (P-value<=0.05); Cohen's d effect size
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PTSD

right

Parietal

Group comparisons: P-Value (Effect size^)

DID

left

Frontal

Mean(SD)

Subcortical
structure

Whole-brain

Hippocampus

Amygdala

Total/
side

total

Omnibus
test

Pallidum

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

53597(4691)

54373(2956)

0.27(-0.02)

0.087 (0.16)

0.40 (-0.20)

27162(2052)

26827(2396)

27207(1571)

0.29(-0.02)

0.10 (0.15)

0.41 (-0.19)

right

27134(1886)

26769(2322)

27165(1448)

0.27(-0.02)

0.094 (0.17)

0.43 (-0.21)

7404(789)

7804(723)

8016(709)

0.008**(-0.82)

0.12 (-0.53)

0.38 (-0.30)

left

3700(428)

3866(355)

3951(387)

0.040*(-0.62)

0.24 (-0.42)

0.47 (-0.23)

right

3704(400)

3938(391)

4065(353)

0.003**(-0.96)

0.070 (-0.59)

0.33 (-0.34)

3092(346)

3134(328)

3150(371)

0.96(-0.16)

0.99 (-0.12)

0.97 (-0.05)

1544(175)

1561(180)

1584(198)

0.71(-0.21)

0.84 (-0.10)

0.56 (-0.12)

1548(205)

1573(170)

1565(184)

0.79(-0.09)

0.84 (-0.13)

0.64 (0.05)

7385(849)

7037(1005)

7071(632)

0.031*(0.42)

0.095 (0.38)

0.79 (-0.04)

left

3601(406)

3441(500)

3439(323)

0.024*(0.44)

0.092 (0.35)

0.73 (0.00)

right

3783(462)

3596(518)

3631(328)

0.052(0.38)

0.11 (0.38)

0.86 (-0.08)

10891(1120)

10408(1379)

10764(933)

0.17(0.12)

0.011** (0.39)

0.12 (-0.31)

left

5542(621)

5313(702)

5513(469)

0.27(0.05)

0.016** (0.35)

0.098 (-0.34)

right

5349(544)

5095(694)

5251(504)

0.13(0.19)

0.018* (0.41)

0.21 (-0.26)

3247(306)

3072(408)

3128(301)

0.034*(0.39)

0.015** (0.49)

0.50 (-0.16)

left

1771(189)

1704(253)

1740(181)

0.21(0.17)

0.083 (0.30)

0.45 (-0.17)

right

1475(148)

1368(161)

1387(146)

0.003**(0.60)

0.003** (0.69)

0.67 (-0.12)

total

0.030*

0.99

right

Putamen

DID
54297(3897)

left

Caudate

Group comparisons: P-Value (Effect size^)

left

total

0.22

Mean(SD)

total

total

total

0.082

0.039*

0.033*
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Table 4.5. Statistical results for subcortical volume (mm )

Table 4.5 (cont.). Statistical results for subcortical volume (mm3)
Subcortical
structure

Nucleus
Accumbens

Thalamus

Ventral
diencephalon

Total/
side

Omnibus
test

Mean(SD)

Group comparisons: P-Value (Effect size^)

DID

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

1248(190)

1230(202)

1323(159)

0.19 (-0.43)

0.88 (0.09)

0.16 (-0.52)

left

588(103)

584(86)

647(101)

0.060 (-0.58)

0.90 (0.04)

0.088 (-0.67)

right

660(99)

646(131)

676(86)

0.76 (-0.17)

0.68 (0.12)

0.46 (-0.28)

12930(973)

12735(1229)

12791(1047)

0.15 (0.14)

0.24(0.18)

0.92(-0.05)

left

6365(501)

6303(686)

6318(556)

0.18(0.09)

0.38(0.10)

0.74(-0.02)

right

6565(486)

6431(567)

6473(540)

0.15(0.18)

0.17(0.25)

0.89(-0.08)

8097(876)

8172(656)

8127(520)

0.66(-0.04)

0.88(-0.10)

0.80(0.08)

total

total

total

0.26

0.32

0.91

4048(474)

4118(360)

4115(312)

0.30(0.11)

0.54(-0.01)

0.74(0.15)

4049(424)

4054(327)

4012(241)

0.86(-0.17)

0.78(-0.17)

0.89(0.01)

DID= dissociative identity disorder; PTSD= posttraumatic stress disorder; HC= healthy controls.
^
** Corrected for multiple comparison; * Uncorrected for multiple comparisons (P-value<=0.05); Cohen's d effect size
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Discussion
Our study is the first to examine whole-brain GM abnormalities in DID patients and
to compare them to age- and education-matched PTSD patients and HC. Our
results revealed differences in cortical and subcortical GM in DID patients
compared to HC. At a cortical level these differences were similar to those found in
PTSD patients compared to HC. Our results are of both clinical and neurobiological
importance and suggest a trauma-related nature of DID.

Cortical gray matter
Our findings of smaller whole-brain cortical volume and surface area in DID and
PTSD compared to HC (Tables 4.3 and 4.4) are in agreement with prior volumetric
studies in PTSD (Woodward et al., 2009). Cortical volume measurements
combine morphological properties of cortical surface area and cortical thickness.
In this study, despite observing cortical thinning in several individual cortical
regions (Supplementary Table ST4.1), total cortical volume abnormalities in DID
and PTSD were mainly driven by differences of cortical surface area. These
differences could reflect influences of genetic (Yoon et al., 2012) as well as geneenvironmental factors in the etiology of DID and PTSD. More research is needed
to investigate these possibilities. In the remainder of the discussion we use the
term “cortical GM” for cortical volume, surface area and thickness. Exploratory
detailed analyses compared cortical GM of individual brain regions within the
superparcels between the groups and results are presented in Table ST4.1 and
discussed below.
Frontal cortex
Cortical GM of the frontal superparcel was significantly smaller in DID and PTSD
patients compared to HC. GM differences were most prominent in the orbitofrontal
and adjacent caudal ACC, and superior frontal cortex, whereas precentral, parstriangularis and caudal ACC GM volumes were smaller in DID relative to PTSD
(Supplementary Table ST4.1).
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Smaller cortical GM of the frontal cortices has been reported in traumatized
individuals (Geuze et al., 2008). Several neuroimaging studies have also
highlighted GM abnormalities of the ACC in PTSD patients and adults with a history
of childhood maltreatment (Kasai et al., 2008). In addition, Forrest (2001) proposed
involvement of the orbitofrontal cortex in the etiology of DID. In terms of this
neurodevelopmental model of DID, an early abusive and neglectful care-giving
environment compromizes the maturation of the orbitofrontal cortex, which leads to
difficulty integrating self-representations into a unified self.
Parietal cortex
The left parietal superparcel and specifically the left inferior parietal cortex and
bilateral posterior cingulate cortex were found to have smaller cortical GM in DID
compared to HC. The left inferior parietal cortical GM was also smaller in DID
relative to PTSD (Supplementary Table ST4.1).
It has been shown that different prototypical (Van der Hart et al., 2006)
dissociative identity states in DID have different activation patterns in the posterior
association areas (PAA) (Reinders et al., 2003, 2012). These cortical regions
integrate sensory information from different modalities. Functional or structural
alterations in this brain region can affect the integration of somatosensory, visual,
auditory or vestibular perceptions. It has been suggested that disturbed integration
of different sensory perceptions in the temporal-parietal junction and parietal cortex
are causally related to dissociative symptoms (Reinders et al., 2003) and out-ofbody experiences (Blanke and Arzy, 2005). Post-hoc correlation analyses revealed
correlations between patients’ left inferior parietal GM volume (normalized for
whole-brain volume) and depersonalization (Simeon et al., 2000) (CDS:
Spearman’s-rho=-0.342; p=0.050), and dissociative symptoms (DES: Spearman’srho=-0.352; p=0.045). This can indicate that this brain region plays an important
role in the symptomatology of DID (Reinders et al., 2003, 2012).
Temporal cortex
Cortical GM of the temporal superparcel was found to be smaller in both DID and
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PTSD patients relative to HC. In the DID group, this was driven by smaller inferiortemporal and superior-temporal regions and in PTSD by smaller superior, middle
and inferior temporal regions (Supplementary Table ST4.1). These findings are in
accord with prior PTSD studies (Geuze et al., 2008, Woodward et al., 2009) and
have been linked to cognitive and memory deficits (Francati et al., 2007) and
dissociative-symptoms (Geuze et al., 2008).
Insular cortex
Smaller cortical GM of the insula was found in both DID and PTSD patients
compared to HC. The insula has been implicated in interoceptive awareness of
emotional states (Craig, 2003) and has been indicated as an important node in the
functional network for emotion regulation in dissociative PTSD (Lanius et al., 2010)
and DID (Reinders et al., 2003, Reinders et al., 2012).
Subcortical volume
Hippocampus
Smaller bilateral hippocampal volume was found in DID compared to HC (see
Figure 4.2) which is in line with previous neuroimaging reports of smaller
hippocampal volume in DID (Ehling et al., 2008, Irle et al., 2009, Tsai et al., 1999,
Vermetten et al., 2006). A previous volumetric study in DID by Vermetten et
al.(2006) was criticized as having shown age-dependent rather than genuine
smaller hippocampal volume (Smeets et al., 2006). However, the findings of
Vermetten et al.(2006) are corroborated by the current study in which subjects
were carefully matched for age, gender and education. Smaller hippocampal
volume in DID, compared to HC, can be a result of prolonged exposure to stress
hormones given the high density of hippocampal glucocorticoid receptors
(Sapolsky, 1993). Alternatively, it has been hypothesized that smaller hippocampal
volume can be a predisposing factor for the development of, rather than a result of,
trauma-related disorders (Gilbertson et al., 2002) or the result of an interaction
between genetic and environmental influences. Given the cross-sectional design of
this study, our results do not provide evidence for either hypothesis.
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The finding of smaller bilateral hippocampal volume is also supported by
previous neuroimaging reports of smaller hippocampal volume in PTSD and victims
of childhood-maltreatment (Bremner et al., 2003, Weniger et al., 2008).
Interestingly, a trend was found for a smaller right hippocampal volume in DID
compared to PTSD. It has been reported that chronic treatment with antidepressant
increases hippocampal volume (Vermetten et al., 2003). The majority of DID
patients (10 current; 2 past) and only 2 PTSD patients reported using
antidepressants. Therefore the trend of a smaller hippocampal volume in DID
relative to PTSD may be an underestimation of the genuine effect. Post-hoc
investigation of the TEC scores revealed severe traumatic experiences between
the age of 0 to 6 for the DID patients and between the age of 7 to12 for the PTSD
patients. The severity of the traumatic experiences was significantly (p<0.001)
higher in DID as compared to PTSD. Our finding of smaller hippocampal volume in
DID as compared to PTSD might therefore be related to differences in the onset,
frequency, duration and severity of traumatizing events in childhood between these
groups.
Amygdala
Contrary to our hypothesis, both DID and PTSD patients showed preserved
amygdalar volumes relative to HC. Although hyperactive amygdala function has
been observed in DID (Reinders et al., 2003, 2006, 2012) and PTSD (Lanius et al.,
2010) patients, findings regarding amygdalar GM volume have been inconsistent.
Some studies have reported smaller amygdalar volume in DID (Ehling et al., 2008,
Vermetten et al., 2006) and PTSD (Weniger et al., 2008), whereas others have
observed preserved or larger amygdalar volume in DID (Weniger et al., 2008) or
PTSD (Kuo et al., 2012, Weniger et al., 2008). However, our finding of preserved
amygdalar volume does not rule out the possibility of a hyperactive amygdala.
Dorsal striatum
The caudate, putamen and pallidum form a compound structure called the dorsal
striatum. In the current study, DID patients had larger caudate and pallidum
compared to HC, and larger putamen and pallidum relative to PTSD. Dorsal95
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striatum enlargement has been associated with using typical, but not atypical,
antipsychotics (Chakos et al., 1994). In our study, three out of seventeen DID
patients reported usage of typical antipsychotics. Analyses were repeated by
excluding these three patients (Supplementary Table ST4.2) and a more robust
enlargement of bilateral caudate volume in DID was found compared to both HC
(left:p=0.007; right:p=0.009) and PTSD (left:p=0.031; right:p=0.026). The results for
putamen and pallidum volumes did not change. Therefore, antipsychotic usage is
unlikely to explain the dorsal-striatum enlargement in our DID group.
While admittedly speculative, we propose that our findings of abnormal dorsal
striatal volume in DID compared to PTSD and HC might be related to habitual
switching between identity states (Tsai et al., 1999) or maintenance of a
dissociative identity state in DID (Reinders et al., 2006, 2012). A single-subject
functional MRI study reported the involvement of the ventral striatum (i.e. the
nucleus accumbens) during dissociative identity switching (Savoy et al., 2012).
Furthermore, studies in patients with focal lesions in the dorsal striatum indicate the
involvement of this structure in task switching and inhibition of irrelevant cues
(Yehene et al., 2008). Another speculative explanation is related to the involvement
of the dorsal striatum in memory. Evidence from studies on rodents has suggested
that

glucocorticoid

injection

into

the

dorsal

striatum

enhances

memory

consolidation (Quirarte et al., 2009). A recent fMRI study with healthy human
participants showed that stress impaired the functioning of the hippocampal
declarative memory system, which coincided with higher activation of the dorsal
striatum involved in procedural memory (Schwabe and Wolf, 2012). In a PET study
with DID patients, dissociative identity states fixated in trauma-related memories
had more caudate and less hippocampal activation than dissociative identity states
in which trauma-related memories were mentally avoided, while listening to an
autobiographical trauma memory script (Reinders et al., 2003, 2006, 2012). Taking
the neural activation hypotheses for dissociative identity switching, task switching,
and stress related hippocampal-striatal memory retrieval switching together, we
propose that the dorsal striatum is involved in the recurrent alternation between
different dissociative identity states, their self-stabilization for a period of time, and
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the

dominance

of

trauma-related

procedural

memory

for

trauma-related

dissociative identity states. Future studies can further test these hypotheses and
replicate our findings of enlarged striatal volume.

Etiology
A high degree of similarity between DID and PTSD, as compared to HC, was found
with regard to smaller cortical GM in the frontal, temporal and insular cortices,
higher dissociative and depersonalization symptoms as well as greater reported
exposure to potentially traumatizing events. These results suggest a traumarelated pathology for DID similar to that in PTSD and absent in HC. All DID patients
in this study had PTSD comorbidity. However, compared to PTSD, the DID group
had a smaller hippocampus, larger dorsal-striatum and reported higher dissociative
symptoms. They also reported more potentially traumatizing events. This supports
our hypothesis that DID is an extreme form of PTSD. Thus, the results of this study
are in line with the trauma-related model for DID (Dalenberg et al., 2012, Reinders
et al., 2012, Van der Hart et al., 2006). By contrast, the non-trauma-related model
stating that DID is due to enactment or suggestive psychotherapy (‘iatrogenesis’)
neither predicts nor explains our findings.
Some limitations of the present study should be considered. First, although the
current study is thus far the only and largest whole-brain morphology study in DID
and results survive multiple comparison correction, it includes a modest samplesize of 17 DID and 16 PTSD patients. Second, only female patients and controls
were studied, consequently our findings cannot be extended to DID and PTSD
populations in general. Third, there is a difference in psychotropic medication
intake that could have affected our findings. Fourth, childhood trauma as well as
neglect are retrospectively assessed and could thus be subjective and distorted.
In conclusion, our study is the first to provide evidence for cortical and
subcortical GM abnormalities in DID. The similarities between DID and PTSD and
their joint differences compared to HC suggest a trauma-related etiology for DID
and plead against a non-trauma-related etiology. These findings thus are clinically
relevant, and have definite potential for translation into patient’s benefit.
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Supplementary Table ST4.1
The results as presented in the main manuscript are based on of the volumetric
measurements of the cortical GM of the superparcels. This supplementary material
presents the additional analyses which were performed on the individual parcels
within each superparcel in order to investigate which brain regions were driving the
cortical GM differences for each GM measurement (i.e. volume, surface area and
thickness) between dissociative identity disorder (DID), posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) and healthy controls (HC).

Supplementary Table ST4.2
The subcortical results presented in the main manuscript (Table 4.5) showed an
enlargement of the areas of the dorsal striatum, i.e. the caudate, putamen and
pallidum in DID as compared to HC and PTSD. In order to ascertain that these
findings were genuine and not due to the use of typical antipsychotics (Chakos et
al., 1994, Gur et al., 1998, Massana et al., 2005) as reported by three DID patients,
we repeated the statistical analyses on the dorsal striatum volumes after excluding
the three DID patients with current or past histories of typical antipsychotic use.
The results are reported in Supplementary Table ST4.2.
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Supplementary Table ST4.1. Statistical results for cortical measurements (i.e. volume, surface area and thickness) of the individual
parcel within each superparcel
Cortical
parcel

Measure

Side

Omnibus
test

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d
effect size)

Mean(SD)
DID

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

Frontal superparcel
Caudal
middle
frontal

volume

surface area

thickness

volume

surface area

thickness

Lateral
orbito
frontal

volume

surface area

thickness

105

0.90

6200(1089)

6301(1227)

6274(1026)

0.94(-0.07)

0.68(-0.09)

0.69(0.02)

right

0.49

5517(848)

5772(1101)

5854(901)

0.36(-0.39)

0.25(-0.26)

0.69(-0.08)

left

0.67

2235(378)

2253(432)

2254(355)

0.71(-0.05)

0.62(-0.04)

0.38(0.00)

right

0.35

1932(273)

2015(339)

2061(322)

0.16(-0.43)

0.59(-0.27)

0.48(-0.14)

left

0.77

2.48(0.08)

2.49(0.12)

2.49(0.09)

0.96(-0.01)

0.56(-0.11)

0.49(0.10)

right

0.82

2.53(0.10)

2.54(0.16)

2.53(0.11)

0.80(-0.07)

0.54(-0.09)

0.66(0.03)

left

0.26

14177(1936)

13969(1892)

14632(1288)

0.51(-0.28)

0.36(0.11)

0.10(-0.42)

right

0.66

14863(2498)

14978(2125)

15421(1588)

0.47(-0.27)

0.93(-0.05)

0.42(-0.24)

left

0.24

5373(704)

5344(660)

5462(506)

0.44(-0.15)

0.38(0.04)

0.098(-0.20)

right

0.43

5709(788)

5679(803)

5841(634)

0.51(-0.19)

0.54(0.04)

0.21(-0.23)

left

0.55

2.28(0.08)

2.27(0.14)

2.30(0.14)

0.61(-0.18)

0.58(0.13)

0.27(-0.24)

right

0.86

2.24(0.10)

2.27(0.14)

2.26(0.15)

0.74(-0.13)

0.58(-0.25)

0.78(0.10)

left

0.006*

7013(818)

7342(877)

7638(723)

0.002*(-0.81)

0.26(-0.39)

0.059(-0.37)

right

0.19

6263(904)

6436(795)

6640(586)

0.074(-0.51)

0.50(-0.20)

0.30(-0.30)

left

0.024*

2564(283)

2606(230)

2700(256)

0.037*(-0.50)

0.65(-0.16)

0.017*(-0.39)

right

0.008*

2324(287)

2343(263)

2491(268)

0.018*(-0.60)

0.59(-0.07)

0.007*(-0.56)

left

0.074

2.57(0.13)

2.64(0.15)

2.65(0.16)

0.023*(-0.57)

0.24(-0.52)

0.37(-0.08)

right

0.69

2.45(0.12)

2.48(0.14)

2.44(0.15)

0.85(0.08)

0.54(-0.24)

0.39(0.28)
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Rostral
middle
frontal

left

Cortical
parcel

Medial
orbito
frontal

Measure

volume

surface area

thickness

volume

surface area

thickness

Pars
orbitalis

volume

surface area

thickness

Omnibus
test

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d
effect size)

Mean(SD)
DID

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

left

0.44

4685(714)

4912(725)

5004(619)

0.20(-0.48)

0.44(-0.32)

0.68(-0.14)

right

0.14

4876(704)

5084(731)

5238(520)

0.047*(-0.59)

0.25(-0.29)

0.49(-0.25)

left

0.56

1802(329)

1855(237)

1850(240)

0.29(-0.17)

0.70(-0.19)

0.59(0.02)

right

0.095

1884(243)

1900(224)

1979(206)

0.054(-0.42)

0.88(-0.07)

0.11(-0.37)

left

0.32

2.35(0.14)

2.37(0.18)

2.40(0.13)

0.22(-0.35)

0.94(-0.08)

0.22(-0.23)

right

0.67

2.30(0.16)

2.36(0.19)

2.34(0.11)

0.47(-0.28)

0.41(-0.30)

0.82(0.09)

left

0.23

4817(1218)

4643(967)

5035(833)

0.68(-0.21)

0.23(0.16)

0.089(-0.44)

right

0.16

4092(723)

3814(605)

4224(600)

0.59(-0.20)

0.20(0.42)

0.059(-0.68)

left

0.21

1660(303)

1588(307)

1691(254)

0.52(-0.11)

0.27(0.24)

0.077(-0.37)

right

0.021*

1438(216)

1286(203)

1446(200)

0.46(-0.04)

0.053(0.72)

0.006*(-0.79)

left

0.12

2.51(0.13)

2.58(0.13)

2.60(0.11)

0.043*(-0.69)

0.24(-0.52)

0.52(-0.11)

right

0.47

2.56(0.17)

2.64(0.19)

2.61(0.15)

0.34(-0.26)

0.24(-0.41)

0.69(0.18)

left

0.073

1894(216)

2063(246)

2106(348)

0.023*(-0.75)

0.18(-0.73)

0.43(-0.14)

right

0.016*

2380(344)

2491(354)

2667(387)

0.007*(-0.79)

0.50(-0.32)

0.052(-0.48)

left

0.49

595(68)

600(55)

616(89)

0.37(-0.26)

0.84(-0.08)

0.30(-0.22)

right

0.015*

737(94)

766(89)

815(122)

0.010*(-0.72)

0.87(-0.32)

0.030*(-0.46)

left

0.043*

2.53(0.17)

2.70(0.22)

2.70(0.25)

0.013*(-0.81)

0.15(-0.83)

0.41(-0.04)

right

0.93

2.56(0.17)

2.60(0.20)

2.58(0.22)

0.83(-0.14)

0.72(-0.25)

0.84(0.09)
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Supplementary Table ST4.1. (cont.) Statistical results for cortical measurements (i.e. volume, surface area and thickness) of the
individual parcel within each superparcel

Cortical
parcel

Pars
triangularis

Measure

volume

surface area

thickness

Paracentral

volume

thickness

Precentral

volume

surface area

thickness

Omnibus
test

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d
effect size)

Mean(SD)
DID

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

left

0.11

3321(483)

3479(685)

3694(536)

0.064(-0.73)

0.83(-0.27)

0.11(-0.35)

right

0.39

3782(609)

4006(600)

4080(763)

0.17(-0.43)

0.53(-0.37)

0.52(-0.11)

left

0.16

1222(143)

1225(182)

1290(161)

0.24(-0.45)

0.47(-0.02)

0.067(-0.38)

right

0.25

1355(202)

1390(177)

1445(232)

0.15(-0.41)

0.99(-0.18)

0.19(-0.27)

left

0.038*

2.42(0.14)

2.53(0.22)

2.53(0.15)

0.015*(-0.74)

0.049*(-0.60)

0.89(-0.01)

right

0.34

2.44(0.12)

2.55(0.23)

2.48(0.16)

0.62(-0.24)

0.15(-0.61)

0.26(0.36)

left

0.22

3200(335)

3211(326)

3394(412)

0.16(-0.52)

0.91(-0.03)

0.13(-0.50)

right

0.65

3676(523)

3796(764)

3875(366)

0.42(-0.45)

0.40(-0.19)

0.87(-0.14)

left

0.42

1288(196)

1228(78)

1300(141)

0.72(-0.07)

0.37(0.43)

0.19(-0.65)

right

0.99

1454(253)

1438(276)

1448(147)

0.99(0.03)

0.89(0.06)

0.88(-0.05)

left

0.23

2.28(0.17)

2.37(0.17)

2.35(0.12)

0.11(-0.50)

0.18(-0.54)

0.98(0.13)

right

0.016*

2.31(0.16)

2.39(0.17)

2.44(0.11)

0.004*(-0.98)

0.17(-0.50)

0.21(-0.36)

left

0.062

12480(841)

13339(1381)

13209(943)

0.068(-0.82)

0.025*(-0.77)

0.45(0.11)

right

0.50

12349(1236)

12869(1652)

12970(1174)

0.27(-0.52)

0.34(-0.36)

0.97(-0.07)

left

0.31

4477(216)

4681(546)

4618(318)

0.26(-0.52)

0.15(-0.53)

0.55(0.15)

right

0.34

4544(362)

4592(459)

4674(467)

0.39(-0.31)

0.57(-0.12)

0.16(-0.18)

left

0.58

2.54(0.14)

2.59(0.15)

2.58(0.11)

0.30(-0.33)

0.57(-0.30)

0.72(0.02)

right

0.54

2.50(0.11)

2.56(0.16)

2.54(0.11)

0.33(-0.39)

0.34(-0.43)

0.89(0.12)
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Supplementary Table ST4.1. (cont.) Statistical results for cortical measurements (i.e. volume, surface area and thickness) of the
individual parcel within each superparcel

Cortical
parcel

Superior
frontal

Measure

volume

surface area

thickness

Frontal pole

volume

surface area

thickness

Caudal
anterior
cingulate

volume

surface area

thickness

Side

Omnibus
test

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d
effect size)

Mean(SD)
DID

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

left

0.005*

20683(1948)

20819(1880)

22144(2035)

0.015*(-0.73)

0.57(-0.07)

0.003*(-0.68)

right

0.013*

20744(2322)

20319(2151)

21673(2008)

0.24(-0.43)

0.089(0.19)

0.003*(-0.65)

left

0.033*

6807(667)

6777(489)

7107(610)

0.052(-0.47)

0.61(0.05)

0.021*(-0.60)

right

0.014*

6751(728)

6583(453)

6919(596)

0.13(-0.25)

0.15(0.28)

0.004*(-0.64)

left

0.58

2.61(0.09)

2.65(0.16)

2.66(0.14)

0.30(-0.38)

0.61(-0.29)

0.69(-0.05)

right

0.47

2.62(0.10)

2.65(0.18)

2.67(0.11)

0.28(-0.45)

0.95(-0.16)

0.35(-0.19)

left

0.49

686(142)

682(133)

725(107)

0.43(-0.31)

0.75(0.03)

0.26(-0.36)

right

0.18

920(208)

887(138)

970(147)

0.17(-0.28)

0.75(0.19)

0.096(-0.58)

left

0.88

184(38)

182(38)

188(33)

0.79(-0.10)

0.82(0.06)

0.62(-0.16)

right

0.27

261(61)

256(42)

277(42)

0.28(-0.30)

0.64(0.09)

0.13(-0.48)

left

0.16

2.68(0.17)

2.65(0.18)

2.79(0.23)

0.065(-0.53)

0.55(-0.27)

0.28(-0.19)

right

0.90

2.61(0.21)

2.74(0.27)

2.63(0.25)

0.67(-0.09)

0.74(-0.17)

0.97(0.06)

left

0.92

1912(501)

1906(361)

1938(534)

0.71(-0.05)

0.98(0.01)

0.74(-0.07)

right

0.035*

1938(456)

1939(633)

2287(415)

0.034*(-0.80)

0.91(0.00)

0.029*(-0.66)

left

0.28

687(156)

634(93)

689(167)

0.67(-0.01)

0.28(0.42)

0.11(-0.42)

right

0.028*

733(168)

711(177)

823(132)

0.058(-0.60)

0.50(0.13)

0.015*(-0.72)

left

0.020*

2.48(0.20)

2.65(0.19)

2.56(0.20)

0.098(-0.37)

0.006*(-0.90)

0.12(0.53)

right

0.35

2.38(0.12)

2.66(0.19)

2.47(0.22)

0.18(-0.53)

0.26(-0.42)

0.98(-0.05)
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Supplementary Table ST4.1. (cont.) Statistical results for cortical measurements (i.e. volume, surface area and thickness) of the
individual parcel within each superparcel

Cortical
parcel

Rostral
anterior
cingulate

Measure

volume

surface area

thickness

Side

Omnibus
test

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d
effect size)

Mean(SD)
DID

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

left

0.74

2637(393)

2684(395)

2758(542)

0.48(-0.26)

0.91(-0.12)

0.57(-0.16)

right

0.67

2026(554)

2184(506)

2205(449)

0.43(-0.36)

0.42(-0.30)

0.89(-0.04)

left

0.37

831(139)

842(96)

880(197)

0.29(-0.29)

0.99(-0.09)

0.27(-0.26)

right

0.39

669 (164)

701(150)

717(141)

0.18(-0.32)

0.65(-0.20)

0.48(-0.11)

left

0.96

2.82(0.17)

2.46(0.26)

2.80(0.19)

0.88(0.09)

0.79(0.05)

0.88(0.04)

right

0.60

2.66(0.22)

2.81(0.20)

2.69(0.16)

0.76(-0.15)

0.33(-0.30)

0.44(0.09)

left

0.56

13663(1140)

13277(1590)

13548(1574)

0.65(0.08)

0.29(0.28)

0.45(-0.17)

right

0.18

13694(1336)

13375(984)

13153(1313)

0.069(0.41)

0.21(0.28)

0.69(0.19)

left

0.67

5354(455)

5196(703)

5191(633)

0.52(0.30)

0.39(0.27)

0.71(0.01)

right

0.45

5363(573)

5298(488)

5158(492)

0.22(0.38)

0.66(0.12)

0.52(0.28)

left

0.42

2.26(0.07)

2.28(0.09)

2.31(0.12)

0.19(-0.42)

0.56(-0.18)

0.55(-0.24)

right

0.85

2.25(0.11)

2.23(0.09)

2.24(0.13)

0.76(0.09)

0.58(0.18)

0.74(-0.07)

left

0.003*

11304(1314)

13057(1325)

12980(1706)

0.002*(-1.11)

0.005*(-1.33)

0.97(0.05)

right

0.36

14193(1639)

14677(1350)

15176(1792)

0.15(-0.57)

0.44(-0.32)

0.58(-0.32)

left

0.005*

4098(447)

4594(469)

4468(456)

0.005*(-0.82)

0.004*(-1.08)

0.49(0.27)

right

0.35

5022(508)

5118(436)

5254(592)

0.15(-0.42)

0.60(-0.20)

0.47(-0.26)

left

0.025*

2.44(0.08)

2.52(0.12)

2.55(0.13)

0.007*(-0.98)

0.090(-0.76)

0.47(-0.21)

right

0.56

2.49(0.10)

2.54(0.13)

2.53(0.15)

0.31(-0.30)

0.40(-0.39)

0.99(0.06)
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Parietal superparcel
volume

surface area

thickness

Inferior
parietal

volume

surface area

thickness
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Superior
parietal

Cortical
parcel

Measure

Side

Omnibus
test
DID

Postcentral

volume

surface area

thickness

volume

surface area

thickness

Supramarginal

volume

surface area

thickness

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

left

0.27

9328(1427)

9709(1154)

10058(1080)

0.11(-0.58)

0.57(-0.30)

0.35(-0.31)

right

0.26

8786(967)

9187(1324)

9360(893)

0.10(-0.62)

0.26(-0.35)

0.71(-0.16)

left

0.25

3830(374)

3872(367)

3984(382)

0.18(-0.41)

0.87(-0.11)

0.16(-0.30)

right

0.45

3679(242)

3796(472)

3818(337)

0.22(-0.48)

0.71(-0.33)

0.48(-0.06)

left

0.23

2.12(0.15)

2.18(0.12)

2.19(0.12)

0.089(-0.52)

0.33(-0.48)

0.59(-0.05)

right

0.75

2.13(0.15)

2.15(0.11)

2.16(0.13)

0.46(-0.22)

0.78(-0.17)

0.69(-0.07)

left

0.64

9462(782)

9659(959)

9800(1007)

0.36(-0.38)

0.79(-0.23)

0.55(-0.14)

right

0.26

9468(767)

9628(1106)

9971(1083)

0.14(-0.54)

0.83(-0.17)

0.22(-0.31)

left

0.61

3634(361)

3758(371)

3725(412)

0.34(-0.24)

0.47(-0.34)

0.95(0.08)

right

0.62

3778(455)

3788(409)

3855(469)

0.41(-0.17)

0.99(-0.02)

0.45(60.15)

left

0.67

2.40(0.10)

2.39(0.14)

2.42(0.12)

0.76(-0.16)

0.58(0.07)

0.37(-0.20)

right

0.27

2.31(0.13)

2.34(0.11)

2.38(0.10)

0.11(-0.55)

0.56(-0.22)

0.39(-0.34)

left

0.44

10746(1699)

10532(1533)

10779(1531)

0.68(-0.02)

0.46(0.13)

0.67(-0.16)

right

0.44

9949(1246)

10094(1111)

10336(1431)

0.34(-0.29)

0.83(-0.12)

0.25(-0.19)

left

0.54

3695(507)

3607(460)

3636(473)

0.79(0.12)

0.29(0.18)

0.36(-0.06)

right

0.43

3481(373)

3498(339)

3574(507)

0.27(-0.21)

0.98(-0.05)

0.31(-0.18)

left

0.49

2.58(0.11)

2.60(0.14)

2.62(0.16)

0.34(-0.32)

0.92(-0.18)

0.31(-0.13)

right

0.99

2.58(0.13)

2.61(0.17)

2.59(0.16)

0.96(-0.06)

0.96 -0.16)

0.99(0.10)

Gray matter volume in DID and PTSD

Precuneus

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d
effect size)

Mean(SD)
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Supplementary Table ST4.1. (cont.) Statistical results for cortical measurements (i.e. volume, surface area and thickness) of the
individual parcel within each superparcel
Cortical
parcel

Isthmus
cingulate

Measure

volume

surface area

thickness

Posterior
cingulate

volume

thickness

Omnibus
test

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d
effect size)

Mean(SD)
DID

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

left

0.40

2515(390)

2394(374)

2501(468)

0.51(0.03)

0.17(0.32)

0.38(-0.25)

right

0.88

2208(371)

2260(363)

2291(467)

0.65(-0.20)

0.97(-0.14)

0.69(-0.07)

left

0.36

965(140)

908(133)

913(155)

0.25(0.35)

0.19(0.42)

0.67(-0.04)

right

0.96

878(135)

878(143)

862(162)

0.79(0.11)

0.94(0.00)

0.87(0.11)

left

0.11

2.45(0.17)

2.49(0.21)

2.56(0.20)

0.063(-0.56)

0.87(-0.18)

0.11(-0.34)

right

0.29

2.38(0.16)

2.45(0.25)

2.47(0.21)

0.12(-0.49)

0.47(-0.32)

0.49(-0.11)

left

0.093

3000(620)

3144(530)

3351(527)

0.034*(-0.61)

0.43(-0.25)

0.21(-0.39)

right

0.78

3101(632)

3059(605)

3209(314)

0.85(-0.23)

0.63(0.07)

0.48(-0.33)

left

0.10

1126(196)

1148(133)

1211(171)

0.070(-0.46)

0.98(-0.13)

0.095(-0.41)

right

0.71

1202(221)

1131(184)

1172(132)

0.53(0.17)

0.43(0.35)

0.76(-0.26)

left

0.10

2.43(0.16)

2.52(0.18)

2.53(0.16)

0.034*(-0.60)

0.19(-0.51)

0.56(-0.05)

right

0.087

2.35(0.14)

2.46(0.20)

2.48(0.17)

0.031*(-0.77)

0.12(-0.62)

0.73(-0.08)

left

0.082

11627(1373)

11442(1393)

12051(1184)

0.54(-0.33)

0.13(0.13)

0.027*(-0.47)

right

0.72

11014(1302)

11493(1355)

11446(1129)

0.43(-0.36)

0.56(-0.36)

0.89(0.04)

left

0.22

3639(306)

3533(367)

3698(421)

0.67(-0.16)

0.22(0.31)

0.082(-0.42)

right

0.61

3452(284)

3471(332)

3482(321)

0.50(-0.10)

0.78(-0.06)

0.36(-0.03)

left

0.19

2.76(0.14)

2.81(0.12)

2.84(0.15)

0.087(-0.48)

0.70(-0.36)

0.23(-0.18)

right

0.17

2.78(0.16)

2.89(0.12)

2.86(0.16)

0.083(-0.51)

0.12(-0.76)

0.95(0.18)

Temporal Superparcel
Superior
temporal

volume

surface area

thickness
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surface area

Side

Cortical
parcel

Measure

Side

Omnibus
test
DID

Middle
temporal

volume

surface area

thickness

volume

surface area

thickness

Temporal
pole

volume

surface area

thickness

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

left

0.089

10438(1613)

9960(932)

10823(1402)

0.59(-0.26)

0.13(0.38)

0.030*(-0.74)

right

0.28

11628(1583)

11329(908)

11755(1424)

0.91(-0.08)

0.16(0.24)

0.14(-0.37)

left

0.23

3110(450)

2965(298)

3101(330)

0.93(0.02)

0.13(0.39)

0.11(-0.43)

right

0.18

3409(400)

3269(270)

3389(353)

0.84(0.05)

0.14(0.42)

0.071(-0.38)

left

0.12

2.79(0.17)

2.77(0.14)

2.85(0.15)

0.11(-0.39)

0.78(0.08)

0.074(-0.52)

right

0.89

2.86(0.16)

2.90(0.14)

2.89(0.18)

0.63(-0.16)

0.78(-0.26)

0.88(0.08)

left

0.54

9533(1124)

9834(1225)

10013(1381)

0.27(-0.38)

0.66(-0.26)

0.56(-0.14)

right

0.041*

9482(1213)

9772(1301)

10446(1201)

0.016*(-0.80)

0.49(-0.23)

0.10(-0.54)

left

0.73

3236(405)

3260(420)

3254(444)

0.75(-0.04)

0.66(-0.06)

0.43(0.02)

right

0.076

3052(411)

3068(448)

3227(400)

0.14(-0.43)

0.48(-0.04)

0.035*(-0.37)

left

0.22

2.55(0.11)

2.58(0.11)

2.61(0.12)

0.089(-0.47)

0.56(-0.26)

0.34(-0.22)

right

0.29

2.72(0.12)

2.77(0.12)

2.78(0.13)

0.12(-0.50)

0.31(-0.45)

0.73(-0.06)

left

0.17

2257(258)

2355(355)

2472(383)

0.087(-0.67)

0.75(-0.32)

0.18(-0.32)

right

0.63

2084(226)

2175(254)

2170(298)

0.47(-0.33)

0.35(-0.38)

0.72(0.02)

left

0.65

443(52)

460(80)

457(68)

0.48(-0.24)

0.88(-0.27)

0.42(0.05)

right

0.74

405(70)

410(59)

415(53)

0.67(-0.16)

0.75(-0.06)

0.46(-0.10)

left

0.23

3.68(0.11)

3.71(0.25)

3.78(0.25)

0.10(-0.58)

0.63(-0.19)

0.31(-0.29)

right

0.69

3.70(0.33)

3.75(0.28)

3.77(0.31)

0.39(-0.22)

0.66(-0.15)

0.75(-0.08)

Gray matter volume in DID and PTSD

Inferior
temporal

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d
effect size)

Mean(SD)
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Supplementary Table ST4.1. (cont.) Statistical results for cortical measurements (i.e. volume, surface area and thickness) of the
individual parcel within each superparcel
Cortical
parcel

Transverse
temporal

Measure

volume

surface area

thickness

STS banks

volume

thickness

Parahippocampal

volume

surface area

thickness

Omnibus
test

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d
effect size)

Mean(SD)
DID

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

left

0.16

1079(211)

1073(175)

1184(202)

0.22(-0.51)

0.56(0.03)

0.071(-0.59)

right

0.72

849(172)

841(154)

877(155)

0.83(-0.17)

0.59(0.05)

0.42(-0.23)

left

0.81

433(70)

444(89)

447(86)

0.66(-0.17)

0.86(-0.14)

0.55(-0.03)

right

0.43

326(51)

325(62)

338(56)

0.561(-0.23)

0.48(0.02)

0.20(-0.23)

left

0.10

2.24(0.24)

2.21(0.24)

2.38(0.27)

0.10(-0.52)

0.76(0.11)

0.062(-0.62)

right

0.96

2.28(0.33)

2.29(0.24)

2.32(0.28)

0.80(-0.12)

0.89(-0.04)

0.94(-0.10)

left

0.016*

2356(339)

2493(470)

2700(403)

0.006*(-0.93)

0.40(-0.34)

0.071(-0.47)

right

0.93

2374(309)

2463(349)

2450(386)

0.78(-0.22)

0.71(-0.27)

0.89(0.04)

left

0.079

942(123)

997(148)

1040(168)

0.026*(-0.67)

0.37(-0.41)

0.29(-0.27)

right

0.30

942(93)

939(97)

952(118)

0.84(-0.10)

0.23(0.20)

0.13(-0.12)

left

0.014*

2.50(0.11)

2.47(0.17)

2.58(0.17)

0.074(-0.53)

0.27(0.21)

0.005*(-0.62)

right

0.61

2.58(0.18)

2.68(0.21)

2.62(0.19)

0.67(-0.23)

0.32(-0.51)

0.49(0.28)

left

0.35

2207(287)

2129(305)

2294(401)

0.39(-0.25)

0.59(0.26)

0.16(-0.47)

right

0.79

2128(370)

2165(430)

2208(390)

0.49(-0.21)

0.74(-0.09)

0.75(-0.10)

left

0.29

735(105)

694(104)

721(110)

0.61(0.12)

0.12(0.39)

0.22(-0.26)

right

0.81

687(140)

697(147)

690(120)

0.87(-0.02)

0.54(-0.07)

0.59(0.06)

left

0.82

2.68(0.19)

2.70(0.29)

2.75(0.36)

0.54(-0.25)

0.83(-0.08)

0.73(-0.15)

right

0.68

2.74(0.19)

2.76(0.23)

2.82(0.27)

0.39(-0.34)

0.70(-0.09)

0.69(-0.25)
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surface area

Side

Cortical
parcel

Entorhinal

Measure

volume

surface area

thickness

Fusiform

volume

surface area

thickness

Side

Omnibus
test

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d
effect size)

Mean(SD)
DID

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

left

0.17

1777(347)

1717(259)

1925(371)

0.23(-0.41)

0.54(0.20)

0.071(-0.66)

right

0.25

1570(275)

1726(286)

1802(435)

0.099(-0.65)

0.30(-0.56)

0.63(-0.21)

left

0.14

410(78)

422(65)

451(87)

0.073(-0.49)

0.84(-0.17)

0.16(-0.37)

right

0.39

347(87)

377(85)

396(107)

0.22(-0.50)

0.92(-0.36)

0.32(-0.19)

left

0.10

3.44(0.29)

3.21(0.29)

3.29(0.28)

0.11(0.50)

0.040*(0.76)

0.42(-0.27)

right

0.83

3.43(0.35)

3.50(0.25)

3.47(0.40)

0.63(-0.11)

0.56(-0.23)

0.85(0.08)

left

0.89

9392(1462)

9656(1072)

9744(1127)

0.64(-0.27)

0.84(-0.21)

0.81(-0.08)

right

0.29

8982(1246)

8986(1012)

9489(1114)

0.29(-0.43)

0.69(0.00)

0.14(-0.47)

left

0.64

3208(409)

3219(400)

3237(314)

0.88(-0.08)

0.48(-0.03)

0.36(-0.05)

right

0.13

3034(431)

3009(318)

3172(332)

0.20(-0.36)

0.47(0.07)

0.055(-0.50)

left

0.43

2.62(0.13)

2.65(0.14)

2.67(0.13)

0.22(-0.35)

0.75(-0.20)

0.41(-0.14)

right

0.65

2.67(0.14)

2.70(0.16)

2.70(0.12)

0.42(-0.22)

0.43(-0.19)

0.92(-0.01)

left

0.54

11165(1475)

10959(1359)

11297(1455)

0.68(-0.09)

0.28(0.15)

0.41(-0.24)

right

0.61

10635(1394)

10638(1587)

11013(1374)

0.66(-0.27)

0.61(0.00)

0.32(-0.25)

left

0.67

4609(495)

4516(476)

4569(644)

0.88(0.07)

0.41(0.19)

0.44(-0.10)

right

0.75

4421(519)

4360(576)

4420(644)

0.86(0.00)

0.60(0.11)

0.45(-0.10)

left

0.38

2.17(0.13)

2.16(0.11)

2.21(0.12)

0.33(-0.31)

0.73(0.09)

0.20(-0.43)

right

0.43

2.17(0.12)

2.18(0.16)

2.23(0.14)

0.26(-0.44)

0.95(-0.05)

0.32(-0.34)

Occipital superparcel
Lateral
occipital

volume

surface area

thickness
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Supplementary Table ST4.1. (cont.) Statistical results for cortical measurements (i.e. volume, surface area and thickness) of the
individual parcel within each superparcel
Cortical
parcel

Cuneus

Measure

volume

surface area

thickness

Lingual

volume

thickness

Pericalcarine

volume

surface area

thickness

Omnibus
test

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d
effect size)

Mean(SD)
DID

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs. PTSD PTSD vs. HC

left

0.30

2907(666)

2752(236)

2930(355)

0.59(-0.04)

0.13(0.34)

0.24(-0.60)

right

0.38

3017(441)

2904(272)

3109(501)

0.81(-0.20)

0.31(0.32)

0.17(-0.53)

left

0.55

1477(289)

1416(112)

1452(192)

0.69(0.11)

0.29(0.30)

0.41(-0.23)

right

0.52

1493(189)

1464(131)

1530(243)

0.56(-0.17)

0.59(0.18)

0.26(-0.35)

left

0.12

1.83(0.13)

1.82(0.07)

1.89(0.10)

0.13(-0.47)

0.69(0.14)

0.065(-0.78)

right

0.60

1.86(0.15)

1.83(0.11)

1.87(0.10)

0.93(-0.05)

0.42(0.28)

0.33(-0.39)

left

0.21

5895(869)

5928(904)

6331(961)

0.12(-0.48)

0.92(-0.04)

0.16(-0.43)

right

0.79

6154(704)

6208(941)

6338(860)

0.49(-0.24)

0.74(-0.07)

0.72(-0.14)

left

0.64

2876(351)

2841(423)

2951(396)

0.49(-0.20)

0.40(0.09)

0.49(-0.27)

right

0.87

2913(348)

2886(378)

2920(400)

0.81(-0.02)

0.79(0.08)

0.60(-0.09)

left

0.16

1.93(0.15)

1.95(0.09)

2.00(0.11)

0.11(-0.52)

0.93(-0.09)

0.11(-0.56)

right

0.61

1.98(0.12)

2.01(0.12)

2.02(0.12)

0.35(-0.37)

0.85(-0.23)

0.50(-0.13)

left

0.90

1931(345)

1928(292)

1992(333)

0.65(-0.18)

0.83(0.01)

0.83(-0.21)

right

0.46

2179(302)

2204(363)

2327(366)

0.23(-0.44)

0.73(-0.07)

0.43(-0.34)

left

0.86

1335(213)

1337(204)

1340(220)

0.24(-0.02)

0.75(-0.01)

0.16(-0.01)

right

0.28

1407(190)

1436(230)

1483(233)

0.34(-0.36)

0.47(-0.14)

0.95(-0.20)

left

0.37

1.56(0.09)

1.58(0.09)

1.62(0.13)

0.16(-0.48)

0.41(-0.22)

0.67(-0.32)

right

0.71

1.64(0.10)

1.63(0.11)

1.67(0.12)

0.49(-0.26)

0.98(0.08)

0.50(-0.32)
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surface area

Side

Cortical
parcel

Insula
superparce
Insula
l

Measure

volume

surface area

thickness

Side

Omnibus
test

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d
effect size)

Mean(SD)
DID

PTSD

HC

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

left

<0.001*

6373(579)

6376(523)

6999(446)

<0.001*(-1.22)

0.66(-0.01)

<0.001*(-1.29)

right

0.31

6792(526)

6816(661)

7048(704)

0.51(-0.42)

0.41(-0.04)

0.12(-0.34)

left

0.001*

2162(173)

2120(104)

2304(185)

0.005*(-0.79)

0.39(-0.30)

0.001*(-0.48)

right

0.58

2279(131)

2286(214)

2288(230)

0.99(-0.05)

0.38(-0.04)

0.32(-0.01)

left

0.29

2.90(0.14)

2.98(0.14)

3.00(0.19)

0.13(-0.55)

0.26(-0.53)

0.85(-0.08)

right

0.22

2.93(0.17)

2.97(0.15)

3.02(0.17)

0.13(-0.50)

0.92(-0.21)

0.19(-0.32)

Abbreviations: DID = Dissociative Identity Disorder; PTSD = Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder; HC = Healthy Control.
* P-value<=0.05(uncorrected)
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Supplementary Table ST4.1. (cont.) Statistical results for cortical measurements (i.e. volume, surface area and
thickness) of the individual parcel within each superparcel

Subcortical
volume

Total/
side

Caudate

total

Putamen

Pallidum

Omnibus
test

Group comparisons: P-Value (Cohen’s d effect size)

Mean(SD)
PTSD
(n=16)

HC
(n=28)

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD
vs. HC

7385 (849)

7037 (1005)

7071 (632)

0.006* (0.50)

0.024* (0.43)

0.79 (-0.04)

left

3601 (406)

3441 (500)

3439 (323)

0.007* (0.49)

0.031* (0.39)

0.73 (0.00)

right

3783 (462)

3596 (518)

3631 (328)

0.009* (0.48)

0.026* (0.46)

0.86 (-0.08)

10891 (1120)

10408 (1379)

10764 (933)

0.25 (-0.03)

0.025* (0.25)

0.12 (-0.31)

left

5542 (621)

5313 (702)

5513 (469)

0.41 (-0.14)

0.039* (0.18)

0.098 (-0.34)

right

5349 (544)

5095 (694)

5251 (504)

0.17 (0.08)

0.029* (0.32)

0.21 (-0.26)

3247 (306)

3072 (408)

3128 (301)

0.068 (0.24)

0.32 (0.36)

0.50 (-0.16)

left

1771 (189)

1704 (253)

1740 (181)

0.23 (0.07)

0.099 (0.22)

0.45 (-0.17)

right

1475 (148)

1368 (161)

1387 (146)

0.019* (0.41)

0.016* (0.51)

0.67 (-0.12)

total

total

0.019*

0.077

0.081

Abbreviations: DID = Dissociative Identity Disorder; PTSD = Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder; HC = Healthy Controls.
* P-value<=0.05 (uncorrected)
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DID
(n=14)
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Supplementary Table ST4.2. Statistical results for dorsal striatal volumes (mm3) after excluding three DID patients with a
history of typical antipsychotic use
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Abstract
Background: Experiencing severe and chronic childhood abuse and neglect is
associated with a high risk of mental disorders. Whereas the view that dissociative
identity disorder (DID) is related to childhood traumatization is disputed, virtually all
patients with DID report these types of potentially traumatizing events. Animal
research and studies on posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) have documented a
link between traumatization and small hippocampal volume. Several studies
reported small hippocampal volume in DID, but involved limited sample sizes and
lacked examination of hippocampal subfields. The current study aims to investigate
morphology of the hippocampus as a whole as well as its different subfields in DID
and PTSD patients, and to test whether there is a link between hippocampal
abnormalities and retrospectively reported childhood traumatization. Such findings
can help in better understanding the etiological processes involved in DID.
Methods: Brain structural magnetic resonance images were acquired from
seventeen DID patients, sixteen PTSD patients and twenty-eight healthy controls
(HC), who were matched for gender, age and education. Hippocampal volume and
shape measures were generated and compared using an approach based on
manual tracing and surface mesh modeling. Correlations were conducted to
investigate associations of reported childhood traumatization with hippocampal
volume and shape in patient groups.
Results: Left and right hippocampal volumes were significantly smaller in DID
compared to PTSD and HC. Right hippocampal volume showed a trend to be
smaller in PTSD relative to HC. Shape analysis results revealed deformations in
the CA1, CA2-3 and subiculum subfields in DID and PTSD compared to HC.
Furthermore, negative correlations were found between the severity of reported
childhood traumatization and hippocampal volume and shape in the patient groups.
Conclusions: Our findings support the view that DID is related to childhood
traumatization, and that the severity of hippocampal morphological abnormalities is
related to the severity of childhood traumatization.
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Introduction
Childhood abuse and neglect are risk factors for many psychiatric disorders such
as anxiety disorders (Gibb et al., 2007), posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
(Bremner et al., 2003b, Wolfe et al., 2006), mood-related disorders (Wolfe et al.,
2006), borderline personality disorder (Ball and Links, 2009), first episode
psychosis (Aas et al., 2012, Hoy et al., 2012) and schizophrenia (Sideli et al.,
2012). In adults with a history of childhood traumatization, regardless of the kind of
psychiatric disorder, small hippocampal volume is the most consistently observed
structural brain abnormality (Andersen et al., 2008, Bremner et al., 2003b, Stein et
al., 1997, Teicher et al., 2012, Thomaes et al., 2010, Vythilingam et al., 2002).
Preclinical research has shown that increased activity of the HypothalamicPituitary-Adrenal Axis (HPA) and subsequently elevated level of glucocorticoid
(GC) secretion during exposure to stress are key factors associated with
hippocampal volume loss, due to its high density of GC receptors (McEwen et al.,
1995, Sapolsky, 1996).
Clinical observations and retrospective correlational research suggest that
dissociative identity disorder (DID) is related to a history of severe and chronic
childhood traumatization (Boon and Draijer, 1993, Chu and Dill, 1990, Draijer and
Langeland, 1999, Mulder et al., 1998, Nijenhuis and Den Boer, 2009, Spiegel,
2006, Van der Hart et al., 2006). The involved reported or documented adverse
event include physical and sexual abuse as well as emotional neglect and abuse,
often combined with a lack of affect-regulation by or emotional unavailability of
caregivers (Boon and Draijer, 1993, Draijer and Langeland, 1999, Van der Hart et
al., 2005). In line with these findings, longitudinal research has documented a
relationship between disorganized attachment in early childhood, childhood
traumatization, and the severity of dissociative symptoms in early adulthood
(Lyons-Ruth et al., 2006, Ogawa et al., 1997). Furthermore, it has been reported
that childhood neglect may result in limited self-soothing capacities (Draijer and
Langeland, 1999) or inefficient affect regulation (Schore, 2002).
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According to the DSM-IV, DID involves the presence of two or more different
identity states that recurrently take control of a person's behavior and
consciousness. These identity states have been found to be related to different
patterns of brain activation (Reinders et al., 2003, 2006, 2012). Episodes of
dissociative

amnesia,

depersonalization,

derealization,

and

sensori-motor

dissociation are other characteristic features of DID. DID has been indicated to be
at the far end of the spectrum of trauma-related disorders (Spiegel, 1984) and
thereby to be a severe form of (dissociative) PTSD (Lanius et al., 2006).
Few studies have investigated hippocampal volume in DID patients. While one
study reported preserved hippocampal volume in a sample of combined individuals
with DID (n=4) and dissociative amnesia (n=9) (Weniger et al., 2008), the other
single case (Tsai et al., 1999) and multi-participant (Ehling et al., 2008, Irle et al.,
2009, Vermetten et al., 2006) studies reported smaller hippocampal volume in DID
patients compared to healthy controls. However, the finding of smaller hippocampal
volume in DID reported by Vermetten et al. (2006) has been criticized as being due
to differences in age rather than clinical status (Smeets et al., 2006). A recent
volumetric study (Chalavi et al., submitted) investigated brain morphology in DID by
comparing gray matter measures between DID patients, PTSD patients and
healthy controls (HC). Findings of the latter study indicated smaller hippocampal
volume along with several other cortical and subcortical gray matter differences in
DID relative to HC. The observed similarities in morphological abnormalities in DID
and PTSD patients suggest a trauma-related nature for DID. Neuroimaging studies
can also help in providing evidence for the clinically observed etiological
relationship between DID and reported childhood traumatization.
To date, most neuroimaging studies, including those on DID, have examined
differences in overall hippocampal volume. However, the hippocampus consists of
several histologically distinct subfields including the subiculum, CA1 (CA: cornu
ammonis), CA2, CA3, CA4 and dentate gyrus. Each of these subfields has distinct
structural and functional connections with the cortex and specialized functional
properties (Wang et al., 2010). A recent neuroimaging study by Teicher et al. (2012)
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reported that retrospectively assessed childhood traumatization (using the
Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ)) was associated with smaller volume of
the CA1, CA2-3, CA4-DG, and subiculum in un-medicated individuals from the
general community. The strongest associations were observed in the CA3, and
CA4-DG and subiculum subfields. This proven link between morphological
abnormalities of hippocampal subfields and reported childhood traumatization
opens an avenue to gain knowledge about the etiology of DID and may aid to
provide evidence for the childhood traumatization-related nature of this disorder.
Novel methodologies are available to study possible abnormalities of
hippocampal subfields. These include automatic procedures (Teicher et al., 2012)
and manual tracing methods (Thompson et al., 2004, Wang et al., 2010). In
neuroimaging studies with large sample sizes, automated techniques using fast
processing methods are advantageous over (time-consuming) manual tracing
methods. On the other hand, automatic procedures can be prone to segmentation
errors especially in delineating hippocampal boundaries in small regions (Teicher et
al., 2012) for which manual tracing methods may be more precise. An example of
the latter methods is a relatively new method developed by Thompson et al.
(2004), which is based on manual tracing and hippocampal surface mesh
modeling. This method allows for the investigation of both hippocampal global
volume and shape regional deformations and has been applied in several
psychiatric disorders including major depressive disorder (Cole et al., 2010),
bipolar disorder (Bearden et al., 2008b) and first episode schizophrenia (Narr et al.,
2004).
In the current study we utilized the manual tracing-based technique to compare
total and subfield hippocampal morphology between individuals with DID and
gender-, age- and education-matched individuals with PTSD and healthy controls
(HC). We also investigated a possible negative correlation between the severity of
subjectively reported exposure to potentially traumatizing events and hippocampal
morphology. We hypothesized that DID is associated with smaller hippocampal
volume and regional shape deformations in various hippocampal subfields
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compared to HC. Furthermore, we expected to observe associations between
reported childhood traumatization, as assessed by the CTQ, and hippocampal
volume and shape.

Methods
Subjects
Sixty-five subjects underwent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI): seventeen
individuals with DID, sixteen individuals with PTSD and thirty-two HC. The sample
used in this chapter is similar to the sample used in chapter 4. All participants were
given a complete description of the study and gave written informed consent
according to procedures approved by the Medical Ethical Committee (METc) of the
University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG) and of the Amsterdam Medical
Center (AMC).
All participants were female as only female DID patients volunteered to take
part in this study. In addition, all subjects were matched for age (DID: 43.82±9.85;
PTSD: 40.75±12.05; HC: 41.75±12.29), number of years of education (DID:
14.88±0.99; PTSD: 14.94±0.85; HC: 15.04±1.20) and Western European ancestry.
DID and PTSD patients were recruited via mental health care institutions and
internet advertisements. The diagnosis of DID was assessed by one of the two DID
experts (E.N. or N.D.) using the Structural Clinical Interview for DSM-IV
Dissociative Disorders (SCID-D) (Boon and Draijer, 1993, Steinberg, 1993) and
PTSD comorbidity was determined using the PTSD section of the SCID-D
(Steinberg, 1993). All DID patients met the criteria for either comorbid PTSD
(82.35%) or PTSD in remission (17.65%). PTSD patients were diagnosed by
researchers E.V. and M.G. using the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS)
interview (Blake et al., 1995). Only PTSD patients with inter-personal trauma were
included in the current study. Psychoform and somatoform dissociative symptoms
were evaluated using the Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES) (Bernstein and
Putnam, 1986) (DID: 54.41±16.18; PTSD: 22.18±13.83; HC: 7.12±11.54) and
Somatoform Dissociation Questionnaire (SDQ-20) (Nijenhuis et al., 1996) (DID:
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57.06±17.26; PTSD: 32.69±13.43; HC: 22.71±4.19). DID patients filled in the
questionnaires in their most predominant identity state. Participants' psychotropic
medication was not discontinued in this study (for details of usage and effect on
hippocampal morphology see Supplementary material).
Exclusion criteria for DID and PTSD patients were: age outside the range of 1865, pregnancy, systemic or neurological illness, claustrophobia, presence of metal
implants in the body and alcohol/drug abuse. HC were recruited through
advertisements in local newspapers. Additional exclusion criteria for HC were: the
presence of dissociative symptoms, as determined with the DES (Bernstein and
Putnam, 1986) and SDQ-20 (Nijenhuis et al., 1996), mental illness in the past or at
present, or a high score of lifetime potentially traumatizing experiences as
measured using the Traumatic Experience Checklist (Nijenhuis et al., 2002) (total
lifetime traumatizing experiences of the HC group: 2.25±2.43). All HC were free of
present and past psychiatric medication.

Image acquisition
Participants were scanned on a 3T MR scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best,
NL) in one of the participating centers in The Netherlands (UMCG and AMC).
Subjects were balanced over the two centers (ten DID patients, ten PTSD patients
and nineteen healthy controls were scanned at the UMCG) and an optimized
structural MRI protocol with a high reproducibility between the two centers (Chalavi
et al., 2012) was used. The details of this optimized protocol were: MPRAGE
sequence, TR=9.95 ms, TE=5.6 ms, flip angle=8º, slice thickness=1mm isotropic
voxel, number of slices=160, total scan time=10m14s.
Two structural MRI scans were collected from each subject whenever possible
(fifteen DID patients and fourteen HC). Where both scans were artifact-free, the
first scan was used, resulting in the ultimate exclusion of four scans from HC. This
left seventeen DID, sixteen PTSD and twenty-eight HC scans for morphological
analyses.
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Image preprocessing
Non-cortical tissue was removed from the MR images using the Brain extraction
Tool (BET) (Smith, 2002) and head alignment was standardized by linearly aligning
the individual MR images with the International Consortium for Brain Mapping
(ICBM452) average brain template using FLIRT’s (FMRIB's Linear Image
Registration Tool). In FreeSurfer (Fischl et al., 2002) (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.
harvard.edu) all images were segmented into different tissue classes and an
estimate of parenchymal volume was calculated as the sum of the total gray matter
(GM) and the total white matter (WM) volumes. This measurement was used in
subsequent statistical analyses to correct for whole-brain size.

Manual delineation of the hippocampus
The hippocampi were manually traced using MultiTracer (Woods, 2003)
(http://www.loni.ucla.edu/Software/MultiTracer) by a single trained rater (SC), who
was blind to all demographical variables. Good inter- and intra-rater reliability with
the established protocol (Narr et al., 2004, Thompson et al., 2004) was obtained,
intraclass correlation coefficients for this rater were 0.94 and 0.97 for the left and
right hippocampus, respectively, which are comparable to those in previously
published studies (Bearden et al., 2008a, Cole et al., 2010). The outline of each
hippocampus was traced in contiguous coronal brain sections while the digitized
surface contours were displayed simultaneously in all three viewing planes to
facilitate the accurate identification of boundaries (Narr et al., 2004, Thompson et
al., 2004). Hippocampal volumes obtained from these tracings were retained for
statistical analyses.

Hippocampal surface mesh modeling and distance mapping
Anatomical surface mesh modeling methods matched equivalent hippocampal
surface points across subjects (Thompson et al., 2004). These methods reveal
localized gray matter contractions and expansions of the hippocampal surface
corresponding to the CA1, CA2-3 and subiculum (Figure 5.1.a and 5.3.a). These
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techniques form a grid over each hippocampal surface so that homologous gridpoints can be matched between subjects. The matching procedures allow
measurements to be made at corresponding surface locations in each subject that
can be compared statistically in 3D. Further, for each hippocampal surface model,
a 3D medial curve was derived and the radial distance from each surface point to
this central curve was measured. Since radial distances are measured at
thousands of points along the surface, the resulting radial distance maps detect
non-uniform changes on a local scale which could indicate local expansions or
contractions in hippocampal surface morphology. The approximate overlay of the
hippocampal subfields was defined based on the Duvernoy atlas (Duvernoy, 1988).

Statistical analysis
Demographical and clinical data were compared between the three groups using
analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by two-sample t-tests. To test group
differences in hippocampal volume, a repeated-measures analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA) was used, with side (left or right) as the repeated measure and age and
parenchymal volume as covariates. The analysis was followed by two-sample ttests to compare left and right hippocampal volumes separately between: 1) DID
vs. HC, 2) DID vs. PTSD, and 3) PTSD vs. HC.
To assess regional hippocampal shape deformations, statistical regression
analyses were performed at each hippocampal surface point to map linkage
between radial distance and group and the resulting statistical maps (P-map) of
group differences (uncorrected) were displayed onto the averaged hippocampal
surface template of the entire sample. In these analyses age and parenchymal
volume were used as covariates. Furthermore, permutation tests with 10,000
iterations and a threshold of p<0.05, were ran (Thompson et al., 2004) to obtain an
empirically corrected p-value for each P-map.
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Correlation

between

reported

childhood

traumatization

and

hippocampal morphology
Childhood traumatization-related experiences were retrospectively assessed using
Childhood Trauma Questionnaire (CTQ) (Bernstein et al., 1994) in two different
types of dissociative identity states. Following the terminology of Reinders et al.,
2006 and conceptualization of Van der Hart et al., 2006, we obtained the CTQ
scores in 1) a Traumatic Identity State (TIS), a DID identity state in which traumatic
memories are recognized as first-hand autobiographical memories, showing an
emotional and physiological response to trauma cues; and 2) a Neutral Identity
State (NIS) which reports either partial or complete dissociative amnesia for
traumatic memories, experiencing them without a first-hand sense of personal
autobiographical experience. The indicators NIS and TIS are derived from the
terms “apparently normal part of the personality (ANP)” and “emotional part of the
personality (EP)”, respectively, which are conceptualized in the theory of ‘structural
dissociation’ (Van der Hart et al., 2006). This theory defines dissociation as a
division of personality into different types of subsystems (identity states), each with
their own first-person perspective, that is, their own subjective point of view as to
who they are, what the world is like, and how they relate to that world. When
functioning in a NIS or in the most prominent identity state the CTQ scores are
likely to represent an underestimation due to partial or complete functional amnesia
for, and denial of, trauma-related memories. However, the CTQ scores given in the
TIS may be more representative for the actual childhood traumatization that DID
patients experienced as in this state they are not mentally avoiding the traumarelated memories. The CTQ data in both the NIS and the TIS from one DID patient
were missing and another DID patient filled in the CTQ only in the NIS. The PTSD
patients filled in the CTQ only once. To avoid spurious correlations, the HC group
was not included in the correlation analyses since due to the inclusion criteria they
all reported low lifetime traumatizing experiences.
Paired t-tests were used to compare the CTQ sub-scores between the two
identity states within the DID patients and two-sample t-tests were conducted to
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compare the CTQ sub-scores between DID (NIS or TIS) and PTSD. Associations
of reported childhood traumatization with hippocampal volume (normalized by the
parenchymal volume) and radial distance measures (i.e. shape) were investigated
using Pearson’s correlations on the NIS and TIS scores separately in combination
with the PTSD data.

Results
Demographic and clinical assessments
The three groups did not differ significantly with respect to age (F(2,58)=0.31,
p=0.74) and number of years of education (F(2,58)=0.11, p=0.89). Dissociative
symptom scores (both psychoform and somatoform dissociation) were significantly
different between the three groups (DES: F(2,58)=64.63, p<0.001; SDQ-20:
F(2,58)=45.94, p<0.001). DID reported higher dissociative symptom scores
compared to HC (DES: p<0.001; SDQ-20: p<0.001) and to PTSD (DES: p<0.001;
SDQ-20: p<0.001). PTSD patients also reported significantly higher psychoform
(DES: p<0.001) and somatoform (SDQ-20: p<0.001) dissociative symptom scores
compared to HC.

Hippocampal volume
A significant effect of group on hippocampal volume (F(2,56)=8.02, p=0.001) was
found (Table 5.1), independent of lateralization (group x side) (F(2,56)=0.84,
p=0.44). The groups did not differ significantly with respect to parenchymal volume.
Post hoc pairwise t-tests on the left and right hippocampal volumes (Table 5.1)
revealed that both left (p=0.001) and right (p<0.001) hippocampal volumes were
significantly smaller in DID relative to HC by 10.19% and 11.37%, respectively.
Furthermore, DID patients showed significantly smaller left (p=0.046, 7.24%) and
right (p=0.047, 6.58%) hippocampal volumes relative to PTSD. Comparing PTSD
to HC only a trend for a smaller right hippocampal volume (p=0.067, 5.13%) was
found in individuals with PTSD.
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Table 5.1. Statistical analyses of parenchymal (cm3) and hippocampal (mm3) volumes
Mean(SD)
DID

PTSD

pairwise comparisons: Effect size^, change (%), P-Value
HC

DID vs. HC

DID vs. PTSD

PTSD vs. HC

Cohen's
d

Change
%

PValue

Cohen's
d

Change
%

PValue

Cohen's
d

Change
%

PValue

1068(819) 1075(759) 1084(599)

-0.02

-1.48

0.479

-0.01

-0.65

0.777

-0.01

-0.83

0.703

Left

2009(208) 2166(228) 2237(196)

-1.13

-10.19

0.001*

-0.72

-7.25

0.046*

-0.33

-3.17

0.298

Right

2074(185) 2220(202) 2340(205)

-1.36

-11.37

<0.001*

-0.75

-6.58

0.047*

-0.59

-5.13

0.067

Parenchymal
Hippocampus

DID= dissociative identity disorder; PTSD= posttraumatic stress disorder; HC= healthy controls.
* P-value<=0.05
^ = Cohen’s d
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Hippocampal shape
Statistical 3D maps of hippocampal shape differences between the groups are
shown in Figure 5.1. Results of the permutation tests revealed that these maps did
not survive

multiple

comparison correction;

therefore

uncorrected

shape

deformation results are presented for exploratory purposes only. Compared to HC,
both DID and PTSD showed contractions in the CA1, CA2-3 and subiculum
subfields. Direct comparison of shape measures between DID and PTSD showed
contractions in all three hippocampal subfields (i.e. CA1, CA2-3 and subiculum),
however, the pattern of contraction was less widespread than DID vs. HC and
PTSD vs. HC comparisons.

Relationship with childhood traumatization
Within the DID group, in the TIS subjects reported significantly higher childhood
physical neglect (p=0.029), emotional abuse (p=0.001) and total trauma (p=0.022)
than in the NIS (Table 5.2). Furthermore, all CTQ sub-scores were significantly
higher in both identity states of DID than in PTSD (Table 5.2). Correlation analyses
on the combined data of the PTSD patients and the DID patients in the NIS
revealed significant negative correlations between the left hippocampal volume and
childhood emotional neglect, sexual abuse and total childhood traumatization
(Table 5.3 and Figure 5.2). Furthermore, when correlation analyses were
conducted on the combined data of the PTSD patients and the DID patients in the
TIS, significant negative correlations were found between the left hippocampal
volume and childhood emotional neglect, physical neglect, emotional abuse,
sexual abuse and total childhood traumatization (Table 5.3 and Figure 5.2). The
latter analysis also showed significant negative correlations between the right
hippocampal volume and childhood emotional neglect, physical neglect, sexual
abuse and total childhood traumatization (Table 5.3 and Figure 5.2).
All the DID patients in the current study reported severe (Heim et al., 2009)
childhood traumatization in their NIS and TIS (CTQ total score≥63) and the PTSD
patients scored over a broader range (low scores of 30 to severe scores of 113).
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Therefore, post hoc we categorized the PTSD patients into two subgroups
including PTSD with low childhood traumatization (CTQ total score≤53, n=7) and
PTSD with moderate-to-severe childhood traumatization (CTQ total score≥56, n=9)
(Heim et al., 2009) and compared the hippocampal volume between these
subgroups using two-sample t-test. Results of this analysis revealed that the left
hippocampal volume tended to be smaller in the PTSD subgroup with moderate-tosevere childhood traumatization as compared to the PTSD subgroup with low
childhood traumatization (p=0.058), but right hippocampal volume did not show a
significant effect (p=0.34).

Table 5.2. Statistical analysis of childhood traumatization data reported by the DID
and PTSD groups.
Mean(SD)
DID
(n=17)

P-value
PTSD
(n=16)

Paired t-test:
NIS vs. TIS

Two sample t-test:
DID vs. PTSD

a

Childhood trauma Questionnaire (CTQ)
emotional neglect

NIS:21.81(2.90)
TIS:23.40(2.26)

16.63(6.02)

0.074

NIS:0.004*
TIS: <0.001*

physical neglect

NIS:16.56(4.37)
TIS:17.47(3.87)

10.50(3.93)

0.029*

NIS:<0.001*
TIS: <0.001*

emotional abuse

NIS:19.68(4.61)
TIS:22.80(3.30)

14.44(6.31)

0.001*

NIS:0.012*
TIS: <0.001*

physical abuse

NIS:14.00(6.02)
TIS:15.60(5.37)

9.31(4.84)

0.180

NIS:0.021*
TIS: 0.002*

sexual abuse

NIS:16.19(7.26)
TIS:17.87(7.32)

10.06(6.06)

0.375

NIS:0.015*
TIS: 0.003*

NIS:88.25(18.62)
TIS:97.13(16.63)

60.94(22.70)

0.022*

NIS:0.001*
TIS: <0.001*

total trauma
score

DID= dissociative identity disorder; PTSD= posttraumatic stress disorder.
* P-value<0.05
a
The CTQ data from both identity states of one DID patient was missing and another DID
patient only filled in the CTQ in her NIS.
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a

Pearson's correlation r(P-Value)
emotional neglect

physical neglect

emotional abuse

physical abuse

sexual abuse

Total score

Left
hippocampus

NIS:-0.466(0.007*)

NIS:-0.316(0.078)

NIS:-0.224(0.218)

NIS:-0.186(0.307)

NIS:-0.349(0.050*)

NIS:-0.369(0.038*)

TIS:-0.527(0.002*)

TIS:-0.412(0.021*)

TIS:-0.363(0.045*)

TIS:-0.271(0.140)

TIS:-0.363(0.045*)

TIS:-0.443(0.013*)

Right
hippocampus

NIS:-0.271(0.134)

NIS:-0.206(0.258)

NIS:-0.111(0.544)

NIS:-0.112(0.543)

NIS:-0.225(0.215)

NIS:-0.221(0.223)

TIS:-0.373(0.039*)

TIS:-0.358(0.048*)

TIS:-0.322(0.077)

TIS:-0.263(0.152)

TIS:-0.365(0.043*)

TIS:-0.389(0.030*)

CTQ= childhood trauma questionnaire.
* P-value<=0.05
a
hippocampal volumes were normalized by the parenchymal volumes.
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Table 5.3. Correlation analyses between hippocampal volume and CTQ sub-scores of the patient groups
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Figure 5.1. (a) A schematic representation of the hippocampal subfields mapped onto a representative hippocampal
surface obtained by averaging the surface from all the participants. In addition, 3D maps of hippocampal regional shape
differences are shown comparing (b) DID vs. HC, (c) DID vs. PTSD and (d) PTSD vs. HC. The maps are uncorrected.
Upper maps represent anterior view and lower maps represent posterior view. Abbreviations: DID, dissociative identity
disorder; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; HC, healthy controls.
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Figure 5.2 (part1).
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Figure 5.2 (part2).
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Figure 5.2. (part 1 and 2). Linear regression scatter plots performed on the
combined data from the DID patients in the NIS (DID-NIS) or in TIS (DID-TIS) and
PTSD patients showing significant negative correlations between hippocampal
volumes and reported childhood traumatization scores obtained using the CTQ.
The hippocampal volumes were normalized by parenchymal volume, which is
representative for whole brain volume. Abbreviations: DID, dissociative identity
disorder; NIS: neutral identity state; TIS; traumatic identity state; PTSD,
posttraumatic stress disorder; CTQ, childhood trauma questionnaire.
Correlation analyses between the hippocampal radial distance measures and
the CTQ total scores of the combined data from the patient groups revealed
widespread effects across the hippocampal surface, encompassing the CA1, CA23 and subiculum subfields (Figure 5.3). These negative correlations were more
pronounced (more dark blue regions) when using the CTQ scores of the DID
patients in the TIS than in the NIS. Furthermore, comparing the results of DID vs.
HC contrast (Figure 5.1) with the results of correlation analyses (Figure 5.3), we
found that the contractions in the CA2-3 of the right hippocampus (in the anterior
view) and in the anterior subiculum of both left and right hippocampi (in the
posterior view) overlapped with the negative correlations observed in the
correlation analyses (Figure 5.3).
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Figure 5.3. (a) A schematic representation of the hippocampal subfields mapped onto a representative hippocampal
surface obtained by averaging the surface from all the participants. In addition, statistical 3D maps showing correlations
between each hippocampal surface point and childhood traumatization obtained using the CTQ scores reported by the
PTSD patients and the DID patients in the (b) NIS or (c) TIS. Areas which are depicted with circle are overlapping areas
with DID vs. HC comparison. Abbreviations: DID, dissociative identity disorder; NIS, neutral identity state; TIS, traumatic
identity state; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; CTQ, childhood trauma questionnaire.
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Discussion
This study is the first to report abnormalities of hippocampal volume and shape in
DID patients in comparison with PTSD patients and HC. Compared to HC, we
found significantly smaller left (10.19%) and right (11.37%) hippocampal volumes in
DID patients and a trend for smaller right (5.13%) hippocampal volume in PTSD
patients. DID patients were found to have significantly smaller left (7.25%) and right
(6.58%) hippocampal volume compared to PTSD patients. Shape analyses
indicated surface contractions in the subfields CA1, CA2-3 and subiculum in DID
compared to HC. For PTSD vs. HC also regional surface contractions were
observed in the CA1, CA2-3 and subiculum, although these deformations were less
widespread than those observed when comparing DID to HC. Furthermore,
compared to PTSD, DID showed contractions in several hippocampal subfields.
Correlation analyses revealed significant negative correlations between bilateral
hippocampal volume and reported childhood traumatization. The effects were more
pronounced when the childhood traumatization scores of the DID patients in the
TIS were used instead of those in the NIS. With regard to the smaller hippocampal
volume in DID compared to HC, our results corroborate results of our previous
study in which we used automatic segmentation methods (Chalavi et al.,
submitted). Furthermore, our findings of negative correlations between reported
childhood traumatization and hippocampal volume and shape deformation provide
additional support for previous studies reporting that DID is etiologically related to
childhood traumatization (Boon and Draijer, 1993, Chu and Dill, 1990, Draijer and
Langeland, 1999, Mulder et al., 1998, Nijenhuis and Den Boer, 2009, Spiegel,
2006, Van der Hart et al., 2006).

Volumetric differences
Our finding of smaller hippocampal volume in DID and PTSD concur with prior
neuroimaging studies in DID (Chalavi et al., submitted, Ehling et al., 2008, Irle et
al., 2009, Tsai et al., 1999, Vermetten et al., 2006) and in adult victims of childhood
maltreatment, with or without PTSD (Andersen et al., 2008, Bremner et al., 2003b,
Stein et al., 1997, Teicher et al., 2012, Vythilingam et al., 2002).
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It has been shown that acute elevation of stress hormones, such as GCs, in a
short period of time may facilitate the formation of memories of events associated
with strong emotions (McGaugh, 2000). However, prolonged and excessive
exposure to stress hormones may result in damage to brain structures such as the
hippocampus (McEwen, 2000). In line with this, in patients with Cushing's
syndrome, which is characterized by elevated level of cortisol (GCs in human), a
neuroimaging study revealed that hippocampal volume was negatively associated
with plasma cortisol levels and was positively correlated with memory performance
(Starkman et al., 1992). This indicates a mechanism in which an elevated stress
response can negatively impact hippocampal volume. The current results of
smaller hippocampal volume in DID and PTSD may be (Bremner et al., 2003a,
Santa Ana et al., 2006) induced by trauma-related stress and the resultant chronic
exposure of the hippocampus to excessive GCs and detrimental effects of these
hormones on the hippocampus.

Regional shape differences
While volumetric studies provide information about the hippocampal volume as a
single unity, using shape analysis tools regional hippocampal deformations can be
assessed which can provide information regarding morphological alterations in
different hippocampal subfields. In the current study, regional hippocampal
contractions were observed in the CA1, CA2-3 and subiculum of DID and PTSD
patients as compared to HC. Although these results are of an exploratory nature
only, they are in agreement with several studies which reported associations
between stress or elevated level of GCs and volumetric morphological changes in
the hippocampal subfields CA1 and CA2-3 (Andersen and Teicher, 2004, Gould et
al., 1997, Kadar et al., 1998, McEwen, 1999, Teicher et al., 2012, Wang et al.,
2010).
Each of the hippocampal subfields has a distinct pattern of structural cortical
connections and accordingly has a distinct functional role. Functional MRI studies
have revealed that the subiculum is involved in memory retrieval while regions
corresponding to CA2-3 are associated with the encoding of information (Eldridge
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et al., 2005, Gabrieli et al., 1997, Zeineh et al., 2003). The role of CA1 in encoding
and retrieval of contextual memory has been reported in animal studies (Daumas
et al., 2005). Therefore, abnormalities of any of these subfields could result in
memory abnormalities (Squire, 2004) and hence the localized deformations in
different hippocampal subfields observed in DID and PTSD patients could underlie
some of the memory alterations reported in DID patients (Dorahy, 2001, Elzinga et
al., 2003, Van der Hart et al., 2005) and the impaired declarative and nondeclarative memory often reported in PTSD (for review see Samuelson (2011)).
However, future research linking focal hippocampal abnormalities to performance
on standardized memory tasks in DID is warranted.

Childhood traumatization
In the TIS, DID patients reported more severe childhood traumatization than in the
NIS which is in line with identity state dependent features of the different types of
identity states (Van der Hart et al., 2006). Correlation analyses on the combined
data from the DID (NIS/TIS) and PTSD patients revealed that reported childhood
traumatization was associated with smaller left hippocampal volume as well as
contractions of the hippocampal surface in the CA1, CA2-3 and subiculum. The
effects were stronger when the CTQ scores in the TIS were used than the ones in
the NIS. Furthermore, overlapping areas in the CA2-3 and subiculum were
observed between the correlation findings and the results of comparing DID to HC.
These results are in agreement with negative correlations previously reported
between the CTQ and hippocampal global volume (Andersen et al., 2008,
Dannlowski et al., 2012) and hippocampal subfield volumes (Teicher et al., 2012) in
adults with a history of early-life adversity. Teicher et al. (2012) found that the
strongest associations were related to the CA2-3 and subiculum subfields.
Furthermore, post-hoc analyses revealed a trend for smaller left hippocampal
volume

in

PTSD

patients

who

reported

moderate-to-severe

childhood

traumatization as compared to those who reported low childhood traumatization.
This finding may indicate that reduced left hippocampal volume, independent of
PTSD diagnosis, is related to the severity of reported childhood traumatization.
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An alternative explanation of our findings of smaller hippocampal volume in DID
and PTSD is that smaller hippocampal volume can be a predisposing factor putting
an individual at risk to develop trauma-related disorders after subsequent trauma in
their life (Gilbertson et al., 2002). While a prospective longitudinal study would be
necessary to establish direct causality, we suggest that besides an environmental
factor, such as childhood stress, genetic factors as well as gene-environment
interactions (Auxemery, 2012, van Zuiden et al., 2012) may be involved in the
hippocampal volume and shape differences as observed in DID and PTSD.
However, more research is needed to investigate the relationship between genetic
predispositions, stress hormone levels and hippocampal structure.
It has been reported that some medications including typical antipsychotics
(Chakos et al., 2005), anti-epileptics (Watanabe et al., 1992) and antidepressants
(Vermetten et al., 2003) could change hippocampal morphology. However, when
we repeated the volumetric analyses after excluding the patients with a history of
using these medications we obtained similar findings, i.e., smaller hippocampal
volume in DID compared to HC and a negative correlation with reported childhood
traumatization (See Supplementary material 1).

Strengths and limitations
Some strengths and limitations of the present study should be noted. One
important strength of this study is that the DID diagnosis assessment was
established by one of two independent experts in this field limiting the chance of
including false positive cases. Furthermore, in the present study only PTSD
patients with interpersonal trauma were recruited in order to match the traumarelated background of the DID patients. The sample size of 17 DID and 16 PTSD
patients could be considered as modest. However, this sample size is the largest
among volumetric studies in DID. While we did observe significant hippocampal
volume differences between the groups, the results of shape analysis did not
survive multiple comparison correction. This is likely to be due to insufficient
statistical power necessary for conducting multiple tests across the hippocampal
surface. However, it should be noted that permutation testing can be considered
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rather conservative in this context as all the tests are treated independently and it
does not account for local correlations between surface points. Only female
patients and controls were included, so that our findings cannot be generalized to
the whole DID and PTSD populations. We did not match the PTSD and DID groups
with regard to childhood traumatization. While all the DID patients reported severe
childhood traumatization, some (nine out of sixteen) of the PTSD patients reported
moderate-to-severe childhood traumatization and the other PTSD patients reported
less childhood traumatization. Therefore it is possible that part of the effects
observed in the PTSD patients were related to the differences in childhood
traumatization. Another limitation is that the history of childhood traumatization was
assessed by means of a retrospective self-report questionnaire (i.e. CTQ) which
could be subject to recollection bias, but on the other hand the CTQ has been
shown to be of reliable tool in previous research (Teicher et al., 2012).
In this study we chose to use manual tracing and shape-based analyses
techniques since they might be more sensitive in detecting deformations compared
to automated atlas-based segmentation approaches. Although the intra-rater's
reliability was very high and comparable to the previous studies, manual tracing
techniques are prone to measurement error, which could overcome by repeated
tracing using multiple raters, if available, or using automated techniques in
combination with a careful segmentation quality check.

Conclusions
The current study found smaller hippocampal volume in DID as compared to PTSD
and HC. Importantly, these volumetric abnormalities were correlated with the
severity of reported childhood traumatization, particularly when the childhood
traumatization scores of the DID patients in the TIS were used. Interestingly, as
was expected, all DID patients in the study met criteria for PTSD as well, which
provides another indication that DID is a more severe trauma-related condition
compared to PTSD. DID and PTSD were associated with contractions in several
subfields of the hippocampus which were linked to childhood traumatization.
Therefore, our findings confirm clinical observations and previous empirical
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research that DID is related to chronic childhood abuse and neglect and are
therefore indicative of an etiology related to chronic childhood adversity for this
disorder. These findings are important for translation into clinical treatment of this
disorder and for the investigation of the neurobiological mechanisms involved in
DID.
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Effect of medication
Medication history in the DID group included antipsychotics (past: n=2; current:
n=8), antidepressants (past: n=2; current: n=10), anti-epileptics (past: n=1; current:
n=3). Two PTSD patients reported using antidepressants at the time of scan. All
HC were free of present and past psychiatric medication. It has been reported that
some medications including typical antipsychotics (Chakos et al., 2005), antiepileptics (Watanabe et al., 1992) and antidepressants (Vermetten et al., 2003)
have been shown to change the hippocampal morphology.
The results listed in Table 5.1 of the main text indicated that DID is associated
with smaller bilateral hippocampal volume as compared to HC and PTSD. To
investigate whether history of medication has any effect on these findings we
repeated the volumetric analyses three times while excluding the patients with a
history of using (i) typical antipsychotics (3 DID), (ii) anti-epileptics (4 DID) and (iii)
antidepressants (10 DID and 2 PTSD). To test group differences in hippocampal
volume, a repeated-measures analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was used, with
side (left or right) as the repeated measure and age and parenchymal volume as
covariates. The analysis was followed by two-sample t-tests to compare left and
right hippocampal volumes separately between: 1) DID vs. HC, 2) DID vs. PTSD,
and 3) PTSD vs. HC. Furthermore, correlation analyses were repeated to
investigate if excluding patients with a history of using medication has any effect on
the findings presented in Table 5.3.
Results of the group comparisons are listed in Supplementary Table ST5.1.
When DID patients with a history of using typical antipsychotics were excluded, the
results of smaller left and right hippocampal volume in DID relative to HC and
smaller left hippocampal volume in DID compared to PTSD remained significant.
However, comparing DID to PTSD, right hippocampal volume showed only a trend
to be smaller in DID. Furthermore, we found that after excluding DID patients with a
history of using anti-epileptics, the effect size of group differences for DID vs. HC
as well as DID vs. PTSD became larger for right and (particularly) left hippocampal
volumes. This may indicate that DID patients with a history of using anti-epileptic
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drugs had larger hippocampal volumes compared to those of DID patients without
a history of using anti-epileptic drugs. It has been proposed that administration of
anti-epileptic drugs, via interfering with excitatory amino acid release and action,
may prevent stress and GC-induced atrophy in the hippocampal subfield CA3
(Watanabe et al., 1992). Unfortunately, the effect of anti-epileptics on the CA1
region (which we observed) is not clear yet as little research has been done.
Although the current finding could have important clinical implications, our results
are limited by the number of patients with and without a history of anti-epileptic
medications. Therefore more research is needed to further investigate the effect of
anti-epileptic drugs on the hippocampus in the DID patients.
When DID and PTSD patients with a history of using antidepressants were
excluded from the volumetric analyses the results of smaller left and right
hippocampal volume in DID relative to HC remained significant although the effects
sizes were smaller than those of the original analyses. However, comparing DID to
PTSD, left hippocampal volume showed only a trend to be smaller in DID (p=0.077)
and comparing PTSD to HC no significant difference in left and right hippocampal
volumes were observed which could be because of insufficient statistical power
due to excluding ten DID and two PTSD patients. The results of these post hoc
tests could indicate that reduced hippocampal volume in DID compared to HC (See
Table 5.1) was a robust finding and was not due to the history of medication.
Results of the correlation analyses after excluding patients with a history of
using psychiatric medications are presented in Supplementary Table ST5.2. These
results indicate that the correlation results presented in Table ST5.3 were not
affected by medication.
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Supplementary Table ST5.1. Statistical analyses of parenchymal (cm3) and hippocampal (mm3) volumes
Mean(SD)
DID

PTSD

pairwise comparisons: Effect size^, change (%), P Value
HC

DID vs. HC

DID vs. PTSD

PTSD vs. HC

Cohen's
d

Change
%

PValue

Cohen's
d

Change
%

PValue

Cohen's
d

Left
1980(216) 2166(228) 2237(196)
hippocampus

-1.25

-11.49

0.001*

-0.84

-8.59

0.036*

-0.33

-3.17

0.310

Right
2067(204) 2220(202) 2340(205)
hippocampus

-1.33

-11.67

<0.001*

-0.75

-6.89

0.073

-0.59

-5.13

0.076

Left
1932(160) 2166(228) 2237(196)
hippocampus

-1.71

-13.63

<0.001*

-1.21

-10.80

0.003*

-0.33

-3.17

0.291

Right
2027(160) 2220(202) 2340(205)
hippocampus

-1.72

-13.38

<0.001*

-1.07

-8.60

0.011*

-0.59

-5.13

0.066

Left
2024(231) 2179(230) 2237(196)
hippocampus

-1.00

-9.52

0.014*

-0.67

-7.11

0.077

-0.27

-2.59

0.485

Right
2114(252) 2215(209) 2340(205)
hippocampus

-0.99

-9.66

0.012*

-0.44

-4.56

0.229

-0.60

-5.34

0.107

Exclusion of typical antipsychotic users

a

b

Exclusion of antidepressant users

c

DID= dissociative identity disorder; PTSD= posttraumatic stress disorder; HC= healthy controls.
* P-value<0.05
^ = Cohens’d
a
Three DID patients with a history of using typical antipsychotic medications were excluded, leaving 14 DID, 16 PTSD and 28 HC.
b
Four DID patients with a history of using anti-epileptic medications were excluded, leaving 13 DID, 16 PTSD and 28 HC.
c
Ten DID and two PTSD patients with histories of using antidepressant medications were excluded, leaving 7 DID, 14 PTSD and 28 HC.
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Exclusion of anti-epileptic users

Change
P%
Value

d

and CTQ sub-scores of the patient

Pearson's correlation r (P Value)
emotional neglect
Exclusion of typical antipsychotic users

physical neglect

emotional abuse

physical abuse

sexual abuse

Total score

a

Left hippocampus

NIS:-0.529(0.003*)
TIS:-0.602(0.001*)

NIS:-0.347(0.065)
TIS:-0.461(0.013*)

NIS:-0.277(0.146)
TIS:-0.427(0.024*)

NIS:-0.226(0.238)
TIS:-0.241(0.216)

NIS:-0.481(0.008*)
TIS:-0.418(0.027*)

NIS:-0.439(0.017*)
TIS:-0.492(0.008*)

Right hippocampus

NIS:-0.290(0.127)
TIS:-0.399(0.035*)

NIS:-0.186(0.333)
TIS:-0.347(0.070)

NIS:-0.130(0.501)
TIS:-0.338(0.079)

NIS:-0.163(0.397)
TIS:-0.232(0.236)

NIS:-0.338(0.073)
TIS:-0.358(0.061)

NIS:-0.265(0.165)
TIS:-0.387(0.042*)

Exclusion of anti-epileptic users

b

Left hippocampus

NIS:-0.531(0.003*)
TIS:-0.616(<0.001*)

NIS:-0.379(0.043*)
TIS:-0.503(0.006*)

NIS:-0.260(0.173)
TIS:-0.481(0.010*)

NIS:-0.189(0.326)
TIS:-0.316(0.101)

NIS:-0.404(0.030*)
TIS:-0.516(0.005*)

NIS:-0.414(0.025*)
TIS:-0.560(0.002*)

Right hippocampus

NIS:-0.286(0.133)
TIS:-0.404(0.033*)

NIS:-0.243(0.204)
TIS:-0.405(0.033*)

NIS:-0.129(0.506)
TIS:-0.361(0.059)

NIS:-0.107(0.582)
TIS:-0.270(0.165)

NIS:-0.255(0.181)
TIS:-0.427(0.024*)

NIS:-0.240(0.210)
TIS:-0.431(0.022*)

Exclusion of antidepressant users

c

Left hippocampus

NIS:-0.567(0.009*)
TIS:-0.663(0.002*)

NIS:-0.470(0.037*)
TIS:-0.696(0.001*)

NIS:-0.339(0.144)
TIS:-0.617(0.005*)

NIS:-0.049(0.838)
TIS:-0.404(0.086)

NIS:-0.374(0.104)
TIS:-0.583(0.009*)

NIS:-0.431(0.058)
TIS:-0.677(0.001*)

Right hippocampus

NIS:-0.320(0.168)
TIS:-0.406(0.085)

NIS:-0.222(0.347)
TIS:-0.439(0.060)

NIS:-0.096(0.688)
TIS:-0.384(0.105)

NIS:-0.160(0.500)
TIS:-0.187(0.442)

NIS:-0.130(0.585)
TIS:-0.400(0.090)

NIS:-0.154(0.517)
TIS:-0.418(0.075)

CTQ= childhood trauma questionnaire.
* P-value<=0.05
a
Three DID patients with a history of using typical antipsychotic medications were excluded, leaving 14 DID, 16 PTSD and 28 HC.
b
Four DID patients with a history of using anti-epileptic medications were excluded, leaving 13 DID, 16 PTSD and 28 HC.
c
Ten DID and two PTSD patients with histories of using antidepressant medications were excluded, leaving 7 DID, 14 PTSD and 28
HC.
d
hippocampal volumes were normalized by the parenchymal volumes.
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Supplementary Table ST5.2. Correlation analyse between hippocampal volume
groups
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Abstract
Background: Childhood maltreatment as an early life stressor has been found to
have damaging effects on brain development. Dissociative identity disorder (DID)
has been associated with childhood trauma and has been indicated to be a severe
form of posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Thus far, neuroimaging studies have
identified gray matter morphological abnormalities in DID patients which were
similar to that of PTSD patients. However no study has yet investigated
abnormalities of structural connectivity of white matter (WM) in DID patients.
Methods: Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data were collected from seventeen DID
patients, sixteen PTSD patients and thirty-two healthy controls (HC), all matched
for gender, age and education. Maps of DTI measures, including fractional
anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), radial diffusivity (RD) and axial diffusivity
(AD) were generated and analyzed using tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) and
were compared between the groups.
Results: DID was associated with lower FA and higher MD, RD and AD in several
regions and most prominently in the genu of the corpus callosum (CC), as
compared to HC. PTSD was associated with widespread regions of significant
lower FA and higher MD and RD, compared to HC. Direct comparisons of DTI
measures between DID and PTSD revealed lower WM integrity in PTSD most
prominently in the splenium of CC.
Conclusions: DID and PTSD groups showed more differences in WM integrity
when compared to HC than when compared to each other. We propose that our
findings of more pronounced WM integrity disruption in PTSD as compared to DID
might be due to the differences in timing of the experienced trauma and in
dissociative symptoms. We hypothesize that in DID patients the development of
dissociation mechanisms in response to repeated maltreatment may protect WM
during pruning. Furthermore, due to plasticity of the brain the effects of early life
trauma can possibly be reversed or result in brain WM re-organization, whereas
the effects of stress after the brain’s sensitive developmental period, e.g. in PTSD,
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might be irreversible. However, effects of (antipsychotic) medication in the DID
group might also have contributed to this finding. In sum, our findings indicate that
both DID and PTSD are associated with changes in structural connectivity and
therefore can help in better understanding the neural correlates of both disorders.

Introduction
Severe stress can cause functional and structural alterations of the brain (Bremner,
1999, McEwen, 2000). As an early stressor, childhood maltreatment (i.e. emotional,
physical and sexual abuse as well as emotional neglect) tend to have short-term
and long-term effects on the developing brain by altering neurogenesis,
myelination, and synaptic overproduction and pruning during sensitive periods of
brain maturation (Kaufman et al., 2000, Teicher et al., 2003). Previous volumetric
studies have reported several structural abnormalities associated with childhood
maltreatment including attenuated left hemisphere maturation (Teicher et al., 1997),
and smaller size of the hippocampus (Bremner et al., 2003, Teicher et al., 2012),
amygdala (Aas et al., 2012), anterior cingulate cortex (Kitayama et al., 2006) and
several sub-regions of the corpus callosum (CC) (Andersen et al., 2008, De Bellis
et al., 1999 and 2002, De Bellis and Keshavan, 2003, Kitayama et al., 2007,
Teicher et al., 1997 and 2004, Villarreal et al., 2004). These adverse effects of
childhood maltreatment on brain development could partly be the reason that
childhood maltreatment has became a major risk factor for developing several
psychiatric disorders in adulthood, for example anxiety disorders (Gibb et al.,
2007), posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (Bremner et al., 2003, Wolfe et al.,
2006), mood-related disorders (Wolfe et al., 2006), psychosis (Aas et al., 2012,
Hoy et al., 2012) and schizophrenia (Sideli et al., 2012).
Clinical observations and empirical research indicate that dissociative
symptoms and dissociative identity disorder (DID) are causally related to severe
and chronic maltreatment that started in early childhood. It includes physical and
emotional neglect and abuse, and sexual abuse, often combined with disorganized
attachment and a lack of affect-regulation by caregivers (Boon and Draijer, 1993,
Chu and Dill, 1990, Mulder et al., 1998, Nijenhuis and Den Boer, 2009, Spiegel,
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2006, Van der Hart et al., 2006). DID has been indicated to be at the far end of the
spectrum of trauma-related disorders (Spiegel, 1984) and thereby to be a severe
form of (dissociative) PTSD (Lanius et al., 2006b, Van der Hart et al., 2006).
According to the DSM-IV, DID is characterized by the presence of two or more
different identity states that recurrently take control of a person's behavior and
consciousness. Different prototypical identity states have been found to be related
to different patterns of brain activation (Reinders et al., 2003, 2006 and 2012).
Episodes

of

dissociative

amnesia,

depersonalization,

derealization,

and

sensorimotor dissociative symptoms are other characteristic features of this
disorder. So far, neuroimaging studies investigating morphological changes in DID
have only focused on gray matter morphology and have reported cortical and
subcortical volumetric differences between DID and healthy controls (HC) (Chalavi
et al., submitted, Ehling et al., 2008, Tsai et al., 1999, Vermetten et al., 2006), as
well as cortical volumetric similarities between DID and PTSD (Chalavi et al.,
submitted). To the best of our knowledge white matter (WM) morphological
abnormality in DID patients has not been studied to date.
White matter of the brain, which transmits signals from one region of
the cerebrum to another and between the cerebrum and lower brain regions and
vise versa, can be studied using ‘diffusion tensor imaging’ (DTI). DTI is a relatively
new magnetic resonance imaging technique (Le Bihan et al., 2001), which provides
a quantitative method to assess structural connectivity and integrity of WM tracts in
the brain by measuring the directionality of water diffusion (Basser and Pierpaoli,
1996). Water diffusion in the brain is modified by its physical environment and in
WM tissue water diffusion is restricted by myelin sheaths, and axonal membranes.
This leads to diffusion being greater along fiber tracts than across them, which is
known as fractional anisotropy (FA). FA is believed to reflect the degree of fiber
organization, fiber directional coherence, or WM integrity.
Long axonal connections are established in early development, but it has been
suggested that the diameter and structure of axons and their myelination continue
to develop into adulthood (Keshavan et al., 2002). Therefore (lack of) stimulation or
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adversity during life can affect WM development and thereby affect WM integrity
(De Bellis and Keshavan, 2003, Denenberg, 1981, Juraska and Kopcik, 1988,
Sanchez et al., 1998). Thus far, a limited number of DTI studies have investigated
abnormalities in WM integrity in traumatized individuals (see Daniels et al. (2013)
for a review). In children, adolescents and adults with a history of childhood
maltreatment, compared to matched HC, lower WM integrity has been reported in
several WM tracts including the medial and posterior CC (Huang et al., 2012,
Jackowski et al., 2008, Paul et al., 2008, Teicher et al., 2010), uncinate fasciculus
(Eluvathingal et al., 2006, Govindan et al., 2010), superior longitudinal fasciculus
(Govindan et al., 2010, Huang et al., 2012), cingulum (Choi et al., 2009b,
Eluvathingal et al., 2006, Huang et al., 2012) and corona radiata (Teicher et al.,
2010). These reports suggest that childhood maltreatment is associated with
abnormal structural connectivity of WM. Investigating WM integrity in DID can
therefore inform about the etiology and neurobiology of DID.
In the current study we aimed to investigate whole-brain WM integrity in
individuals with DID in comparison to gender-, age- and education-matched PTSD
patients and HC. Based on prior DTI reports in traumatized individuals, we
expected to find disruptions in white matter integrity in both DID and PTSD patients
as compared to HC. In addition, we hypothesized that disruptions in WM integrity
would be more pronounced in the DID group than in the PTSD group.

Methods
Subjects
Sixty-five subjects underwent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI): seventeen
individuals with DID, sixteen individuals with PTSD and thirty-two HC. The sample
used in this chapter is similar to the sample used in chapters 4 and 5. All
participants were female as only female DID patients volunteered to take part in
this study. In addition, all subjects were matched for age, level of education and
Western European ancestry. DID and PTSD patients were recruited via mental
health care institutions and internet advertisements. The diagnosis of DID was
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assessed by one of two DID experts (E.N. and N.D.) using the Structural Clinical
Interview for DSM-IV Dissociative Disorders (SCID-D) (Boon and Draijer, 1993,
Steinberg, 1993) and PTSD comorbidity was determined using the PTSD section of
the SCID-D (Steinberg, 1993). All DID patients met the criteria for either comorbid
PTSD (82.35%) or PTSD in remission (17.65%). PTSD patients were diagnosed by
researchers E.V. and M.G. using the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS)
interview (Blake et al., 1995). Only PTSD patients with inter-personal trauma were
included in the current study.
Exclusion criteria for DID and PTSD patients were: age outside the range of 1865, pregnancy, systemic or neurological illness, claustrophobia, presence of metal
implants in the body and alcohol/drug abuse. HC were recruited through
advertisements in local newspapers. Additional exclusion criteria for HC were: the
presence of dissociative symptoms, as determined with the Dissociative
Experiences Scale (DES) (Bernstein and Putnam, 1986) and Somatoform
Dissociation Questionnaire (SDQ-20) (Nijenhuis et al., 1996), a high score on the
Traumatic Experience Checklist (TEC) (Nijenhuis et al., 2002) or mental illness in
the past or at present. All participants were given a complete description of the
study and gave written informed consent according to procedures approved by the
Medical Ethical Committee (METc) of the University Medical Center Groningen
(UMCG) and of the Amsterdam Medical Center (AMC).

Demographical and clinical data
Table 6.1 lists clinical and demographical characteristics of the participants. DID
patients filled in the questionnaires in their most predominant identity state.
Depersonalization and dissociative symptoms were evaluated using the Cambridge
Depersonalization Scale (CDS) (Sierra and Berrios, 2000), DES (Bernstein and
Putnam, 1986) and SDQ-20 (Nijenhuis et al., 1996). Reports of potentially
traumatizing events were assessed using the TEC (Nijenhuis et al., 2002). This
questionnaire quantifies the presence of potentially traumatizing events during
lifetime and additionally the severity of the potentially traumatizing events can be
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studied in more details during the developmental period (i.e. 0-6, 7-12 and 13-18
years old). Participants' psychotropic medication was not discontinued in this study.
The past medical history in the DID group included: antipsychotics (n=2),
antidepressants (n=2), anti-epileptics (n=1). The present medications in the DID
group included antipsychotics (n=8), antidepressants (n=10), anti-epileptics (n=3).
Two PTSD patients reported using antidepressants at the time of scanning. All HC
were free of present and past psychiatric medication.

DTI data acquisition
Participants were scanned on a 3T MR scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best,
NL) in one of the participating centers in The Netherlands (Groningen (UMCG) and
Amsterdam (AMC)) and balanced over the two centers (ten DID patients, ten PTSD
patients and nineteen healthy controls were scanned at the UMCG). High
resolution echo-planar DTI acquisition parameters at both centers were:
TR/TE=8749/86 ms, flip angle=90, FOV= 256 mm sampled on a 128x128 matrix,
69 axial slices with slice thickness of 2 mm and in images were acquired in an
interleaved slice order. Images were collected with diffusion sensitizing gradients
2

applied along 60 directions with a b-factor of 1300 s/mm , along with six images
with no diffusion sensitization gradients. The total scan time was 9.77 minutes. Two
DTI scans were collected from each subject whenever possible (successful in
fifteen DID patients and fourteen HC). Where both scans were artifact-free, the first
scan was used.
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Mean (SD)

ANOVA

Post hoc (P-value)

DID
(n=17)

PTSD
(n=16)

HC
(n=32)

Statistic

P-value

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

Age, years

43.82 (9.85)

40.75 (12.05)

41.91 (12.16)

F(2,62)=0.30

0.74

Education, years

14.88 (0.99)

14.94 (0.85)

15.09 (1.14)

F(2,62)=0.65

0.52

psychoform (DES)

54.41 (16.18)

22.18 (13.83)

6.92 (10.79)

F(2,62)=72.78

somatoform (SDQ-20)

57.06 (17.26)

32.69 (13.43)

22.53 (4.01)

PTSD
vs. HC

<0.001*

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

F(2,62)=51.63

<0.001*

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

Demographics

Clinical measures
Dissociative symptoms

Depersonalization symptoms (CDS)
frequency

1.91 (0.51)

0.85 (0.44)

0.27 (0.30)

F(2,62)=93.44

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001* <0.001*

duration

2.73 (0.70)

1.37 (0.72)

0.44 (0.46)

F(2,62)=82.09

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001* <0.001*

134.76 (33.46)

64.56 (32.70)

20.56 (20.94)

F(2,62)=94.55

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001* <0.001*

total

Traumatic Experience Checklist (TEC) – total
emotional neglect

12.23 (3.15)

7.5 (5.82)

2.31 (4.17)

F(2,62)=29.04

<0.001*

<0.001*

0.003*

<0.001*

emotional abuse

11.06 (4.11)

6.81 (5.36)

0.81 (2.26)

F(2,62)=29.04

<0.001*

<0.001*

0.002*

<0.001*

physical abuse

10.76 (4.56)

3.69 (4.19)

1.09 (3.16)

F(2,62)=44.60

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

0.030*

<0.001* <0.001*

0.037*
0.021*

sexual harassment

8.76 (5.32)

2.56 (2.58)

0.53 (1.27)

F(2,62)=35.72

<0.001*

sexual abuse

9.17 (5.13)

2.37 (3.07)

0.16 (0.63)

F(2,62)=39.12

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001*

total trauma score

17.53 (4.08)

11.06 (4.01)

2.62 (2.95)

F(2,62)=103.57

<0.001*

<0.001* <0.001* <0.001*

DID= dissociative identity disorder; PTSD= posttraumatic stress disorder; HC= healthy controls; DES= dissociative experiences scale;
SDQ-20= somatoform dissociation questionnaire; CDS= Cambridge depersonalization scale; TEC= traumatic experience checklist.
* P-Value<=0.05
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Table 6.1. Demographical and clinical characteristics of the participants
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DTI data acquisition
Participants were scanned on a 3T MR scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best,
NL) in one of the participating centers in The Netherlands (Groningen (UMCG) and
Amsterdam (AMC)) and balanced over the two centers (ten DID patients, ten PTSD
patients and nineteen healthy controls were scanned at the UMCG). High
resolution echo-planar DTI acquisition parameters at both centers were:
TR/TE=8749/86 ms, flip angle=90, FOV= 256 mm sampled on a 128x128 matrix,
69 axial slices with slice thickness of 2 mm and in images were acquired in an
interleaved slice order.
Images were collected with diffusion sensitizing gradients applied along 60
2

directions with a b-factor of 1300 s/mm , along with six images with no diffusion
sensitization gradients. The total scan time was 9.77 minutes. Two DTI scans were
collected from each subject whenever possible (successful in fifteen DID patients
and fourteen HC). Where both scans were artifact-free, the first scan was used.

DTI data analysis
FMRIB software library (FSL version 4.1.9; www.fmrib.ax.ac.uk/fsl) was used for
image analysis. Images were skull stripped using the FSL brain extraction tool
(Smith, 2002) and then corrected for motion and eddy current (Jenkinson and
Smith, 2001). Maps of fractional anisotropy (FA), which quantifies the directionality
of diffusion of water within a voxel, were generated by fitting a tensor model at
each voxel using the DTIfit in FSL. Voxel-wise group comparisons were then
performed using FSL-TBSS (Tract-Based Spatial Statistics) (Smith et al., 2006).
All subjects’ FA data were aligned into a common space (the Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI)-152) with non-linear registration. Thereafter, the mean
FA map, which represents the centers of all tracts common to all subjects, was
calculated and then thresholded at an FA>0.2. Each subject’s aligned FA map was
then projected onto this skeleton by searching the data around it for each subject's
FA map in the direction perpendicular to each tract, finding the highest local FA and
assigning this value to the skeleton. The diffusion tensor is represented by three
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eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues that define an ellipsoid, and can be
quantified in terms of a number of scalar measures; besides FA, other quantities
that can be derived from the DTI images include mean diffusivity (Basser and
Pierpaoli, 1996), axial diffusivity and radial diffusivity (Basser, 1995).
Mean diffusivity (MD) is the average of the three eigenvalues and provides a
measure of the degree of restriction to the diffusion of water molecules irrespective
of direction. Axial diffusivity (AD), which represents the diffusivity of water in the
direction parallel to the fiber bundles, is defined as the major eigenvalue. Radial
diffusivity (RD), which measures water diffusion perpendicular to the axonal wall, is
defined as the average of the two minor eigenvalues. It has been suggested that
the directional diffusivities (i.e. MD, RD and AD) may reflect specific biological
processes such as myelin and axonal changes (Song et al., 2002, Song et al.,
2005). In general, the relationship between measurements obtained from DTI is
such that FA decreases when RD increases and/or AD decreases; in contrast, MD
increases when AD and/or RD increases and vice versa (Qiu et al., 2008). In this
study the skeletonized MD, RD and AD were similarly extracted by applying the
deformations determined in the original non-linear registration of the FA images to
the vectors from the FA data).

Statistical analysis
Demographical and clinical data were compared between the three groups using
analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by pairwise t-tests. Voxel-wise t-tests were
conducted on all diffusion parameters using a permutation-based inference tool for
nonparametric statistical thresholding (the randomise function, part of FSL)(Smith
et al., 2006) and the number of permutations was set to 5000. The following group
comparisons were made: 1) DID vs. HC, 2) DID vs. PTSD and 3) PTSD vs. HC.
For the initial exploratory analyses the uncorrected maps (p< 0.05) were
investigated (Fani et al., 2012). Then, the maps were corrected for multiple
comparisons correction (p<0.05, family-wise error (FWE)) based on the thresholdfree cluster enhancement (TFCE) option in the randomise function in FSL. All
randomise tests included age and center as covariates, which were de-meaned
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prior to analyses (Cole et al., 2012). Anatomical localization of each significant
cluster was determined using John Hopkins University (JHU) DTI-based WM atlas
(Wakana et al., 2004) provided by FSL.

Results
Demographical and clinical assessment
The DID, PTSD and HC groups did not differ significantly with respect to age and
education (Table 6.1). Depersonalization and dissociative (including psychoform
and somatoform) symptom scores were significantly higher in the DID group as
compared to the HC or PTSD groups. PTSD patients also reported significantly
higher

depersonalization

and

dissociative

symptoms

compared

to

HC.

Furthermore, potentially traumatizing events (as measured with the TEC) were
significantly higher in DID compared to both HC and PTSD. The total TEC scores
were also higher in the PTSD patients compared to HC.

White matter integrity
The exploratory analyses revealed that compared to HC, DID was associated with
lower FA and higher MD, RD and AD in multiple commissural, association and
projection fiber tracts including the genu, body and splenium of the CC as well as
the superior longitudinal fasciculus, posterior thalamic radiation, anterior corona
radiata, internal and external capsules (see Figure 6.1 and Table 6.2). However,
these differences did not reach a significant level after applying FWE correction.
Comparing PTSD to HC, the exploratory analyses revealed widespread regions
of significantly lower FA (see Table 6.2 and supplementary Figure SF6.1) in PTSD
in, among others, the genu, body and splenium of the CC, the cingulum and
cingulum-parahippocampal region, the anterior and superior and posterior corona
radiata, the anterior and posterior limbs of internal capsule, the external capsule,
superior longitudinal fasciculus, sagittal stratum and fornix/stria terminalis.
Furthermore, significantly higher MD, RD and AD were observed in a widespread
region in PTSD, with a distribution very similar to the FA results (Table 6.2). Except
for the AD results, most results of the FA, MD and RD measures survived FWE
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multiple comparison correction (Figure 6.2 and supplementary Table ST6.1).
The exploratory analyses of the direct comparisons of DTI measures between
DID and PTSD groups (Table 6.2, Figure 6.3) revealed lower FA and/or higher MD
and RD and AD in PTSD in, among others, the body and splenium of the CC, the
right superior longitudinal fasciculus, the external capsule, and subsections of the
internal capsule, superior longitudinal fasciculus and cingulum-parahippocampal
tracts. However, these results did not survive multiple comparison correction.
No clusters (corrected or uncorrected) with a significant higher FA and/or lower
MD, RD or AD were observed in the DID and PTSD groups, when compared to
HC, or in the PTSD group when directly compared to the DID group.
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Table 6.2. Location (tract) and size (mm3) of clusters where a significant difference in white matter integrity was found
between the groups
a

Tracts

a

DID vs. HC
b

c

c

a

DID vs. PTSD
c

d

e

e

PTSD vs. HC
e

f

g

g

FA

MD

RD

ADg

199

1039*

647

1007*

126

252

216

956*

1254* 1529*

568

199

627

-

1835*

1304* 1826*

160

146

-

-

-

850*

1018* 1027*

-

167

410

13

88

10

1093*

1180* 1252*

115

35

-

-

14

-

-

29

60

54*

12

-

-

-

-

-

11

25

55

50*

15

51

32

68

-

-

-

-

-

25

-

-

39

-

49

-

-

-

-

-

40

47

44

-

Left external capsule

111

530

321

880

18

243

15

16

579*

837*

763*

401

Right external capsule

52

163

325

331

368

17

89

-

634*

539*

585*

-

Left sagittal stratum

168

329

324

326

79

-

-

-

366*

367*

393*

-

Right sagittal stratum

79

37

127

29

50

-

23

-

381*

372*

412*

160

FA

MD

RD

AD

FA

MD

RD

AD

Genu of corpus callosum

1074

120

1009

11

-

-

-

Body of corpus callosum

92

103

298

-

294

216

Splenium of corpus callosum

257

82

468

334

1028

Left superior longitudinal fasciculus

459

539

719

625

Right superior longitudinal fasciculus

412

40

645

Left superior fronto-occipital fasciculus

32

27

-

-

Left uncinate fasciculus

18

Right uncinate fasciculus

Commissural tracts

Association tracts

-

54

39

42

-

-

-

-

87*

51

72*

-

Right fornix (crus)/stria terminalis

10

167

83

161

140

-

-

-

154*

88

72*

-

Left cingulum

37

59

107

70

-

-

-

163

-

300

-

343

-

45

36

-

-

193

-

-

19*

301*

124*

315

Left fornix (crus)/stria terminalis

169

Right cingulum
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Right superior fronto-occipital fasciculus

a

Tracts

a

DID vs. HC
b

c

c

a

DID vs. PTSD
c

d

e

e

PTSD vs. HC
e

f

g

g

FA

MD

RD

ADg

-

159*

-

92

-

-

-

158

179

174*

103

89

-

-

374

443*

471*

168

-

34

-

28

289*

276

330*

50

175

61

28

-

-

263

130*

172*

-

338

172

142

99

130

10

523*

462*

545*

16

66

146

244

-

-

-

203*

261*

262*

-

80

117

60

257

-

146

-

542*

490*

617*

163

684

1017

353

-

-

-

-

667*

946

961*

19

431

-

629

-

-

-

-

-

897*

397

1011*

117

296

129

493

93

43

-

-

-

662*

1036* 1002*

12

Right superior corona radiata

35

-

269

-

240

221

209

90

672*

1148* 1069*

316

Left posterior corona radiata

61

67

227

232

224

-

-

-

337*

441*

472*

-

473*

437*

128

FA

MD

RD

AD

FA

MD

RD

AD

Left cingulum-parahippocampal WM

37

30

53

16

157

-

75

Right cingulum-parahippocampal WM

35

170

122

224

204

-

Left anterior internal capsule

356

545

528

432

26

Right anterior internal capsule

239

136

131

239

Left posterior internal capsule

187

244

233

Right posterior internal capsule

233

237

-

69

Right retrolenticular internal capsule

22

Left anterior corona radiata

500

Right anterior corona radiata
Left superior corona radiata

Projection tracts

Left retrolenticular internal capsule

Right posterior corona radiata

40

19

139

14

171

-

11

-

294*

Left posterior thalamic radiation

597

659

717

415

192

52

11

-

870*

825*

900*

28

Right posterior thalamic radiation

646

278

807

64

69

-

-

-

857*

790*

904*

116

a

P-Value<=0.05 (uncorrected), unless marked with an additional ‘*’
f
g
b
c
d
e
DID < HC; DID > HC; PTSD < DID; PTSD > DID; PTSD < HC; PTSD > HC
* Clusters that survived multiple comparison correction (family-wise error, P-value<=0.05); For the exact number of voxels in the
corrected statistical map see supplementary Table ST6.1.
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Table 6.2 (cont.). Location (tract) and size (mm3) of clusters where a significant difference in white matter integrity was
found between the groups
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Figure 6.1. Regions where a difference in DTI measures was found between DID
and HC (uncorrected, p<0.05). Green coloration indicates the white matter skeleton
where no significant differences were found. The blue colored regions indicate
lower FA in DID compared to HC and the red colored regions indicate higher MD,
RD or AD in DID compared to HC. Abbreviations: FA , fractional anisotropy; MD,
mean diffusivity; RD , radial diffusivity; AD, axial diffusivity; DID, dissociative
identity disorder; HC, healthy control; L, left; R, right; ACR, anterior corona radiata;
GCC, genu of corpus callosum; BCC, body of corpus callosum; SCC, splenium of
corpus callosum; IntC, internal capsule; SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus.
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Figure 6.2. Regions where a difference in DTI measures was found between
PTSD and HC (family-wise error corrected, p<0.05). Green coloration indicates the
white matter skeleton where no significant differences were found. The blue
colored regions indicate lower FA in PTSD compared to HC and the red colored
regions indicate higher MD, RD in PTSD compared to HC. Abbreviations: PTSD,
posttraumatic stress disorder; HC, healthy control; L, left; R, right; ACR, anterior
corona radiata; GCC, genu of corpus callosum; BCC, body of corpus callosum;
SCC, splenium of corpus callosum; IntC, internal capsule; ExtC, external capsule;
PTR, posterior thalamic radiation; SCR, superior corona radiata; SLF, superior
longitudinal fasciculus.
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Figure 6.3. Regions where a difference in DTI measures was found between DID
and PTSD (uncorrected, p<0.05). Green coloration indicates the white matter
skeleton where no significant differences were found. The blue colored regions
indicate lower FA in PTSD compared to DID and the red colored regions indicate
higher MD, RD in PTSD compared to DID. Abbreviations: DID, dissociative identity
disorder; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; L, left; R, right; CPH, cingulumparahippocampal white matter; BCC, body of corpus callosum; SCC, splenium of
corpus callosum; PTR, posterior thalamic radiation; SCR, superior corona radiata.

Discussion
The present study is the first to investigate whole-brain structural connectivity in
DID patients and to compare this to gender-, age- and education-matched PTSD
patients and healthy controls. In the DID patients, compared to HC, we found lower
FA and higher MD, RD and AD in several fiber tracts, most prominently in the genu
of the CC, although these differences failed to meet a corrected threshold.
Furthermore, widespread significant WM integrity disruptions were present in the
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PTSD group, relative to HC, in several major commissural, association and
projection tracts. Direct comparisons of DTI parameters between the DID and
PTSD groups revealed a small number of regions with lower FA and higher MD,
RD and AD in PTSD.

DID and PTSD versus HC
Corpus callosum (CC)
Our findings of lower WM integrity in several subregions of the CC (see Table 6.2)
when comparing the DID or PTSD groups to HC are in accordance with prior DTI
studies in children (Jackowski et al., 2008), adolescents (Huang et al., 2012) and
adults (Paul et al., 2008, Teicher et al., 2010) with a history of childhood
maltreatment. Furthermore, smaller CC volume has been reported in children with
a history of abuse or neglect compared to healthy control subjects (De Bellis et al.,
2002, Teicher et al., 2004). The CC is the largest commissural WM pathway in the
human brain. The most rostral region of the CC, the genu, contains axons
connecting the prefrontal brain regions of the two brain hemispheres. The caudal
region of the CC consists of the body and splenium and contains fibers connecting
occipital, temporal, parietal and insula regions of the two hemispheres. In line with
the current results several functional MRI studies have indicated abnormal activity
of the frontal, temporal, parietal and insular cortices in DID (Reinders et al., 2003,
Sar et al., 2001) and PTSD (Lanius et al., 2006) patients. It has been documented
that the prefrontal cortex and the insula have an important role in emotion
modulation (Phan et al., 2002), the prefrontal cortex also having a key role in
memory functions (Blumenfeld and Ranganath, 2007). These cognitive functions
are known to be disturbed in DID (Dorahy, 2001, Reinders et al., 2003, Van der
Hart et al., 2005) and PTSD (Lanius et al., 2010, Samuelson, 2011) patients.
Furthermore, structural MRI studies in PTSD have reported smaller gray matter
volume of the frontal (Geuze et al., 2008), temporal (Woodward et al., 2009) and
insula (Kasai et al., 2008) cortices. A separate study in the current sample focused
on gray matter volumetric measurements of DID and PTSD patients and reported
smaller cortical volume of the bilateral frontal and temporal cortices and left insular
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cortex in DID and PTSD patients as compared to HC (Chalavi et al., submitted).
Although a direct link between function and brain morphology remains a topic of
scientific research (Honey et al., 2010) we speculate that lower WM integrity of the
CC subregions in the DID or PTSD patients as compared to HC could be linked to
smaller GM volume of the frontal, temporal and parietal cortices and thereby to the
abnormal cognitive functions such as memory and emotion regulation in DID and
PTSD patients (Dorahy, 2001, Lanius et al., 2010, Reinders et al., 2003, Van der
Hart et al., 2005).
Association fibers
Regarding the association fibers, the most prominent differences between the DTI
measures of both the DID and PTSD groups, compared to HC, were present in the
superior longitudinal fasciculus (SLF). These findings are in line with prior DTI
studies in children and adolescents exposed to childhood maltreatment (Govindan
et al., 2010, Huang et al., 2012). The SLF is a major pathway connecting cortical
regions of the frontal to the parietal, temporal and occipital lobes and it is involved
in a variety of cognitive and executive brain functions (Makris et al., 2007).
Therefore, our findings of lower WM integrity of SLF in DID and PTSD patients
could be related to impaired emotion regulation (Lanius et al., 2010). Furthermore,
lower WM integrity of the SLF in DID and PTSD groups compared to HC could be
also related to the smaller gray matter volumes of the frontal and temporal cortices
in the DID and PTSD patients (Chalavi et al., submitted).
Limbic system
In both DID and PTSD groups, relative to HC, lower WM integrity was found in the
cingulum and in its extension to the parahippocampal region, which are both part of
the limbic system. Abnormal WM integrity of the cingulum has been previously
reported in several DTI studies in children and adults with childhood maltreatment
(Choi et al., 2009b, Eluvathingal et al., 2006, Huang et al., 2012) and also in PTSD
patients who suffered from adulthood-trauma (Abe et al., 2006, Kim et al., 2005,
Kim et al., 2006, Zhang et al., 2012). The cingulum bundle is the most prominent
WM tract in the limbic system, connecting the cingulate gyrus to the entorhinal
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cortex, hippocampus and amygdala. Therefore any damage to this fiber tract may
affect processes related to the prefrontal-limbic system (Braun, 2011), including
regulating the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis during stress (Herman et
al., 2005, Jankord and Herman, 2008) and emotion regulation (Phan et al., 2002).
It is possible that the disrupted structural connectivity in the cingulum bundle is
related to the dysregulation of the HPA axis and emotion regulation which have
been implicated in the pathophysiology of PTSD (Yehuda, 1997) and dissociative
disorders (Simeon et al., 2007).
Other fiber tracts
Other differences in WM integrity between DID or PTSD patients and HC were
found in association fibers such as the fronto-occipital fasciculus, uncinate
fasciculus, external capsule and sagittal stratum, and in the projection fibers
including the corona radiata, internal capsule, thalamic radiation and in limbic fiber
of the fornix. Some of these findings, i.e. the fronto-occipital fasciculus, uncinate
fasciculus, internal capsule and fornix, have been reported in prior DTI studies in
traumatized individuals (Admon et al., 2012, Choi et al., 2009a, Coplan et al., 2010,
Eluvathingal et al., 2006, Govindan et al., 2010, Huang et al., 2012, Teicher et al.,
2010).

DID versus PTSD
In contrast to our a priori hypothesis we found more pronounced WM integrity
disruptions in the PTSD group than in the DID group, when compared to HC. Direct
comparisons of the DTI measures between DID and PTSD groups revealed lower
WM integrity in the PTSD group in, among others, the body and splenium of the
CC, the right superior longitudinal fasciculus, the external capsule, and subsections
of

the

internal

capsule,

superior

longitudinal

fasciculus

and

cingulum-

parahippocampal tracts. One possible explanation for this finding is related to the
effect of medication. In the current study, half of the DID patients were using
antipsychotics (APs) at the time of scanning and one patient had previously used
APs. In addition, the DID patients reported using anti-epileptics (current: 3;
previously:1), and antidepressants (current:10; previously:2), whereas only two
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PTSD patients had reported using antidepressants at the time of scan. So far, two
DTI studies have shown that AP medications can have positive effects on WM
integrity (Minami et al., 2003, Okugawa et al., 2004). Furthermore, in primates an
association between exposure to chronic AP and increased glial proliferation has
been observed (Selemon et al., 1999). However, reports of non-significant effects
of APs on DTI measures have also been published (Szeszko et al., 2008). Effects
of anti-epileptics and antidepressants on WM integrity are even less clear (Cole et
al., 2012). Nevertheless, based on reports in the literature, medication usage by
the DID patients in our study might have had a positive effect on the microstructural
characteristics of the WM tracts in comparison to subjects with little or no
medication use.
Another possible explanation of the more pronounced WM integrity disruptions
in the PTSD group as compared to the DID group can be related to the differences
between these patient groups in timing of the traumatizing experiences as well as
differences in dissociative and depersonalization symptoms. In this study, the DID
group reported severe potentially traumatizing events, i.e. emotional neglect and
abuse and physical and sexual abuse and sexual harassment, which started before
the age of 6 and continued throughout the developmental period (see Table 6.3).
The PTSD group, on the other hand, only reported sexual abuse and harassment
in the age range of 7 to 12 years (see Table 6.3). Table 6.4 shows that DID and
PTSD groups differ significantly on reported timing and severity of potentially
traumatizing events. Interestingly, these subjective reports appear to be
corroborated by the DTI findings as we found that the largest cluster with a lower
FA in the DID vs. HC was located in the genu of the CC, and in the PTSD vs. HC in
the splenium of the CC. It has been reported that during brain development the
most substantial increase in myelination in the CC occurs between the ages of 6
months to 3 years and continues into the third decade of life in a rostral-caudal
pattern; i.e. the CC maturation starts from the genu in early ages and continues to
the splenium in later ages (Giedd et al., 1996). Therefore, it has been suggested
that different subregions of the CC have differing sensitive periods for example to
life stressors (Teicher et al., 2002) with the genu being more sensitive in early
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childhood and the splenium in later childhood (i.e., 9-10 years old (Andersen et al.,
2008)). Although the findings in the CC need to be confirmed by future research,
we speculate that our finding of lower WM integrity of the CC subregions in DID
and PTSD patients relates to the differences in the timing of reported traumatizing
experiences between these disorders.

Table 6.3. Potentially traumatizing experiences related to different developmental
periods as measure using the TEC
Mean (SD)

Group comparison t-test: P-value

DID (n=17)

PTSD
(n=16)

HC (n=32)

DID vs.
HC

DID vs.
PTSD

PTSD vs.
HC

emotional neglect

5.00 (0.00)

2.50 (2.58)

0.66 (1.56)

<0.001*

<0.001*

0.001*

emotional abuse

4.56 (1.26)

1.81 (2.43)

0.00 (0.00)

<0.001*

<0.001*

<0.001*

physical abuse

4.56 (1.31)

0.62 (1.71)

0.28 (1.11)

<0.001*

<0.001*

0.40

sexual harassment

3.81 (1.97)

0.19 (0.75)

0.06 (0.35)

<0.001*

<0.001*

0.71

sexual abuse

3.94 (1.98)

0.56 (1.55)

0.00 (0.00)

<0.001*

<0.001*

0.15

emotional neglect

4.00 (0.00)

2.50 (2.00)

0.75 (1.46)

<0.001*

0.004*

<0.001*

emotional abuse

3.62 (1.02)

2.31 (1.92)

2.81 (0.92)

<0.001*

0.005*

<0.001*

physical abuse

3.62 (1.09)

1.50 (1.90)

0.34 (1.09)

<0.001*

<0.001*

0.006*

sexual harassment

2.81 (1.76)

1.69 (1.49)

0.13 (0.55)

<0.001*

0.011*

<0.001*

sexual abuse

2.94 (1.77)

1.50 (1.67)

0.00 (0.00)

<0.001*

0.001*

<0.001*

emotional neglect

4.00 (0.00)

2.44 (1.96)

0.66 (1.40)

<0.001*

0.002*

<0.001*

emotional abuse

3.56 (1.09)

2.62 (1.86)

0.28 (0.92)

<0.001*

0.039*

<0.001*

physical abuse

3.25 (1.61)

1.56 (1.90)

0.22 (0.87)

<0.001*

0.001*

0.002*

sexual harassment

3.00 (1.59)

0.69 (1.49)

0.34 (0.79)

<0.001*

<0.001*

0.36

sexual abuse

2.87 (1.75)

0.31 (1.01)

0.12 (0.49)

<0.001*

<0.001*

0.57

TEC: 0-6 years

TEC: 7-12 years

TEC: 13-18 years

TEC= traumatic experience checklist; DID= dissociative identity disorder; PTSD=
posttraumatic stress disorder;
HC= healthy controls.
* P-value<0.05
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Table 6.4. Statistical comparison of the TEC scores between different age categories
in the DID and PTSD groups
Mean (SD)

Paired t-test comparisons: P-values

Age 0-6

Age 7-12

Age 13-18

Age 0-6
vs.
Age 7-12

Age 0-6
vs.
Age 13-18

Age 7-12
vs.
Age 13-18

Emotional neglect

5.00(0.00)

4.00(0.00)

4.00(0.00)

-a

-a

-a

Emotional abuse

4.56(1.26)

3.62(1.02)

3.56(1.09)

<0.001*

0.002*

0.79

Physical abuse

4.56(1.31)

3.62(1.09)

3.25(1.61)

<0.001*

<0.001*

0.19

Sexual harassment

3.81(1.97)

2.81(1.76)

3.00(1.59)

<0.001*

0.027*

0.33

Sexual abuse

3.94(1.98)

2.94(1.77)

2.87(1.75)

<0.001*

0.063

0.88

Emotional neglect

2.50(2.58)

2.50(2.00)

2.44(1.96)

1.00

0.92

0.87

Emotional abuse

1.81(2.43)

2.31(1.92)

2.62(1.86)

0.31

0.15

0.43

Physical abuse

0.62(1.71)

1.50(1.90)

1.56(1.90)

0.069

0.14

0.90

Sexual harassment

0.19(0.75)

1.69(1.49)

0.69(1.49)

0.002*

0.27

0.027*

Sexual abuse

0.56(1.55)

1.50(1.67)

0.31(1.01)

0.038*

0.62

0.011*

DID

PTSD

TEC= traumatic experience checklist; DID= dissociative identity disorder; PTSD= posttraumatic
stress disorder; HC= healthy controls.
a
Paired t-test was not calculated since standard deviation of the two variables were zero.
* P-value<=0.05

DID patients reported higher dissociative and depersonalization symptoms as
compared to PTSD patients (see Table 6.1). It is believed that dissociation is a selfprotecting mechanism that is used by the maltreated child to cope with
overwhelming and inescapable abuse and neglect. It is likely that DID patients
developed dissociative mechanisms in early childhood in line with the onset of
maltreatment. Since in the DID group the abuse and neglect was continuous
throughout the developmental period, the use of dissociative mechanisms by the
DID patients may have served as an iterative learning process for these patients. It
has been shown that the maintenance of axonal connections is activity dependent
(Steele et al., 2013, Zatorre et al., 2012), implying that active connections remain
during pruning, whereas other connections would be eliminated. Therefore, it is
possible that the DID group benefited from the development of this highly complex
cognitive dissociation mechanism which avoids pruning and maintains intact WM
integrity to a greater extent, as compared to PTSD in which potential traumatizing
events started later in life and protective dissociative mechanisms were not
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developed. However, future research is obviously needed to further address this
hypothesis.
It is also possible that in the DID patients WM was re-organized in order to (at
least partly) compensate for gray matter loss due to neurotoxic effects of stress
hormones and thereby to compensate the possible functional loss. In fact,
correlation analyses between total TEC scores and FA measures showed a
significant positive correlation in the right cingulum-parahippocampal fiber tract
(r=0.522, p=0.002). Considering that in a previous volumetric study in the same
patient groups, we reported negative correlations between the severity of childhood
traumatic experiences and hippocampal volume (Chalavi et al., submitted), the
positive correlation found between TEC and the FA of the right cingulumparahippocampal fiber tract are in line with our hypothesis of re-organization of
brain network to compensate the detrimental effect of stress on gray matter
regions. Future research is needed to investigate the effect of both WM and GM
abnormalities on brain functioning in DID.
Besides environmental factors such as stress and childhood maltreatment,
genetic factors as well as the interaction of the environmental and genetic factors
can influence WM development (Chiang et al., 2009, Kochunov et al., 2010).
Therefore, an alternative explanation for our findings of abnormal WM integrity in
the DID or PTSD patients is that lower WM integrity in these patients could be a
predisposing (genetic) factor. This renders an individual more vulnerable to develop
a psychopathological disorder such as DID or PTSD following exposure to stress.
Future genetic studies in DID and PTSD groups are needed to investigate this
hypothesis.
The pattern of WM integrity disruption of lower FA and higher MD, RD and AD
as observed in the DID and PTSD groups, compared to HC, may reflect part of the
neurobiological processes involved in the disrupted structural connectivity of DID
and PTSD patients. It has been shown that while FA and MD reflect the maturity of
structural connectivity, RD and AD reflect the changes in tissue morphology related
to axonal myelination and/or organization (Beaulieu, 2002). Increased RD can be
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related to delayed or disrupted myelination or to dysmyelination (Song et al., 2002,
Song et al., 2005). In contrast, increased AD may be related to poor growth of
neurofibrils, such as microtubules and neurofilaments, and the abnormal
development of glial cells (Qiu et al., 2008, Wang et al., 2012). Therefore, the
observed WM integrity disruptions in the DID and PTSD groups can be related to
both disturbed myelination and/or poor neural development.

Limitations
Our findings are limited by the modest sample sizes of 17 DID patients and 16
PTSD patients. Furthermore, we were only able to study females in this study.
Given that both normal (Giedd et al., 1996) and stress-related abnormal brain
maturation (De Bellis et al., 1999, De Bellis et al., 2002, De Bellis and Keshavan,
2003, Paul et al., 2008, Teicher et al., 2004) are gender-specific, our findings
cannot be generalized to male DID and PTSD populations. Another limitation of this
study is the difference between the timing of potentially traumatizing experiences
between the DID and PTSD groups which made it difficult to explain the WM
integrity differences between these groups. Our suggestions for future research are
to investigate the effects of medication on the traumatized brain in more detail and
in a larger sample size. Furthermore, future studies need to investigate the effect of
timing and duration of trauma, especially in relation to dissociative symptoms on
the (developing) brain in both female and male individuals.

Conclusion
An interesting finding of the current study is that with regard to WM integrity
measures, DID and PTSD groups differed more from HC than from each other.
This finding may provide important neurobiological information concerning DID as
well as an important contribution to its etiological discussion. In conclusion, this
study shows that DID is associated with lower WM integrity in several fiber tracts
and most prominently in the genu of the CC. In PTSD patients we additionally
found widespread significant lower WM integrity in commissural, association, and
projection fibers. These preliminary findings can aid in better understanding the
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neurobiological underpinnings in DID and PTSD.
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Supplementary Table ST6.1. Location (tract) and size (mm3) of clusters
where a significant difference in white matter integrity was found between
PTSD and HC.
Tract

a

b

b

b

FA

MD

RD

AD

Genu of corpus callosum

826

-

823

-

Body of corpus callosum

429

604

1150

-

Splenium of corpus callosum

1444

257

1452

-

Left superior longitudinal fasciculus

394

276

858

-

Right superior longitudinal fasciculus

856

860

1154

-

Left superior fronto-occipital fasciculus

-

-

40

-

Right superior fronto-occipital fasciculus

-

-

41

-

Left uncinate fasciculus

-

-

-

-

Right uncinate fasciculus

-

-

-

-

Left external capsule

34

55

480

-

Right external capsule

359

14

359

-

Left sagittal stratum

301

58

346

-

Right sagittal stratum

101

162

307

-

Left posterior thalamic radiation

700

484

785

-

Right posterior thalamic radiation

669

415

783

-

Left fornix (crus)/ stria terminalis

58

-

50

-

Right fornix (crus)/ stria terminalis

65

-

57

-

-

-

-

-

Right cingulum

10

48

24

-

Left cingulum-parahippocampal WM

32

-

-

-

-

-

99

-

Commissural tract

Association tract

Left cingulum

Right cingulum-parahippocampal WM
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Supplementary Table ST6.1. Location (tract) and size (mm3) of clusters
where a significant difference in white matter integrity was found between
PTSD and HC.
Tract

a

b

b

b

FA

MD

RD

AD

-

131

352

-

Right anterior internal capsule

25

-

164

-

Left posterior internal capsule

-

29

41

-

Right posterior internal capsule

318

77

414

-

Left retrolenticular internal capsule

150

130

217

-

Right retrolenticular internal capsule

369

258

496

-

Left anterior corona radiata

212

-

754

-

Right anterior corona radiata

582

-

798

-

Left superior corona radiata

315

516

830

-

Right superior corona radiata

467

899

960

-

Left posterior corona radiata

252

291

418

-

Right posterior corona radiata

193

247

373

-

Left posterior thalamic radiation

700

484

785

-

415
PTSD < HC (family-wise error corrected, p<0.05)
b
PTSD > HC (family-wise error corrected, p<0.05)

783

-

Projection tract
Left anterior internal capsule

Right posterior thalamic radiation

669

a
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Supplementary Figure SF6.1. Regions where a significant difference in DTI
measures was found between PTSD and HC (uncorrected, p<0.05). Green
coloration indicates the white matter skeleton where no significant differences were
found. The blue colored regions indicate lower FA in PTSD compared to HC and
the red colored regions indicate higher MD, RD in PTSD compared to HC.
Abbreviations: PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder; HC, healthy control; L, left; R,
right; ACR, anterior corona radiata; GCC, genu of corpus callosum; BCC, body of
corpus callosum; SCC, splenium of corpus callosum; IntC, internal capsule; ExtC,
external capsule; PTR, posterior thalamic radiation; SCR, superior corona radiata;
SLF, superior longitudinal fasciculus.
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The etiology of dissociative identity disorder (DID) has been the focus of
controversy for many years (Bremner, 2010, Coons, 2005, Fraser, 2005,
Giesbrecht et al., 2008 and 2010, Piper and Merskey, 2004a, 2004b and 2005, Sar,
2005). Mental health professionals disagree about the etiology of DID as well as
DID’s status as a valid mental disorder (for reviews see Reinders (2008) and
Boysen and Vanbergen (2013)). Objective and empirical research in individuals
with DID is limited (Dalenberg et al., 2012) allowing the proponents of the nontrauma-related model to question the genuineness of DID as a childhood-traumarelated disorder (Lilienfeld et al., 1999, Merckelbach and Muris, 2001, Merckelbach
et al., 2002, Paris, 2012, Pope et al., 2006, Spanos, 1994 and 1996), postulating
that individuals with DID either consciously or subconsciously simulate their
different identity states.
Objective neuroscientific information, such as structural brain imaging data of
individuals with DID and PTSD, could help in better understanding the neural
correlates of these disorders. Investigating the neural correlates of DID may
provide support for either of the etiology models for DID. This thesis aimed to
provide this type of objective empirical evidence to increase the current
understanding of the neuroanatomy of DID. To this end, three studies were
conducted examining the neuroanatomical abnormalities in DID patients (who all
had a co-morbid posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)) in comparison with PTSD
patients (without a DID diagnosis) and to healthy controls (HC). Comparing
neuroanatomical measurements between DID and PTSD patients allowed us to
study the similarities and differences in the pattern of structural abnormalities
between these disorders. Whereas similarities in neuroanatomical abnormalities
between PTSD and DID patients may provide support for the trauma-related model
of DID, differences between these disorders may indicate disorder-specific
abnormalities.
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Summary of findings
A reproducibility study
Finding individuals with DID willing and able to participate in a neuroimaging study
was expected to provide a challenge. Therefore, we planned to include patients
from all over The Netherlands as well as from the northern part of Belgium.
Shortening travel time for participants was considered to increase the likelihood for
participation. Therefore, we aimed to conduct MRI scans at two different centers in
The Netherlands, i.e. Amsterdam and Groningen. An important confound of
combining and analyzing images from different scanners is that the volumetric and
surface-based brain measurements derived from MR images can be dependent on
the quality of the MR images which is itself dependent on several other factors
including MRI scanner properties (Han et al., 2006, Jovicich et al., 2009), MR
sequence parameters (Jovicich et al., 2009, Kruggel et al., 2010) and MRI scanner
upgrades (Jovicich et al., 2009). Slight differences in these factors can have
considerable impact on the reliability and reproducibility of the segmentation results
(Schnack et al., 2010), which ultimately could make the interpretation of results
difficult. The two participating MRI centers in the studies for this thesis were
equipped with MRI scanners with similar hardware configurations (both Philips 3T
scanners). Nevertheless, it was still necessary (Jovicich et al., 2009) to determine
an MR sequence with a high contrast to noise ratio for minimal differences in the
anatomical measurements acquired across centers and over time. To this end, we
collected five datasets, which included two within-subject within-center datasets,
two between-subject between-center datasets and one between-subject withincenter dataset after a scanner upgrade in one of the centers. The results of these
steps helped us to realize an artifact-free MR sequence with high short-term and
long-term reproducibility across the two centers. This sequence also showed to
have high reproducibility after a scanner upgrade at one of the centers.
Conducting this study enhanced the reliability of the results presented in
chapter 4 and chapter 5. Chapter 3 also emphasizes the importance of conducting
reproducibility studies in general prior to any multicenter or longitudinal study. It
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revealed that standard MR sequence as provided by the vendor, or other
sequences frequently used at each MRI center, did not provide optimal scanner
settings for our two-center study.

Gray matter abnormalities in DID and PTSD
So far, only a limited number of neuroimaging studies have investigated possible
neuroanatomical differences between DID patients and healthy or traumatized
controls and all of these studies have focused on volumetric differences in a priori
specified brain regions (Ehling et al., 2008, Irle et al., 2007, Irle et al., 2009, Tsai et
al., 1999, Vermetten et al., 2006, Weniger et al., 2008). In chapter 4, for the first
time, whole-brain gray matter volumetric measurements of individuals with DID
were compared to those of gender-, age- and education-matched HC and
individuals with PTSD. To this end, volumetric measures (cortical volume, cortical
surface-area, cortical thickness and subcortical gray matter volume) were extracted
from the anatomical MR images of individuals with DID, individuals with PTSD and
HC, and comparisons were made between the groups.
With regard to the cortical measurements we found smaller cortical volume of
the whole brain, frontal, temporal and insular cortices in DID and PTSD groups,
compared to HC, in accord with prior literature in PTSD (Eckart et al., 2011, Geuze
et al., 2008, Kasai et al., 2008). Furthermore, we found that cortical gray matter of
the left inferior parietal cortex was smaller in DID patients compared to PTSD
patients and HC. The inferior parietal cortex is a posterior association area which
combines sensory and cognitive information. Previously it has been suggested that
this area is involved in the dissociation (Reinders et al., 2003, 2006 and 2012) and
depersonalization (Blanke and Arzy, 2005, Simeon et al., 2000) symptoms. In fact,
we found significant correlations between the volumetric measurements of this
region and both dissociation and depersonalization scores (see page 93 of this
thesis). Therefore, we suggest that functional as well as structural abnormalities of
this region have a role in the neurobiological processes involved in dissociative
phenomena in DID.
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With regard to subcortical gray matter structures we found smaller left and right
hippocampal volumes in DID as compared to HC (see Figure 4.2 on page 87). The
right hippocampal volume also showed a trend to be smaller in DID relative to
PTSD. This finding is in line with prior studies in DID (Ehling et al., 2008, Irle et al.,
2009, Tsai et al., 1999, Vermetten et al., 2006) and several other volumetric studies
in traumatized individuals (Gurvits et al., 1996, Kitayama et al., 2005). Furthermore,
the current findings confirm smaller bilateral hippocampal volume as reported by
Vermetten et al. (2006) despite concerns expressed by proponents of the nontrauma-related model (Smeets et al., 2006).
Furthermore, the subcortical volumetric results showed preserved amygdala
size in DID and PTSD patients relative to HC. Smaller amygdalar volume has been
reported in two prior volumetric studies in DID patients (Ehling et al., 2008, Irle et
al., 2009, Vermetten et al., 2006). However, reports of smaller amygdalar volume in
traumatized individuals have not been consistent across studies. Our finding of
preserved amygdalar volume does not rule out the possibility of a functionally
hyperactive amygdala as reported in patients with DID (Reinders et al., 2003, 2006
and 2012) and PTSD (Lanius et al., 2006 and 2010b).
Another interesting finding of this study was a larger dorsal striatum (including
caudate, pallidum and putamen) in DID patients relative to PTSD patients and HC.
Importantly, these findings were not related to antipsychotic medication (see substudy on page 117). FMRI studies have shown involvement of the striatum during
dissociative identity state switching (Savoy et al., 2012, Tsai et al., 1999) and PET
studies have shown the dorsal striatum to be involved in identity state dependent
processing of trauma-related information (Reinders et al., 2006 and 2012). The
latter study suggests that stress may cause a shift from the hippocampus to the
dorsal striatum (Reinders et al., 2012). Furthermore, studies in patients with focal
lesions in the dorsal striatum reported involvement of the dorsal striatum in task
switching and inhibition of irrelevant information (Yamasue et al., 2003, Yehene et
al., 2005 and 2008). Evidence from studies in rodents has suggested that
glucocorticoid (stress hormone) injections into the dorsal striatum enhance memory
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consolidation (Quirarte et al., 2009, Sanchez-Resendis et al., 2012) and a recent
fMRI study showed that stress impaired the functioning of the hippocampal system,
which coincides with higher activation in the dorsal striatum (Schwabe and Wolf,
2012). Altogether, we speculated that the dorsal striatum might be involved in the
recurrent alternation between different dissociative identities, the self-stabilization
of these identities for a period of time, and the dominance of trauma-related
procedural memory for trauma-related dissociative identities, but we also stressed
the importance of further research to confirm this hypothesis.
In sum, on a cortical level, the results of this study showed similarities in the
pattern of smaller cortical volume in both DID and PTSD groups relative to a HC
group, and on a subcortical level our findings revealed larger gray matter volume of
the striatum in the DID patients than in the PTSD patients. This study provides
important objective and empirical data in line with the trauma-related model
suggesting that DID is a trauma-related disorder, as cortical GM abnormalities
showed similarities in the DID and PTSD patients and hippocampal volume were
smaller in DID patients compared to HC.

Hippocampal morphology and childhood trauma
Smaller hippocampal volume has been repeatedly found in studies investigating
neuroanatomical differences between traumatized individuals, with or without
psychiatric disorders, and HC (Andersen et al., 2008, Bremner et al., 2003). An
important study by Teicher et al. (2012) confirmed a relationship between childhood
maltreatment (as measured with the childhood trauma questionnaire (CTQ)) and
smaller hippocampal volume. Although we did indicate a trauma-related nature of
DID in chapter 4, the direct etiological relationship to childhood maltreatment was
still unconfirmed. Therefore, in chapter 5 we focused on investigating differences in
morphology of the hippocampus between DID, PTSD and HC in relation to
childhood maltreatment. Both volumetric changes and regional shape deformations
were investigated in individuals with DID and PTSD. Of note, in order to be able to
manually trace the hippocampal boundaries with precision, the acquired anatomical
images should have a high contrast between the brain’s white and gray matter
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tissues. Hence, this study benefited from the optimization and calibration study
presented in chapter 3 since that study provided us with an MR sequence which
produced MR images with a high gray/white matter contrast.
The results of the study presented in chapter 5 showed that individuals with DID
had smaller left and right hippocampal volume compared to PTSD and HC. The
right hippocampal volume also showed a trend to be smaller in PTSD patients
relative to HC. These results are in agreement with previous structural imaging
studies in DID (Ehling et al., 2008, Irle et al., 2009, Tsai et al., 1999, Vermetten et
al., 2006), PTSD (Gurvits et al., 1996, Kitayama et al., 2005) and victims of
childhood maltreatment (Dannlowski et al., 2012). These findings are also in
agreement with the results presented in chapter 4. Furthermore, in the DID and
PTSD groups, as compared to HC, hippocampal regional shape contractions were
found in different hippocampal subfields, i.e. the CA1, CA2-3 and subiculum. These
deformations were more widespread in the DID group. These findings are
consistent with previous animal and human studies investigating the effects of
(childhood) trauma on hippocampal subfield morphology (Andersen and Teicher,
2004, Gould et al., 1997, Kadar et al., 1998, McEwen, 1999, Teicher et al., 2012,
Wang et al., 2010). Although the shape analysis results should be interpreted with
caution, as they did not survive multiple comparison correction, these findings
indicate important implications for future research.
The most important findings of chapter 5 are the associations of childhood
trauma with hippocampal volume and radial distance (i.e. shape) in the DID and
PTSD patients. These findings are in line with previous studies (Andersen et al.,
2008, Dannlowski et al., 2012, Teicher et al., 2012) and again provide objective and
empirical support for the clinical observations that DID is a childhood traumarelated disorder.

Structural connectivity in DID and PTSD
In chapter 6, a diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) study was presented investigating
white matter (WM) integrity in DID and PTSD patients, relative to HC. Our findings
indicated that both DID and PTSD groups were associated with lower WM integrity
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in several major fiber tracts. The lower WM integrity in the DID group, compared to
HC, was found to be most prominent in the genu of the corpus callosum (CC).
These findings are in line with previous DTI studies in individuals with a history of
(childhood) stress (for a review see Daniels et al. (2013)). We proposed that lower
WM integrity in DID and PTSD patients can be linked to impaired emotion
regulation and memory in these patient groups. The patterns of observed WM
integrity disruption in the DID and PTSD groups consists of: lower fractional
anisotropy, higher mean and radial diffusivity, and to a lesser extent higher axial
diffusivities. These patterns suggest that WM integrity disruptions can be related to
the abnormalities in both myelination and organization of the fiber tracts (see pages
180-181 of this thesis).
In contrast to our a priori hypothesis, comparing the DID or PTSD groups to HC,
we found that WM integrity differences were more widespread in the PTSD group.
Furthermore, direct comparison of the DTI measures between DID and PTSD
patients showed lower WM integrity of some fiber tract most prominently the
splenium of the CC in the PTSD group. In chapter 6 (see pages 176-180) we
proposed that these findings can be related to differences in medication use and
history, timing of traumatizing events as well as differences in dissociative and
depersonalization symptoms between the DID and PTSD groups. Inspection of the
traumatic experiences checklist (Nijenhuis et al., 2002) revealed that the DID
patients participated in this study reported severe potentially traumatizing
experiences including sexual harassment and abuse beginning before the age of 6.
The PTSD group, on the other hand, reported experiencing sexual harassment and
abuse during the age range of 7 to 12 years old. Our DTI analyses showed the
largest cluster with a lower white matter integrity in the DID vs. HC to be located in
the genu of the CC, whereas in the PTSD vs. HC comparison it was located in the
splenium of the CC. It has been documented that CC maturation occurs in a
rostral-caudal pattern (Giedd et al., 1996) and thus different regions of CC have
different sensitive periods. Given this pattern of CC maturation, our results of DTI
analyses are in line with the reports of traumatizing experiences in DID, i.e. early
childhood trauma in the age rage of 0-6 (see Table 6.3 on page 178) and PTSD,
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i.e. no reported trauma in the age range of 0-6, but later in life.
Furthermore, DID patients reported higher dissociative and depersonalization
symptoms as compared to PTSD patients. It is believed that dissociation is a selfprotecting mechanism used by a maltreated child in response to severe and
chronic abuse and neglect. We speculate that DID patients developed dissociative
mechanisms in early childhood when the maltreatments started and continued
using these as the abuse and neglect continued throughout the developmental
period. It is known that the maintenance of axonal connections is activity
dependent (Steele et al., 2013, Zatorre et al., 2012), and during pruning active
connections remain while inactive connections would be eliminated. Therefore, we
speculate that the use of dissociative mechanisms by the DID patients served as
an iterative learning process for these patients and they benefited from
development of this highly complex cognitive mechanism which avoids pruning and
leaves a relatively more intact WM integrity, especially as compared to PTSD in
which potential traumatizing events started later in life and protective dissociative
mechanisms were not developed. Alternatively, it may be argued that in DID
patients WM was re-organized in order to (at least partly) compensate for the gray
matter loss (and subsequent functional loss) due to neurotoxic effects of elevated
stress hormones. Correlation analyses showed a significant positive correlation in
the right cingulum-parahippocampal fiber tract between total TEC scores and FA
measures. Considering that in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 we reported negative
correlations between severity of childhood traumatic experiences and hippocampal
volume, this positive correlation between TEC and the FA of the right cingulumparahippocampal fiber tract is in line with our hypothesis of re-organization of brain
network to compensate the detrimental effect of stress on the gray matter regions.
However, these hypotheses are speculative and future research is needed to
confirm them.
Although maps of statistical tests comparing DTI measures between the DID
group and HC or PTSD groups did not survive multiple comparison correction, the
uncorrected maps provided indications for a trauma-related etiology for DID, and
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may guide future research in DID and therefore they were reported as exploratory
results.

Methodological considerations and future directions
In the studies presented in chapter 4, chapter 5 and chapter 6 we were able to
overcome several methodological limitations noted in the prior literature. Firstly, the
participants were matched for gender, age and education. Secondly, to pool the
data from different MRI centers we balanced the number of participants in each
center, and conducted a reproducibility study to ensure that the quality of MR
images from the different centers were very similar. Nevertheless, there are some
remaining methodological considerations which are divided in two main categories
and are discussed below: i) participants, and ii) methods.

i) Participants
Sample size
The same sample of seventeen DID patients, sixteen PTSD patients and thirty-two
HC were included in the studies presented in chapter 4, chapter 5 and chapter 6.
This sample size is a modest but relatively standard for neuroimaging studies.
Performing analyses on this sample of participants allowed us to identify several
structural abnormalities in DID and PTSD patients. It is worth mentioning that for
the correlation analyses reported in chapter 4, 5 and 6 we combined the DID and
PTSD patient data (n = 33) to increase statistical power for this type of analyses.
However, this sample size was unfortunately not large enough to provide sufficient
statistical power for volumetric analyses of individual cortical regions within the
superparcels in chapter 4, of the hippocampal surface deformation in chapter 5, or
brain wise correlation analyses.
Furthermore, the studies presented in chapter 4, chapter 5 and chapter 6 are
based on the same sample of participants and it might be argued that these
combined gray and white matter findings are specific to this sample size.
Therefore, it is essential that these studies are replicated preferably by different
research groups and in different cross-cultural samples, to further confirm
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neuroanatomical features of individuals with DID.
Male and female DID patients
All participants were female as early trauma (Putnam, 2003) and dissociative
disorders (Putnam, 2000) are more frequent in females and moreover only female
DID patients volunteered to take part in this study. Given that brain maturation and
morphological abnormalities in psychiatric disorders can differ between males and
females, our results cannot be generalized to the male population. Therefore,
future research in male populations is needed to be able to generalize these
findings.
Trauma matching
For the studies in this thesis we included PTSD patients who had a history of
interpersonal trauma and who were closely matched with the DID patients with
respect to gender, age and education. Therefore the nature of the trauma
background of the PTSD patients was matched as close as possible to those of the
DID patients. Our clinical investigations revealed that the PTSD patients reported a
range of low to severe childhood trauma. Also, we found that the timing of the
traumatizing experiences were different between the DID and PTSD groups (see
chapter 6, Table 6.3 and 6.4). It might be that these differences in the timing and
onset of the traumatizing events between DID and PTSD are intrinsically related to
the disorder, but it makes a one-to-one comparison more challenging. For future
research it would be interesting to be able to include a HC group with a
background of childhood maltreatment and/or a more complex PTSD group
(Thomaes, 2013) who are closely matched with the DID group with respect to the
timing of the childhood traumatizing experiences. Such a match with the DID group
with respect to the childhood trauma will make it possible to directly compare brain
morphological differences due to early childhood trauma.
Medication
Given that some psychotropic medications may change the morphology and
function of brain, using drug-naïve subjects or matching groups for medication
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history seems an important issue in neuroimaging studies of neuropsychiatric
disorders (Lanius et al., 2010a). The majority of DID patients who participated in
the studies of this thesis reported a history of using various types of medication,
most importantly antipsychotics, anti-epileptics and antidepressants. We addressed
this issue in our analyses (chapter 4, page 117; chapter 5, pages 152-156; and
chapter 6, pages 176-177). However, it was a challenge particularly in the DTI
study to disentangle the effects related to DID from the effects related to
medication (chapter 6, pages 176-177). When investigating the effect of medication
on neuroanatomical measurements, we noticed that medication use led to less
significant differences (chapter 4, page 117; chapter 5, pages 152-156) and
therefore the current results may represent an underestimation of the effects.
Nevertheless, future studies need to take this factor into consideration or further
assess the effects of psychiatric drugs on brain morphology (Chakos et al., 1994,
Corson et al., 1999, Gur et al., 1998, Massana et al., 2005, Minami et al., 2003,
Okugawa et al., 2004).

ii) Methods
Volumetric analysis
In chapter 4 we used the program FreeSurfer to extract cortical and subcortical
volumetric measures. Several other techniques are available which can be used for
volumetric analysis such as voxel based morphometry (VBM) methods. There were
several reasons why we chose FreeSurfer over VBM: 1) using FreeSurfer several
aspects of brain morphology can be explored, e.g. cortical thickness, surface-area
and volume, and subcortical volume, while VBM only permits the assessment of
cortical and subcortical volumes. This is particularly important as cortical thickness
and surface-area provide distinct information about cortical morphology (Panizzon
et al., 2009); 2) automatic non-uniformity intensity correction on the basis of the
nonparametric non-uniformity intensity normalization method (N3) (Sled et al.,
1998) is built in FreeSurfer; 3) FreeSurfer uses geometry to do intersubject registration and this kind of registration results in a better matching of
homologous cortical regions than other volumetric techniques (e.g. VBM) (Fischl et
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al., 1999); 4) the target that FreeSurfer uses for registration is the white matter
surface geometry, which is completely invariant to gray matter atrophy, so
pathological gray matter changes will not result in a different registration.
One of the limitations regarding FreeSurfer is that it does not provide detailed
information about the white matter volume. As chapter 6 shows differences in white
matter integrity, it would be interesting for future studies to look at the white matter
volumetric differences between individuals with DID and healthy or traumatized
controls using other volumetric methods such as VBM.
Manual tracing versus automatic methods
In this thesis, hippocampal volume was obtained using two different methods,
automatic segmentation (chapter 4) and manual tracing (chapter 5). While
significant differences in bilateral hippocampal volume between DID and HC was
the common finding of both of these methods, there were differences between
these methods in the results of hippocampal volume comparisons of DID vs. PTSD
and PTSD vs. HC. It should be noted that the reliability of the results obtained
across the two studies is high, and the intra-class correlation coefficients (ICCs) for
the left and right hippocampal volumes were 0.81 and 0.77, respectively, which are
in agreement with the previous publications (Morey et al., 2010, Shen et al., 2010).
Therefore, the differences observed between the results obtained using these two
methods are likely due to the differences in the segmentation procedure.
Morphological differences in hippocampal subfields between groups were
obtained on the basis of a manual tracing method. At the beginning of this project
(July 2008) this was the only way to investigate shape deformations in different
hippocampal subfields. More recently a new method has been developed and
included in FreeSurfer which automatically extracts volumes of different
hippocampal subfields. This method has attracted the attention of researchers in
the field of neuropsychiatry (Kuhn et al., 2012, Teicher et al., 2012). It should be
noted that both manual and automatic methods have their advantages and
drawbacks. Automatic methods are fast and could be highly reproducible, but they
could be sensitive to noise and artifacts could lead to segmentation errors. Also, for
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multicenter studies care should be taken that differences in center specific image
quality do not lead to segmentation differences, which affect the results. On the
other hand, manual tracing methods are not as sensitive to noise, but they are time
consuming and their reproducibility could depend on the rater’s skill.
The recently released new FreeSurfer methodology allows for the additional
investigation of morphological abnormalities of the CA4-dentate gyrus subfield,
which is located inside the hippocampus structure. The dentate gyrus is involved in
neurogenesis and it has been suggested that childhood trauma can suppress
neurogenesis and hence result in smaller CA4-dentate gyrus subfield (Teicher et
al., 2012). As chapter 5 has revealed that hippocampal volume is correlated with
childhood trauma it would be most interesting to acquire information about the
CA4-dentate gyrus subfield in future studies involving DID or other (childhood)
trauma-related disorders to test the hypothesis that childhood trauma affects
neurogenesis.
Genetic and epigenetic
Not everybody exposed to childhood maltreatment develops psychopathological
disorders such as DID and PTSD. This suggests that genetic factors as well as
interaction of genetic and environmental factors (epigenetic) may modulate the
consequences of childhood maltreatment. In chapter 4 we found that the cortical
surface-area of several cortical regions was smaller in DID and PTSD patients
compared to HC. It has been shown that cortical surface-area is highly heritable
(Chen et al., 2012, Yoon et al., 2012). Therefore, smaller cortical surface-area of
several cortical regions in DID and PTSD, relative to HC, and other morphological
differences between DID or PTSD and HC can be due to genetic factors, and
gene-environmental factors (Becker-Blease et al., 2004, Jaffee and Price, 2012).
Future studies investigating the influence of genetic factors on neuroanatomical
and neurobiological measurements of DID patients are needed to shed more light
on the biological underpinning of this disorder.
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The etiology of DID
The etiology of DID has been a topic of debate between proponents of the
diametrically opposed trauma-related and non-trauma-related models. This thesis
sought to use objective empirical data in a quest to provide empirical data to inform
holders of either model. Furthermore, the results presented in this thesis informs
about the neuropathology and etiology of DID. The subjectively reported and
neurobiological data presented in this thesis (chapters 4-6) are generally in line
with the trauma-related model.
The DID patients participating in the studies presented in this thesis (chapter 46) reported severe childhood maltreatment (see page 132 of this thesis) including
emotional neglect and abuse, and physical and sexual abuse, as measured with
the childhood trauma questionnaire (CTQ) (Bernstein et al., 1994) and the
traumatic experience checklist (TEC) (Nijenhuis et al., 2002). Furthermore,
compared to HC, the DID patients reported lower parental attachment, as
measured with the parental bonding instrument (PBI) (Parker et al., 1979)). Freyd’s
betrayal trauma theory (Freyd, 1996) poses that children who are abused and
betrayed by their caregivers use dissociation to block the memory of abuse out of
their conscious awareness. This makes it possible to still engage in attachment
relationships. Putnam (1997) proposed a developmental model, i.e. the “discrete
behavioral states” model. He theorized that infants and children create distinct
behavioral states in different environments and interpersonal interactions, and the
process of maturation is consolidating an integrated sense of self from theses
discrete behavioral states which predominate in infancy until these discrete states
eventually unify, and present as a continuous self across differing situations.
Putnam posits that an abusive child-caregiver relationship is inadequate to allow a
child to complete the developmental task of consolidating an integrated sense of
self from the discrete behavioral states. Functional neuroimaging studies have
provided support for identity state-dependent differences in the integration of selfrelevance information in DID patients (Reinders et al., 2003). It was shown that in
response to traumatic memories different identity states in DID activate different
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regions of brain (Reinders et al., 2003 and 2006).
Studies investigating effects of childhood maltreatment on brain maturation
have proposed that early stress produces a cascade of neurobiological changes in
the brain on neuro-hormonal, functional and structural levels (Teicher et al., 2003).
It had been proposed that these changes can cause a long lasting impact on brain
development (Teicher et al., 2003). If DID is a childhood trauma-related disorder
neurobiological and structural changes should be similar to those reported in
traumatized individuals.
DID as a trauma-related disorder
Similar abnormality of gray matter volume/surface-area of the frontal, temporal and
insular cortices were found in DID and PTSD patients, as compared to HC. On a
subcortical level, it was found that as compared to HC, bilateral hippocampal
volume was smaller in the DID patients (chapter 4 and chapter 5) and the right
hippocampal volume showed a trend to be smaller in the PTSD patients (chapter
5). Furthermore, relative to HC, in both the DID and PTSD groups contractions
were observed in several hippocampal subfields (chapter 5). Taken together, these
findings indicate that DID is a trauma-related disorder related to (early) antecedent
trauma.
Further testing revealed smaller hippocampal volume to be correlated with
childhood trauma scores reported by DID and PTSD patients. If the claim of the
non-trauma-related model would hold and the memories of childhood maltreatment
are fabricated it was unlikely to find correlations between childhood maltreatment
scores and hippocampal volumes.
Results of the DTI study (chapter 6) showed brain (micro)structural differences
between patient groups (DID or PTSD) and HC. The most prominent WM integrity
difference between DID and HC was found in the genu of the CC whereas
comparing PTSD to HC the most prominent difference in WM integrity was found in
the splenium of the CC. We speculated that this finding can be indicative of the
early childhood trauma related origin of DID, as evidenced by the relationship
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between timing of trauma and CC maturation and myelination. Studies have shown
that CC maturation occurs in a rostral-caudal pattern, i.e. the genu matures earlier
in life and the splenium matures in later ages. Hence, early childhood trauma
results in WM integrity disruption in the genu, as it was observed in DID patients,
and later childhood trauma leads to WM integrity disruption of the splenium, as it
was found in the PTSD group.
DSM-5
DID was officially recognized as a mental disorder in the DSM-III (as multiple
personality disorder) and DSM-IV, and is still included in the DSM-5, despite some
attempts to remove DID from the DSM-5 (Gharaibeh and Merskey, 2009). Even
today this debate continues and while writing this discussion a new opinionated
publication emerged from proponents of the non-trauma related view by (Paris,
2012), which named DID as a psychiatric “fad” and argued against the inclusion of
DID in DSM-5 as a valid diagnosis. The latter paper was criticized by experts in the
field of DID in letters to the editor (Brand et al., 2013, Martinez-Taboas et al., 2013)
as it focused on a single case report, disregarded a number of neurobiological and
psychophysiological studies in DID (for example: Elzinga et al. (2007), Reinders et
al. (2003, 2006 and 2012), Sar et al. (2001, 2007) and Vermetten et al. (2006)) and
only cited relatively old studies conducted in the US, instead of recent international
studies of DID. Numerous studies and empirical data including cross-cultural
epidemiological studies indicate a trauma-related etiology for DID. It remains
interesting that the DID diagnosis has been indicated to be overdiagnosed,
misdiagnosed and an iatrogenic artifact created by a variety of non-traumagenic
origins. There is no doubt that cases of individuals who try to imitate DID exist
(Draijer and Boon, 1999), but this does not preclude the existence of genuine DID
patients. We believe that it is essential that mental health professionals consider
the existence of genuine cases of DID as these patients are at risk to spend
several years of unsuccessful therapy in mental healthcare institutes (Arbour, 1998,
Ross et al., 1989). Mrs. IB whose case report was presented in chapter 1 serves as
an example of mental health mismanagement. If such patients were diagnosed
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correctly as suffering from DID at a younger age they could have benefited from a
phase-orientated treatment specific to DID earlier in life (Brand et al., 2012, Ellason
and Ross, 1997) and consequently could have had a better quality of life.

General conclusion of the thesis
Using neuroimaging techniques, this thesis aimed to provide more insight into the
neural correlates underlying dissociative identity disorder. The findings presented in
chapter 4-6 of this thesis mainly provide objective empirical support in favor of a
trauma-related etiology for DID and thereby, hopefully, can move the etiology
discussion forward. Therefore, the current thesis may help to resolve the
controversies surrounding DID’s genuineness and etiological discussion. Although
we realize that much remains still unknown about brain function in DID we feel that
the findings of this thesis can make an important contribution to the ongoing debate
concerning the etiology of DID. More knowledge about the neurobiology of DID
may ultimately lead to a better clinical understanding and the development of
innovative treatment strategies.
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Dissociatieve

identiteitsstoornis

(DIS),

eerder

meervoudige

persoonlijkheidsstoornis genoemd, is een psychiatrische aandoening die wordt
gekenmerkt door de aanwezigheid van twee of meer verschillende identiteits- of
persoonlijkheidsstaten die herhaaldelijk de controle over het gedrag van de
persoon nemen. Elk van deze identiteitsstaten heeft zijn eigen patroon van
waarnemen en denken over de omgeving en over zichzelf. Ondanks de opname
van DIS in de DSM-III tot en met DSM-5, bestaat er nog geen duidelijke consensus
over de diagnose of behandeling. Voorstanders van het trauma-gerelateerde model
beschouwen DIS als een ernstige, vroegkinderlijke posttraumatische stoornis,
terwijl voorstanders van het niet-trauma-gerelateerde model geloven dat personen
met DIS bewust of onbewust hun andere identiteitsstaat simuleren. De
controverses rondom de etiologie van de stoornis en de betwiste diagnose kan
blijven bestaan zolang er slechts beperkt neurowetenschappelijke informatie
beschikbaar is. Objectieve neurowetenschappelijke informatie zoals structurele
beeldvorming van de hersenen van personen met DIS en personen met een
andere trauma-gerelateerde stoornis, zoals posttraumatische stress stoornis
(PTSS), kan inzicht bieden in overeenkomsten en verschillen in neurale correlaten
van deze aandoeningen. Dit proefschrift heeft als doel om dit soort objectief
empirisch bewijs te leveren en de huidige kennis van de neuroanatomie van zowel
DIS als PTSS te verhogen. Hiertoe zijn drie studies uitgevoerd waarin
neuroanatomische afwijkingen zijn onderzocht bij DIS patiënten met comorbide
PTSS, vergeleken met PTSS patiënten zonder DIS en gezonde controles (HC).
De diagnose DIS wordt relatief zelden gesteld en daarmee is het vinden van
een homogene groep van DIS patiënten, die in een fase van de therapie zijn
waarin zij kunnen deelnemen aan een neuroimaging studie, een behoorlijke
uitdaging. Het verminderen van de reistijd naar de plaats waar de scans worden
gemaakt zou de bereidheid om deel te nemen aan de studie kunnen vergroten en
daarmee het aantal deelnemers in totaal. Daarom zijn de neuroimaging data voor
dit proefschrift verworven in twee verschillende centra in Nederland (Universitair
Medisch Centrum Groningen (UMCG) en het Amsterdam Medisch Centrum
(AMC)). Echter, een belangrijke storing die kan optreden bij het combineren van
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beelden van verschillende scanners is dat de kwaliteit van MR beelden (zoals het
contrast tussen verschillend hersenweefsel) afhankelijk is van de eigenschappen
van de scanner, het MRI protocol, de datareconstructie en verschillen in scanneren software upgrades. Aangezien zowel handmatige als automatische methoden
voor beeldsegmentatie afhankelijk zijn van de kwaliteit van de hersenenscans, is
het belangrijk om een manier te vinden waarin MR beelden van de twee centra
minimale kwaliteitsverschillen vertonen. Om de vergelijkbaarheid van de scans van
beide centra te optimaliseren, werd een kalibratie onderzoek uitgevoerd.
Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft de methodologische stappen van deze kalibratie studie,
welke werd uitgevoerd vóór het verwerven van de neuroimaging data van de DISen PTSS patiënten en de gezonde controles. Deze stap bood ons een
geoptimaliseerd MRI protocol dat zeer goed reproduceerbaar bleek te zijn over de
twee centra en in de tijd.
Tot dusver zijn er slechts een beperkt aantal neuroimaging studies uitgevoerd
waarin mogelijke neuro-anatomische verschillen onderzocht werden tussen DIS
patiënten en gezonde- of getraumatiseerde controles en deze studies hebben zich
allen gericht op volume verschillen in a priori bepaalde gebieden van de hersenen,
zoals de amygdala, hippocampus en parahippocampale gyrus. In hoofdstuk 4
worden, voor de eerste keer, grijze stof volumes over het gehele brein van
personen met DIS vergeleken met die van op geslacht, leeftijd en opleiding gelijke
gezonde controles en patiënten met PTSS. Hiertoe werden corticale en
subcorticale volumetrische metingen gehaald uit de anatomische MR beelden van
personen met DIS, PTSS en gezonde controles, en vergelijkingen gemaakt tussen
de groepen. Wat betreft de corticale metingen, we vonden een kleiner volume van
de gehele hersenen en de frontale, temporale en insulaire cortices in de DIS en
PTSS groepen vergeleken met gezonde controles, wat in overeenstemming is met
eerdere PTSS literatuur. Verder vonden we dat het volume in de linker inferieure
pariëtale cortex kleiner is in patiënten met DIS in vergelijking met PTSS patiënten
en gezonde controles en dat dit effect negatief gecorreleerd is met dissociatieve
symptomen en depersonalisatie. De inferieure pariëtale cortex is een gebied dat
zintuiglijke en cognitieve informatie combineert en de associatie van dit gebied met
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dissociatieve- en depersonalisatiesymptomen is al eerder gesuggereerd. Daarom
stellen wij voor dat zowel functionele als structurele afwijkingen in dit gebied een
rol spelen in de neurobiologische processen betrokken bij het dissociatieve
fenomeen van DIS.
In de studie die naar het hele brein kijkt zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 4,
vonden wij een kleiner bilateraal hippocampusvolume in DIS vergeleken met
gezonde

controles

en

een

statistische

trend

voor

kleiner

rechter

hippocampusvolume voor DIS ten opzichte van PTSS. Deze bevindingen zijn
eveneens in overeenstemming met eerdere resultaten uit PTSS onderzoek. Echter,
in tegenstelling tot onze a priori hypothese, werd een onaangetast amygdala
volume gevonden in DIS en PTSS patiënten in vergelijking met HC. Echter, deze
bevinding sluit de mogelijkheid van een functioneel hyperactieve amygdala, zoals
gerapporteerd bij patiënten met DIS en PTSS, niet uit. Een andere interessante
bevinding van dit hoofdstuk was dat er een groter dorsaal striatum (inclusief
caudate , pallidum en putamen) werd gevonden bij DIS patiënten ten opzichte van
PTSS patiënten en HC. Omdat deze bevinding niet te wijten is aan het gebruik van
psychofarmaca en positieve correlaties met dissociatieve symptomen en
depersonalisatie vertoont, speculeerden wij dat het dorsale striatum betrokken zou
kunnen zijn bij de periodieke afwisseling tussen verschillende dissociatieve
identiteiten, zelf-stabilisatie van deze identiteiten gedurende een deel van de tijd,
en het overheersen van trauma-gerelateerd procedureel geheugen voor traumagerelateerde dissociatieve identiteiten. We benadrukken echter ook het belang om
deze bevinding in toekomstig onderzoek te bevestigen. Kortom, de gelijkenissen in
het patroon van kleiner corticaal volume in zowel de DIS als PTSS groep ten
opzichte van een groep gezonde controles en de verschillen in de omvang van de
pariëtale cortex en het dorsaal striatum tussen DIS en PTSS patiënten, leveren
belangrijke objectieve en empirische bevindingen welke passen binnen het traumagerelateerde model dat suggereert dat DIS een trauma-gerelateerde stoornis is.
Een kleiner volume van de hippocampus is herhaaldelijk beschreven in
onderzoeken

naar

neuro-anatomische

verschillen

tussen

getraumatiseerde
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personen, met of zonder psychiatrische stoornissen, en gezonde controles. Een
recente studie bevestigde een relatie tussen mishandeling in de kindertijd en een
kleiner volume van de hippocampus. Hoewel we aanwijzingen vinden voor een
trauma-gerelateerde karakter van DIS in hoofdstuk 4, is de directe etiologische
relatie tot kindermishandeling onontgonnen gebleven en niet bevestigd. Daarom
hebben we ons in hoofdstuk 5 gericht op het onderzoeken van verschillen in
morfologie van de hippocampus tussen DIS, PTSS en gezonde controles in relatie
tot

kindermishandeling.

Zowel

volumetrische

veranderingen

als

regionale

veranderingen van vorm werden onderzocht bij personen met DIS en PTSS. Uit de
resultaten van de studie in hoofdstuk 5 bleek dat mensen met DIS een kleiner
linker en rechter hippocampusvolume hadden ten opzichte van PTSS en HC. De
rechter hippocampus vertoonde een statistische trend met een kleiner volume in
PTSD ten opzichte van HC. Daarnaast werden in de DIS en PTSS groepen,
wanneer vergeleken met de gezonde controles, hippocampale regionale
vormcontracties in verschillende hippocampus subgebieden gevonden, i.e. de
CA1, CA2-3 en subiculum. Deze bevindingen zijn in overeenstemming met eerdere
structurele

beeldvorming

studies

in

DIS,

PTSS

en

slachtoffers

van

kindermishandeling. De belangrijkste bevinding van hoofdstuk 5 was de
associatie van jeugdtrauma met hippocampus volume en vormmetingen in DIS en
PTSS patiënten. Deze bevindingen bieden een andere objectieve en empirische
ondersteuning van de klinische observaties dat DIS een jeugdtrauma-gerelateerde
stoornis is.
De witte stof van de hersenen bestaat voornamelijk uit gemyeliniseerde axonen
die signalen vanuit het ene gebied van de hersenen overbrengen naar een ander
gebied en die tussen de cortex en lager gelegen hersengebieden signalen
overdragen. Om de structurele integriteit van de witte stof van de hersenen te
onderzoeken werd in hoofdstuk 6 een techniek genaamd diffusion tensor imaging
(DTI) gebruikt om de structurele integriteit van de witte stof tussen DIS en PTSS
patiënten en HC te vergelijken. Onze bevindingen toonden aan dat zowel de DIS
als PTSS groepen een lagere witte stof integriteit in verschillende grote vezels
bundels lijken te hebben. De lagere witte stof integriteit in de DIS-groep, in
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vergelijking met HC, bleek het meest aanwezig te zijn in de genu van het corpus
callosum, wat overeenkomt met eerdere DTI studies bij mensen met een
voorgeschiedenis van stress in de kindertijd. De patronen van waargenomen
verstoring van de witte stof integriteit in DIS en PTSS suggereren dat verstoringen
in witte stof integriteit kan worden gerelateerd aan de afwijkingen in zowel de
myelinisatie en organisatie van de vezel bundels. In dit hoofdstuk wordt, in
tegenstelling tot onze a priori hypothese, bij het vergelijken van de DIS- of PTSS
groepen met de HC, gevonden dat de afwijkingen in witte stof integriteit meer wijd
verspreid waren in de PTSS -groep. Een directe vergelijking van de DTI metingen
tussen DIS en PTSS patiënten vertoonden bovendien lagere witte stof integriteit
van enkele vezelbundels in de PTSS -groep. In hoofdstuk 6 hebben we
voorgesteld dat deze bevindingen kunnen worden gerelateerd aan verschillen in
tijdstip waarop de traumatiserende gebeurtenissen hebben plaatsgevonden,
evenals aan verschillen in dissociatieve en depersonalisatie symptomen tussen de
DIS en PTSS groepen of eventueel aan de medicatiegeschiedenis. Hoewel
statistische tests op de DTI metingen in de vergelijking van de DIS-groep met HC
of PTSS groepen een correctie voor het aantal uitgevoerde tests niet overleven,
geven de ongecorrigeerde resultaten aanwijzingen voor een trauma-gerelateerde
etiologie van DIS. Deze resultaten kunnen toekomstig onderzoek naar DIS een
leidraad bieden en daarom werden ze vermeld als verkennende resultaten.
Kortom, met dit proefschrift is verzocht om met behulp van neuroimaging
technieken meer inzicht te geven in de onderliggende neurale correlaten bij
dissociatieve identiteitsstoornis. De bevindingen zoals gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk
4-6 van dit proefschrift leveren hoofdzakelijk objectieve empirische steun ten
gunste van een trauma-gerelateerde etiologie voor DIS. Het huidige proefschrift
kan helpen om de controverses rond de echtheid van DIS en de etiologische
discussie te beslechten. Hoewel we beseffen dat nog veel onbekend is over de
hersenfuncties in DIS, geloven we dat de bevindingen van dit proefschrift een
belangrijke bijdrage aan de lopende discussie over de etiologie van DIS kan
leveren. Meer kennis over de neurobiologie van DIS kan uiteindelijk leiden tot een
beter klinisch begrip van de aandoening en de ontwikkeling van innovatieve
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therapeutische strategieën.
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